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The Re-Forming
Tradition : Presbyterians

and Mainstream
l

Protestantism

A

Review

Edward A. Dowey

by

How to

Read These Books

he gargantuan “case study” of mainstream American Protestant de-

T—

The

cline called

rience

The Twentieth-Century Expe-

the production of about sixty scholars over roughly five years

now complete
itively

Presbyterian Presence:

unnumbered paperback volumes
documented, filling 2,300 pages. 2 Funded by the
seven

in

and edited by Louisville Presbyterian Seminary
Milton

Coalter, President John

J

historians of

all

faculty

—

it

a

is

is

Endowment

Lilly

members, Librarian

M. Mulder, and Dean Louis

American Christianity

—

and repet-

heavily

B.

Weeks

path-breaking and

a

back-

breaking achievement for authors and readers, respectively. Whatever the
verdict

on individual

articles or critique

of the whole, the mass of research

and variety of subjects covered by competent professionals make

mark work.
The “Series Foreword”

is

in

advance what one

read and offers an ongoing orientation. Nonetheless,

volume, The Re-Forming Tradition, that there

whole sequence

the
title

with
it

and author
this

pays to
'

map

is

The

it

is

is

about to

only in the final

even a table of contents of

proper order together with a

(pp. 336-344).

listing

of each chapter

place to begin, therefore,

is

at the

end,

of the whole. Indices are both copious and capricious, and so

make

one’s

Edited by Milton

Presence:

in

a land-

repeated in each volume, and an introduction

each by the general editors summarizes

to

it

J

own on

favorite subjects.

Coalter, John

M. Mulder, and Louis

The Twentieth-Century Experience

(Louisville:

B.

Weeks, The Presbyterian

Westminster/John Knox Press,

1992).
2
Edited by Milton J Coalter, John M. Mulder, and Louis B. Weeks, and published by
Westminster/John Knox Press (Louisville), the volumes are: The Presbyterian Predicament:
Six Perspectives (1990); The Confessional Mosaic: Presbyterians and Twentieth -Century Theology
(1990); The Mainstream Protestant "Decline": The Presbyterian Pattern (1990); The Diversity of
Discipleship: Presbyterians and Twentieth -Century Christian Witness (1991); The Organizational
Revolution: Presbyterians and American Denommationalism (1992); The Pluralistic Vision: Presbyterians and Mainstream Protestant Education and Leadership (1992); The Re-Forming Tradition: Presbyterians and Mainstream Protestantism (1992).
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Individual articles appear to be assignments from the editors, and authors

show

little

awareness of how the same or closely related subjects are treated

by fellow contributors.

The coherence comes from

vised entirely in advance,

it

would seem

—with no

the overall plan

inter-issue debate

—

de-

and no

works except by arrangement of proximity and by edicomment. Methods vary among the chapters from arbitrary miscel-

effort to relate the
torial

lany, to explicit

observations
project,

and one

subjects,

and admirable

show

the

feels

analysis, to

method-bound

mountainous problems faced

in

unreality.

Such

organizing such a

admiration for the editors for handling such unwieldy

some appearing here

agreement among them, even

and some well known. As

for the first time

one would expect, and the editors
in

state candidly, there

preparing their

was not unanimous

common

text for this last

book.

A

study guide

offer the

is

available,

above comments

which the present writer has not

as the experience

seen.

But

I

of one reader hoping to be of

practical help to others.

A General Critique
For so large
or success

a project as

would seem

The

likely to

3

Presbyterian Presence series, either failure

appear on a grand

scale.

And

pened. Indeed, both are writ large with publication of the

Re-Forming Tradition. Here, the three senior

editors, in

as lifelong Presbyterians (p. 30), offer skillful

and then

try mightily to

so

final

has hap-

it

volume, The

deep personal agony

summaries and evaluations,

produce something positive from the foregoing

mass of negativity.
Quickly put,

(1)

the successful, instructive result of the series

is

an im-

mensely informative, dispassionate, and quite devastating “case study” of

“mainstream” Protestant

institutional decline in

membership and

cultural

impact, along with confusion in mission and internal fragmentation of com-

munity, message, and theology.
(2)

The

failure of the project

is

one of method: namely, turning over

a

diagnostic task on the “body of Christ” chiefly to doctors of history and
sociology,

whose methods,

that body, sick or well.

ably a

A

rightly followed,

theological

Reformed doctrine of

were never meant

norm of some kind

the church

—even on

is

to discern

needed, prefer-

the level of institutional

pathology.
J
1

1,

This section is adapted from
and used with permission.

my

review in The Presbyterian Outlook. (July 6-14, 1992): 10-

THE RE-FORMING TRADITION
The

editors modestly

seem

Denominationalism,
Christian faith

They

tell

when he

itself,

They have

to sense this need.

proached H. Richard Niebuhr’s dismay

had

left

possibly ap-

The Social Sources of

after writing

realized he

3

out the main thing, the

The Kingdom of God in America.
the end that “theology is the most important

and so turned

us mournfully at

to write

ingredient in the Presbyterian predicament,” and “the only weakness for

which

a recovery course

cannot

now

be charted”

(p. 273).

Then, brightening

American Presmore accessible and familiar than many acknowledge.
we understand more clearly the breadth and depth of our own tradi-

up, “resources for reconstructing the theological identity of

byterianism
... If

tion

may

be

and the defining values of our

ties

with Christians

who

span continents

and centuries, we

will recover a theological vision that could

reformed church”

(p. 285).

Why,
books?

then,

is

With

the latter, especially,

I

indeed lead a

agree.

there such a dearth of substantive theological

work

in these

Why is the tradition reduced to the local, the recent, the quantitative,
Why add so much to the dreary canon that follows in

and the descriptive?

Herberg

the train of Niebuhr’s Social Sources, from Will

Robert

to

Wuth-

now?

A
285),
late,

five-page

addendum, “Theological Agenda

for the

Church”

(pp. 281-

seems a turning toward Niebuhr’s second task cited above. But too
although here the editors offer good, basic questions:

Christ?”

“Why,

Christian life?”

after

all, is

—and

there a church?”

so on.

How

“What

is

“Who

is

Jesus

the authority for the

does one answer such questions on the

base of the foregoing material from which, as such, they do not seem to have
arisen? Let us glance at the positive treatment.

Part

I

of The Re-Forming Tradition (chaps.

1-7)

is

a skillful

and discrimi-

nating summary, selection, and evaluation of issues prominent in the for-

midable mass of material

in the first six

volumes. At the very

supplies a guide for selective study to readers
all six.

The judgments

ods adopted for the

Chapter
significant

ment”

eight,

are appropriately

series, that

“A Case

is,

who

on the

will not

level

to

read

and within the meth-

devoid of Reformed theological norms.

of Conflicting Allegiances,” arranges the most

themes from the foregoing analyses of the

in a series

least, this

attempt

“pluralistic predica-

of seven diverging or conflicting motifs that must be held

together because the alternatives are “both good and often of equal value.”

The

issues are well chosen.

But never

is it

said

how

the nonrigid control of a “flexible equilibrium” that

ugal fragmentation.

The metaphor

these are to be held in

would prevent

centrif-

offered, with cautious apologies,

is

a

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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“mobile” suggesting the

metaphor

est

The

art

of Alexander Calder, which must be the weak-

church since Laodicea.

for the

editors could have been helped with this pallid treatment

had they

consulted the gutsy chapter seventeen of the Second Helvetic Confession of
1566. If somewhat archaic,
Church” (“pluralism”) than
most excellent teachers of

it

is

“On

better

Dissensions and Strife in the

the present offering.

The

confession asserts “the

Church have differed among themselves
about important matters without meanwhile the Church ceasing to be the
Church because of these contentions
and, “Hence we must be very
the

.

.

careful not to judge before the time, nor undertake to exclude, reject or cut

off those

whom
whom we

the

those

cannot eliminate without

hand,

we must

and do harm

Lord does not want

be vigilant

to the

lest

to

have excluded or rejected, and

loss to the

On

Church.

the other

while the pious snore the wicked gain ground

Church.” Evidently the problems of pluralism are noth-

ing new. This excerpt shows, incidentally, just one type of resource from
the tradition of
It is

the final chapter,

that lacks
ical
I

which the whole

most what

series

seems largely unaware.

“The Reforming Church: An Agenda

for

Reform,”

needs most to capture a viable idiom for a “theolog-

it

agenda,” namely, our strong confessional heritage.

Why?

think the editors programmatically cut themselves off early from this

rich lode of teaching

and experience,

first,

by following

half-ridiculous suggestion that the genius of the

normless

“critical

Edward

Reformed

modernism,” and second, by the

Farley’s

tradition

is

virtual leave-taking

a

of

Reformed confessionalism in the shallowly conceived second volume titled
The Confessional Mosaic, which the editors accept intact. The “mosaic” appeared, they say, in the 1967 Boo/{ of Confessions as a pluralistic relativizing
of the church’s confession. For them, following a mistaken nod from L. A.
Loetscher, the fundamentalist aberration of the years 1910-1926

is

norma-

tive.

Three other writers take the 1967 utterance, “No one type of confession
no one statement is irreformable,” as a modern premise
for a new “multiconfessionalism,” as if they had never heard of the sixteenth
is

exclusively valid,

century’s Sola Scriptura

,

or that the ultra-Westminsterite Charles

Hodge

called the

Second Helvetic Confession “probably the most authoritative”

Reformed

confession.

Or

did they not notice that nearly

all

Reformed

churches have always been “multiconfessional?”

Dutch Reformed have
Hungarian Reformed have two. The Harmoma Confessionum of 1581 summed up the Reformed Reformation as Trent and the
In addition to the Nicene and Apostles’ creeds, the

three confessions, the

THE RE-FORMING TRADITION
Book of Concord had done

Rome and

for

5

Lutheranism. This

classic

con-

tained about a dozen documents, with an analytical device helping to show

monumental unity amid
the Reformed way from

of structure and expression. This has been

varieties

the beginning.

Boo\ of Confessions.
Confessionalism was recovered

The Harmonia was

model

the chief

for the

head contends. The

classic period,

in 1967, not

“redefined” as James Moor-

even for American Presbyterians,

is

not

old Princeton fundamentalism, but the Reformation.

Of course, we might
revision in an

seems

to

have here the “unintended results” of confessional

American Presbyterianism ignorant of

me more

likely that

we have one

that could be cited in these ably written articles

sheer description
sight.

is

insufficiently

own

coolly stated,

formed, description of a glide from theology

But

roots.

in

which

historical in-

and not adequately

to polity as the

it

among many

and summaries,

informed by theological and

Another example would be the

for present-day Presbyterians.

its

egregious example

in-

important thing

These examples of description lacking insight

are too complicated to study in this short review, but

I

mention them be-

cause the editors buy into them unnecessarily, thereby surrendering too eas-

what the heritage has accomplished with

ily

similar problems in other lands

and centuries.
Within the tradition there
than illustrated

in

predicament” and

istic

is

for discerning the

amount of organizing multiple
begin

more present

The Re-Forming Tradition

in the center

and

in the

diversities

aid, tactical

for

fundamental

of God

in

the data, as

crisis

of faith that no

can begin to cope with.

We

must

depth of the mystery of divine self-disclosure.

In “this dark night of the Presbyterian soul” (p. 286),

powered by

and theological,

understanding the “plural-

we

dare not be over-

H. Richard Niebuhr reminded us

in

The Kingdom

America. Using Bergson’s distinction between “institution” and

“movement,” he wrote:

We

shall look in vain if

tical institutions

we

seek to find in the Protestant ecclesias-

the characteristic features of the Protestant

they are there at

it

represents the original intention.

The book

closes

all

with

Lyman

Beecher

for the best thing that has ever

necticut.”

With

the editors

we must

I

suffered

happened
all

much

in the year 1811, dejected

course of events, saying, “For several days
tell

movement;

they appear in a form which denies as

if

[to the

hope and work

as

by the

what no tongue can
church] ... in Confor such a reevalua-

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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tion of the present

and

for recovery of unifying theological insight

—and

not

be totally downcast by six and three-quarter volumes of largely bad news.

Reformed Confessionalism
Reviewing these books separately exceeds the capacity of the present
some sharpened reaction might help stimulate further discus-

writer, but
sion.

The theme sounded

above, Reformed confessionalism, informs most

of the following ad hoc comments.

The Confessional Mosaic serves not

(1)

series,

as a theological

foundation for the

but as a quick way to dismiss Reformed confessionalism in favor of

polymorphous pluralism. Only one chapter is devoted to confessionalism per
se, and that is bounded severely by the American experience and, more parfrom 1910

ticularly, the period

European Reformed
church

is

indebted.

to 1990,

traditions

The

with

little

and confessions

attention to the role of

to

which the American

apologia given for the road taken

profoundly

is

flawed (pp. 82-83). That the editors and chosen writers do not care
for confessionalism as a formal category within the

Reformed

might be

we

illustrated superficially, but significantly, if

index there are

six lines

lines to “secularism,”

much

tradition

note that in the

of page numbers devoted to “conservatism” and

with no place given

sionalism.” Furthermore,

I

would take

at all for

issue

six

“confessions” or “confes-

with the explanatory power of

confession conceived as a mosaic. Historically, Presbyterianism

grew out of

We

the unitive and open-ended vision of the confessional tradition.

should

reclaim this tradition again as the center of the pluralistic agenda for the

mission of the church in

For what

worth,

it is

this
I

decade and the next century.

find the treatment of the preparation

and content

of the Confession of 1967 very well done. I admire Moorhead’s precise and
cautious analysis. His essay, however, misleads by setting the Confession
within a pluralistic “mosaic,” and by speaking of

its

“redefining” confes-

sionalism.
(2)

The

first

chapter in The Confessional Mosaic, “Pluralism and Policy in

Presbyterian Views of Scripture,”
in the entire seven

are

shown

to be

volumes.

The

is

most unsatisfactory

fluential Biblical

Theology school

amendment.
is

(p. 50),

Bernhard Anderson, and David Freedman
J.

along with

In addition, the highly in-

not even mentioned, nor

largely Presbyterian: Ernest Wright,

Floyd Filson, John Bowman, Otto Piper,

article

an ill-formulated questionnaire

normative for what Presbyterians believe

a laboriously achieved confessional

who were

possibly the

results of

its

leaders,

John Bright, James Smart,

for the

Old Testament, and

C. Beker, Paul Meyer, and Ul-

,

,

,

THE RE-FORMING TRADITION
Mauser

rich

for the

New

Testament.

None

of these

7

names appears. But we
whose

are favored with a brief biography of a Pittsburgh theological student

only distinction

is

the ordination of

that he

was denied ordination because he refused

women. Nor

is

there mention of the Faith

to accept

and Life Curric-

ulum the Westminster Study Bible and Aids to the Study of Scripture. And
what of The Interpreters’ Bible familiar to many ministers, along with Kittel’s Theological Dictionary of the New Testament ? If these were not influential, that too is important, and a good reason to raise questions here, as well
as in chapters

following on preaching.

In 1983 a national gathering convened on the viability of the Confession
of 1967 and on its biblical interpretation in view of Liberation Theology.
Leading liberationists and feminists attended and spoke vigorously, if not

unanimously. All papers were published

Although

nal of Presbyterian History.

taken by authors Rogers and

on

McKim

(3)

“Changes

UPCUSA

in

tion

— vow of adherence
— with
a

“own broader Reformed and Presfinal paragraph. One might expect

would contain

committees

dates’

presbyteries finds
theological.

The

awareness of

during

them of

these

decades.

subsequent

Reformed theology during

the

on

more
same decades. But was

that the authors of these chapters

issues?

Probably the largest gap and the

least forgivable in this

after the failure to study the nature

and

in the Presbyterian constitution

the Boo/{ of Order,

it is

Mosaic vol-

role of confessions

lack of a sound, informed study of ordination. Since ordination

nexus

chapter

chapter on “southern” Presbyterian preaching shows

classic

might have conferred on the

—

A

and “legal” significance only, not

“liturgical”

beyond the imagination of the editors

ume

the chief substance of ordina-

to the church’s theology expressed in the confes-

inquiry into related topics concerning seminaries and candi-

sions

(4)

on the International Council

phenomenon.

Preaching” covers three-quarters of the cen-

byterian confessional tradition” in the
that an analysis of preaching

of the Jour-

event passes unnoticed, pains are

to report

Biblical Inerrancy, not a Presbyterian

tury before mentioning the preachers’

it

in a special large issue

this

is

—

is

the

the chief

between the Boo/{ of Confessions and

simply inexcusable that almost nothing in these 2,300

pages shows that anybody thought about preparation for constitutional
questions in seminary education and national examinations since the union

of 1983, for instance. Barbara Zikmund’s assigned article
Predicament, the one study of ordination, does

when

she wrote of her

own denomination

in

The Presbyterian

less justice to

in the

UCC

the topic than

self-study

volume

Theology and Identity. Here, though, she moves in secondary literature of
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H. Richard Niebuhr,

E. Schillebeeckx and

to feminist reinterpretations of

ordination, without betraying firsthand knowledge of the history of the

Presbyterians in America.
(5)

A

fascinating

and informative account of “Presbyterians and Social
growing liberal social agenda,

Issues” by sociologist Benton Johnson shows a

perhaps as

if

the journal The Nation were taking over General

pronouncements through the decades. His method

Assembly minutes

—

a serious stricture

—

limits

him

Assembly
to

General

excluding publications and staff

Board of Christian Education. This may be forgivable. But how
could he miss the most decisive and best-known action in this area in the

work

in the

century, namely The Letter to Presbyterians the
,

any church against McCarthyism? The

first blast

letter takes its

of the trumpet of
pattern not from

American liberal politics, but from the Barmen Declaration of the Confessing Church in Hitler’s Germany (1934). Unmentioned also is the first full
theological and confessional warrant for Presbyterian social policy in the
Confession of 1967.

Pluralism and Reform

Not

surprisingly, “pluralism” takes plural

meanings

course, in general usage, and in these Lilly volumes.

borrowed from the

social sciences

and applied

in professional dis-

It is

a slippery

to multiplicity,

word

whether of

distinct entities, multiple aspects of a single entity, or syncretistic intermixture. In discussions
fully defined,

of religion,

all

these usages are found,

and one or more of them

or contrasted to “diversity.”

The

is

sometimes care-

sometimes either identified with

editors of the Lilly

volumes seem

these meanings, on occasion extolling a pluralistic “vision” for

to blur

manifold

its

and openness, and on other occasions deploring a pluralistic “predicin which the unifying center is lost and fragmentation results. The
book titled The Pluralistic Vision describes it as “a commonality that tranvariety

ament”

scends differences”

(p. 22)

ment of Pluralism”

as

while the

first

chapter speaks of

“The Predica-

unresolved chaos in the curricula of theological sem-

inaries (pp. 37-70).

No

commonality transcending differences unified the ancient world in
a world of unmatched pluralistic relifirst appeared

—

which Christianity

gious variety resulting largely from Phoenician seamanship and

roads and armies.

It

of cults. Judaism and Christianity formally repulsed syncretism, the
councils in Nicaea, Ephesus, Chalcedon, and Constantinople.
sical

answer

Roman

was the age of syncretism, an unsystematic intermixture

to pluralism

was No! Nevertheless,

Here

the sophisticated

latter at

the clas-

dogmatic

THE RE-FORMING TRADITION
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and cultures they were

reflected the vocabulary, cults,

rejecting.

By

Reformation took place within a formally

contrast, the Protestant

Christian world that had become “pluralistic,” so to speak, through varieties

of interpretation within the same catholic communion. For the Reformers
this

meant

Word had

that the divine

been corrupted primarily from within,

The

rather than by a syncretistic mixture.

corrective

was Reform, under-

stood as reformation or restoration, or purification from corruption of the

same Word and authority that had been recognized for centuries. Reform,
as the Catholic scholar Gerhard Ladner found out, is not a mere synonym
and metahistorical concept that

for change, but a theological

long matter

ance, as Calvin and the subsequent

unmatched

clarity,

is

thing, but a turning

not in the

toward

—

a

is,

Reformed

first

to

And

equivalent of repentance.

brief, the institutional

make

a

repent-

shown with
away from some-

tradition have

instance a turning

whole new mentality, metanoia, brought

about by the Spirit through the Word.

The much-quoted and often-miscontrued

motto, ecclesia reformata, sem-

per reformanda “the church reformed must always be reformed,”
,

a phrase that continues

God.” Reform,
tradition,

secundum verbum Dei, “according

thus, especially as a proper

means not change or

name,

for

The

olution that tries to start over without looking back.

was

a corrected interpretation of

what

the Bible

grace works in persons, church, and society.
It is

noteworthy, given the work we

Reformed

mind

its

what the Reformed

Reformed

signify a rev-

it

grace,

this arose the

see, that this series

Reform
and how

is

polemic.

not claiming

cognate, Reformed, without taking any position on

No polity could

a horse

survive that, nor

CoNFESSIONALISM AND
If pluralism

Beware!

tradition considers itself to be.

Stephen Leacock’s hero, jump on

directions.

of

Protestant

means by

From

in

part of

principles, but rather “re-formation,” a pusillanimous coinage

that calls to

like

example

alteration as such, nor does

is

Word

to the

would

Two FORMS

We

must

and gallop off madly
it

not,

in all

be worth the surviving.

OF PLURALISM

were of the variety that Christianity encountered

in the

an-

cient world, where an aggregate of disparate and irreconcilable religious

movements would have shattered the gospel, the response of the church
would duplicate Nicaea. Polytheism, practical or theological, is not a possibility for the

or the

people of the one

work of one

Spirit

God

of

Israel, or the

through the Word.

lordship of the Messiah,
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we

stand where we did in the year 1800, as the editors
when reason from the Enlightenment was silencing revelation
through the Word, we can only live as the church by drawing on that one
Insofar as today

suggest,

creative

and redemptive source of

even

life

if

be a scandal to reason. If

it

finest humane and just agendas for persons and societies
become absolute and demonic, with one-issue struggle groups demanding
total allegiance, they must be relativized. This is the unresolvable predicament of disjunctive pluralism and Reformed confessionalism at this point
says No!
Does pluralism mean the manifoldness, even the unprecedented prolif-

today even the

,

eration of missions to unexpected
the leading of

Word and

human

uncalculated acceptance of institutional

ricans

is

open future of

must be approached with both

enriching pluralism

Christianity

situations not treated directly by

Spirit? If so, then the

a

a potentially

unifying vision and an

risk. Christianity

not revelation.

is

the religious response to revelation of Jews and Greeks, Af-

and Chinese, feminists and

slaves,

gays and environmentalists, of plu-

and possibilities still unimagined by those of us who are PresbyteWASPs. The Protestant-Puritan-Presbyterian story, now nearly five
centuries old, may be ending. We cannot tell. Our question now should not
be “are we successful?” but “are we faithful?”
The crisis of faith, of believing to the point of martyrdom, lies on a deeper
ral states

rian

level

than

all these. It is

and by those who
or beauty.

The

concealed easily by zealous “possessors” of truth

substitute

real

profound zeal

Reformed

tradition

for this or that

work of

justice

grows from the mystery of gracious

and holy love often concealed by works and

possessions.

Sometimes

this

tradition has erred in the direction of an arbitrary translation of grace as

sovereignty, sometimes in the direction of legalistic obedience substituting
for love.

Now

But

center

at

its

it

may

is

err by substituting questionnaires for proclamation.

the multifaceted mystery of the ultimacy

and intimacy of

divine love incarnate in Christ and told in the gospel. Beginning here,
multiplicity
this

order

becomes the pleroma, the

—no matter how

to generation in the biblical

we need more
ficial

fullness of Being.

poorly expressed here

—

carried

and confessional earthen

than the language of change, and

With

vessels

mere

a vision

of

from generation
of our tradition,

we need more

than super-

transformations of language coined in such terms as “re-forming” tra-

dition.

Only when Reform

roots in the

Word,

will

we

hear again another of

our great Reformed imperatives: Sursum corda! “Lift up your hearts!”

i

.

is the Maxwell M. Upson
of Christianity and Society at
Princeton Theological Seminary and codirector ( with Donald Capps) of the Semi-

Richard K. Fenn

The Mainstream

Professor

Protestant “Decline”:

The Presbyterian
Pattern A Review

nary’s Center for Religion, Self and Soci-

Among

books are The
Essay in the Sociology of Religion and Individualism Reconsidered: Readings Bearing on the

ety.

1

recent

his

Death of Herod:

by Richard K. Fenn

An

Endangered Self in Modern Society
Donald Capps)

(co-

edited with

A

t the beginning of this book the editors promise to address the question

of

how and why membership

declined over the

last

in the

few decades. They

major Presbyterian churches has
also

admit

the several articles in this book, the question of

Church (U.S.A.)

nations like the Presbyterian

that, after

publishing

“why mainstream denomihave experienced member-

ship decline during this period of relative stasis remains to be answered with
certainty.” In other words, the

tions, despite help
is

from the

only one volume in what

book

Lilly
is

will not

answer the question

it

sets

out

of the authors and their thoughtful contribu-

to address, despite the virtues

Endowment, and

despite the fact that this

already an impressive series.

Nonetheless, the editors want to point out that the book has the merit of
suggesting

how

congregations

decline;

some may

lose

identity.

Wilhelm,

for

the

same responses

ternal changes.

may remain

to their

of

environment regardless of vast internal and ex-

This he considers

historical identity.

relatively healthy in periods

membership but not their mission or congregational
instance, shows how congregations continue to make
to be

evidence not of rigidity but of an

Denominational executives would do well, Wilhelm sug-

gests, to study that identity before

making recommendations about what

congregation should do to come to terms with

its

the

world. Thus, even a rigid

money and a few people given to making the same remay represent, as the editors put it, “a critical place to

congregation with

sponses to a change

begin revitalization.” Instead of probing

in

depth the reasons for the decline

of the Presbyterian Church, the book

is

where one might simply

and decline) and guidance

see rigidity

seeking to offer solace (seeing health

ture (advice to denominational executives).

church growth, and with the

laity

church can survive or even prosper
‘

Edited by Milton

Presence:
1990).

J

Coalter, John

The

only so far as they
in a difficult

(Louisville:

may

suggest

is

with

how

the

environment.

M. Mulder, and Louis

The Twentieth-Century Experience

for the fu-

overriding concern

B.

Weeks, The Presbyterian

Westminster/John Knox Press,
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The

picture immediately gets cloudy, however,

history of the
clear

from

tinue

to

Mecklenburg Presbytery written by

this article that not only

make

same

the

when one examines
Lee Brooks.

Jerrold

the
It is

congregations but presbyteries can con-

response

environment year after
and regardless of the actual
Denominational executives,

their

to

year, regardless of the propriety of that response

situation in

which the presbytery

finds

itself.

committees, consultants, agencies, and agents are thus part of the problem,
not the cure. Indeed, argues Brooks,

Mecklenburg Presbytery
liance

to

own

its

it

was the increasing attention of the

structure and agenda,

its

on denominational sources of information and advice,

increasing reits

increasing

attention to social issues and expert opinion, that blinded the churches in
the area to

what they might do on

time, and in their

own

situation.

their

The

own

result

initiative, in their

was stagnation and

What is clear, say the editors, is that no matter how
may become in the future, it is the denominations that
editors are quite right in

reminding us that the

their loyalty to a congregation into

volumes

editors promise future

laity

vital

do not

seem

gations, as the editors

“examine how

to suggest, or

essential source of supply for the

and

agencies, commissions,

Brooks

is

The

easily translate

“denominational allegiance.” Indeed, the

to

Does the Presbyterian Church

into a whole.”

congregations

are in trouble.

a

denominational body

nurtures the connective tissue that bonds congregational

and

own good

decline.

cells to

in fact

one another

“nurture” congre-

do congregations represent an

maintenance of denominational

projects, not to

any indication, denominational

mention jobs?

initiatives,

activities,

by

If the article

activism by

elites,

bu-

reaucratic priorities, specialized opinion and problem-solving, are precisely

what

is

not needed at the local

level.

At

least the editors are

honest in point-

ing out what will be evident even to the casual reader: that questions about

denominations cannot be answered by studies of individual congregations
or presbyteries. Questions about denominations will have to be answered by
studies that observe

This study seems

how denominations

to be

in fact interact

with congregations.

addressed to denominational leaders and assumes

that the initiative for renewal

lies

with them.

Some

of the studies, however,

suggest otherwise.

Despite the editors’ disclaimer that one will not find an answer

book

to the question

paying close attention

it

poses about

may

get

some

why denominations

insights into the problem.

example, the leading essay by Donald Luidens,

who
or

centuries.

Between 1958 and

Take,

for

a very careful researcher

compiles an impressive account of denominational

more

in this

decline, a reader

1982, he notes, the

statistics

over two

number of clergy

THE MAINSTREAM PROTESTANT DECLINE
UPCUSA

in the

“absorbed

jumped from

11,526 to 15,178, most of the increase being

in various specialized ministries,

was

chaplaincies.” This

also a period of considerable or

membership and

decline in the

CUSA. Could

ranging from bureaucracies to

in

Sunday School

even “alarming”

participation in the

there be a connection between the disproportionate

of the clergy, their concentration in specialized or bureaucratic
the decline of the
It is

offices,

and

Church?
overproduction of the clergy could be part of

just possible that the

By way of

the problem.

UP-

growth

contrast, note

what Luidens

says about the Re-

formed Presbyterian Church-Evangelical Synod between 1965 and 1979. In
period church membership and Sunday School attendance grew, as did

this

average church size and per capita giving. Notably, the number of parish
pastors kept

there

was

up proportionately with the number of clergy. Could

less

need

in this

denomination

it

bureaucracies for the clergy to “absorb their ranks,” as Luidens puts

Luidens

is

be that

to create specialized ministries

He might

not interested in pursuing this contrast.

asked whether a surplus of clergy, absorbed

and

it?

well have

of denominational

at the level

or specialized offices, creates a surplus of symbols and documents, a concentration

on abstractions rather than people, on

issues rather

Perhaps the clericalization of the church creates

ships.

on the part of the

laity, a

feeling that the church

that the church’s goals are not expressed in
cracies

would not be

more sacred than
on the

ability

the

first to

their clients

is

and

The

churches’ bureau-

to consider

themselves

and constituencies. Luidens prefers

to focus

of the churches to pay for the church as an optimistic sign of

“heightened commitment and resolve.” Indeed, despite

when

of cynicism

a sense

inauthentic, a suspicion

its life.

forget their goals

than relation-

of giving

flat levels

adjusted for inflation and a declining membership, per capita giving

has been relatively healthy.

the crucial indicator of denominational

Is this

health?

What

else

or institution

would you expect? Personal commitment
is

in short

supply in

course, are like Lloyd’s of

underwrites the insurance

modern

London, where
listed

societies.

a personal

to

any organization

Not

all

societies,

commitment

by the company. Limited

liability

nizations requires only limited commitments. For this and for a vast

of other reasons, only a few of which are touched on in
essays,

it is

lend their

understandable, even predictable, that

names

to

any organization or

susceptible to national trends;

it is

much

many

of

in fact

by orga-

number

this collection

of

individuals will not

institution. Clearly, the
like the so-called

church

“world.”

is

—
THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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Indeed, the hard assets of personal commitment are like gold, and the

currency of organizational

away

puts

Americans continue
counted

mind

has long gone off the gold standard. As

life

in his contribution to this

it

Had-

volume, “increasing numbers of

maintain a religious identity but are no longer

to

members by their denomination of choice.” He goes on to rethat there is more trouble of this sort ahead for major denomina-

as

us

tions, since the

post-baby boomers continue and intensify the trend toward

attendance or participation

in

churches without affiliating themselves to the

denomination. As Ron Stone,
people religious

is

goes on to suggest, what makes
makes them commit themselves to a

in his essay,

not necessarily what

religious organization or denomination. People think for themselves, dislike

authoritarian or self-serving organizations, and will not underwrite an institution’s

happy

promises with their

to call their souls their

commitment by following

own

They are more than
“They measure their
an inner voice
more so

personal identities.

own. As Stone puts

subjective standards

—

it,

—

than by adhering to denominational prescripts.”

The

clergy

do not seem happy

own

possession of their

souls.

that the laity are so inclined to

For the

difference between “church” and “denomination,” as

do with how often one
and

goals,

attends,

how one

and even “the amount of

surprising, especially in view of

portion of clergy to
cies in the

certain

adheres to

commitment has

official

in

little

is

to

church doctrines

actual financial support.”

That

is

not

what has already been said about the progrowth of specialized ministries and agen-

churches.

Because the church
a

and the

laity

remain

clergy, Stone tells us, there

—

volatility

through the

many ways

in

is

a

institution. In a

from one organization

like “the

high rate of turnover

world,” one would expect

—

in

the people

who

pass

world of “temps,” of careers that move people

to the next,

and where long-term

loyalties to

any

organization or institution become increasingly inappropriate to the facts of
rapid turnover, what else would one expect than that the people entering

and leaving
to

—

the churches

anything beyond the

would have

local

relatively

low

levels

of commitment

congregation? Presbyterians, according to

Hadaway, are particularly vulnerable to
outnumber the incoming members and

this sort of volatility.

are

more frequent

Those leaving

in their

church

attendance than the newcomers. Besides, Presbyterians are relatively old as
a

denomination and have

Hadaway reminds
politics

a

low birth

rate.

The boundaries

of the church,

“very permeable” indeed.

would you expect? The boundaries between business
are permeable; witness the savings and loan disaster. The

Again, what

and

us, are

else

THE MAINSTREAM PROTESTANT “DECLINE
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boundaries between the news media and the world on which they report

news to create events and of
corporations who own or advertise in the media to shape the news in their
own interest. The boundaries between medical practitioners and hospitals
are permeable; witness the exchange of payments between them for various
purposes akin to kickbacks. The list could go on and on. The point is simply
that the editors, and those who funded this study, have not shown as much
interest in the breakdown of crucial social boundaries as they have in shaping and defending the church’s perimeter. Clearly this volume is focusing
on the needs of denominational executives to be related to their base communities and on the overarching goal of church growth and development,
not on the dilemmas and sorrows or the strengths and creativity represented
are permeable; witness the tendency of the

“world.”

in the

Most of the contributors
denominational loyalty and
giving, or for

rificial

itors

have chosen

ner on what

is

Readers

tests

of doctrinal adherence, for even more sacleadership. Indeed, the volume’s ed-

right with the church in

Mendocino, California. There the

and permeable boundaries by creating

volatility

move and have

own

souls,

laity are “in thrall to culture.” It

souls in the church, but the laity,

preferred to

at the

call their souls their

compromise with

is

a fascinating choice

denominational

who

to

have the

of words

“idealized their local

community,”

own.

lay piety

and the ethos of Mendocino, complexity

level has not

been allowed to weigh heavily on the

from the elders and have not avoided focusing on certain

as abortion

up

laity invest their

congregation, although the clergy have expected participation in the
ination

Now,

even though, from the clergy’s point of

and suggests that the clergy would be delighted

In a

a life-

one’s spiritual being.

points out, the church has not required that the people give

the possession of their

view, the

to point the reader

book with an appealing essay by Stephen War-

world, a place where one could

Warner

wish

clearly

will not find in these pages calls for

more charismatic

to close the

church coped with

as

volume

to this

in a less defensive direction.

and the ordination of women. The

denom-

issues

such

spiritual attention of the

people remains focused primarily on their community and themselves. Indeed,

Warner wants

than social issues and
issues but

to

remind

political liberals that there

commends

on fostering relationships. Instead

and the

have been encouraged to see their

more

to life

ol putting

more demands on

them of

the presence of the

the time of busy people the church reminded
past through sacred narrative

is

the local clergy for concentrating not on

local

centrality of worship.

community

Thus

as a place in

the laity

which

their

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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souls not only live but can be linked with a larger

communion

which

in

time and space offer no insuperable barriers. Conversely, Warner warns
those with a cosmopolitan interest in social issues to note that the

“parochial"

is

word

not a pejorative term.

Whether Warner’s advice, widely accepted, can reverse a trend toward
commitments remains to be seen. It is not easy to tell
whether the church is serious or playful. As one reads this volume, it becomes entirely clear that the church faces two very difficult trends. One
the minimization of

places religion, the

life

of the

spirit,

and the possession of the soul well out-

The

side the jurisdiction of the church.
likely that the laity’s
partial, particular,

other trend

own commitments and

makes

ever

it

more

obligations will be increasingly

temporary, and negotiable. Neither of these trends au-

gurs well for large-scale organizations that take themselves very seriously

and are top-heavy with trained personnel and

To

cope with the “resistance” of the

tional “leaders” there

is

a

tendency

officials.

laity to

in the

direction

church

now

frequently revealed as one seeks to

is

have the clergy

“The identity of
change it. The change

help define a congregation’s “identity.” As Tucker puts
a congregation

from denomina-

to
it,

effort gives rise to resistance that reveals underlying identity elements.”

Tucker would have

us believe that “congregational identity

is

determined

by the convictions of that congregation’s significant leaders, especially the
pastor.” Despite very valuable testimony

from pastors

like

Judy Hay,

who

work as midwives to their congregations’ most cherished hopes and ideas,
Tucker seeks to know a congregation’s identity in order to make it more
healthy and congruent with a sense of mission.
istrator, the anthropologist,

Let the
its

laity

It is

as if the colonial

admin-

and the missionary could be combined into one.

therefore beware of professional attempts to help

it

understand

identity.

If the

and

churches are going

self-criticism of the

when

to use

ethnography,

let

it

be with the sensitivity

good ethnographer. Anthropologists know

culture. In

doing

so,

they realize, they are also shaping the context in which

they and the people they are studying both live and work.

make

sure that

it

is

the people

who

invent their

own

The

task

quoted by Tucker
it

is

as saying that she

is

a

is

Hay

to

is

“midwife of the ideas of members,"

not clear that Tucker has fully understood what this means;

though he appears

to

culture, not the an-

thropologists or the clergy or the denominational “leaders." Judy

but

that

they are writing up the culture of a place they are also inventing that

al-

approve of Hay’s strategy, he nevertheless finds con-

gregational identity through the

laity’s

“resistance” to the initiatives of the

THE MAINSTREAM PROTESTANT "DECLINE
clergy.

would be

It

that whatever
their task

is

know how many

interesting to

resists their initiative

l

Tucker
and that

clergy agree with

the congregation’s “identity”

is

7

make that identity more open to their suggestion.
when supported by foundations and specialists,

therefore to

Clerical imperialism, even
is

clearly the disease

and not the

cure.

Nonetheless, the churches and especially the clergy can profit from this
book’s use of the social sciences

if

they pay close attention not only to

Take

critique of bureaucratization but to specific findings.

its

example

for

Smith’s review of the social science literature on the characteristics of growing congregations. In the United Presbyterian Church,

necessary conflict

between the participation of the

it

their participation in other organizations. Indeed, Carl
to

have found the

seems, there

laity in the

Dudley

is

no

church and
is

reported

top priority to be worship, followed by church

laity’s

school and attendance in small groups. Participating in programs comes in
fifth.

Worship and church

gram

areas; for

to

laity

—and

and commitments

tiple roles

tions

many

school are therefore not one

— Sunday morning may

make up

and

for lost time

tional schedules, fiscal years,

especially those

in a

whose

wide variety of

be the

moment

liberates

among many
lives

settings

involve mul-

and organiza-

in their lives that helps

them from

pro-

them

the tyranny of organiza-

and the inexorable passage of time

itself.

These studies have not only been shaped by the organizational anxieties
of church

even their use of sociological research has been distorted

officials;

by the implicit, and often explicit influence of a perspective that divides
reality into

complex,

“church” and “world.”

If the

is

increasingly chaotic

and

the world organizations have high turnover, high rates of

if in

what might be

and very permeable boundaries, on what

called volatility,

grounds would anyone expect the church
it

world

increasingly hard to enlist personal

the churches find

it

to be different? If the

commitments

in its cause,

world finds

why would

commitment

easy to get at the hard assets of personal

and obligation?

The

implicit tribalism of the church-world

believe, of the sort of

on the congregations but on

growth but on what
their

it is

communities both

as clergy

and

time and place?

It

may

volumes about the
churches.

their

inhabit.

in the

this

way,

I

study not

communities, not on the needs for church

like to live in the

but “we”

laity,

dichotomy gets

ethnography that would have focused

Who

who

are

world that the congregations and

we

share the

together, not

common

fate

“we” construed
of living

in this

be that this volume’s silence on this subject speaks

real

reasons

behind the decline of “mainstream”

Word

Scripture as the

The Frederic^ Neumann Memorial Leci<)<)2-<)3 academic year was
given by Sandra M. Schneiders, Professor
of New Testament and Spirituality at the
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley. She

of

ture for the

God
by Sandra M. Schneiders

has written seven books, including

Beyond

Patching: Faith and Feminism in the
Catholic Church and The Revelatory

Text: Interpreting the

New

Testament

as Sacred Scripture.

would

thank President Gillespie and the faculty of the Princeton

like to

I Theological

Seminary

for the invitation to deliver the

1992 Frederick

Neumann Memorial Lecture. It is a privilege to join Dr. Edith Neumann,
who is with us this evening, in honoring the memory of her scholar-husband. Although Dr. Neumann died a year before began my biblical studies
I

I

think that, had

much

had the privilege of knowing him, we would have had

common. His

in

word of God
at the

I

for

passion,

which

I

share,

was expressed

hearers. This

was

to

make

in a lecture

Scripture be

he gave

in

1962

Hartford Theological Seminary Foundation. In that lecture he

said,

“In order to hear

its

God

speak to us through the ancient documents,

give ourselves to [God] with the total surrender of faith.

and the

cision of faith

critical analysis

The

we must

personal de-

of ancient records are two quite dif-

ferent things. But they are neither incompatible nor are they unrelated.”'

Dr. Neumann’s generation of
tion of

how

biblical scholars struggled

the claim that the Bible

is

the

with the ques-

word of God could be compatible

with the findings of the higher criticism which revealed not only mythological presuppositions about the cosmos, with

uncomfortable, but historical and

Although

that question

is

which modern people are

scientific errors in the sacred text itself.

not yet settled for

many

people of fundamentalist

bent, most other scholars, pastors, and believers have passed beyond

ing to affirm that the Bible, insofar as

community, does not intend
tions

and errors of the

Bible’s

it is

the

word of God

to teach science or history

human

it,

will-

for the believing

and that the

limita-

authors do not need to be either denied

or attributed to God.

Today, we

face a deeper challenge than that raised by historical criticism,

namely, that raised by ideology criticism.
(and of

my

paper

this

evening)

is

The

primarily the

focus of the problem today

New

Testament rather than

of Old Testament Studies,” in Law and Revelation:
of Where Do We Stand?: A Selective Homiletical Commentary on the Old
Testament (Brooklyn, NY: Theo Gaus, 1978), pp. xiv-xv.
1

Frederick

The Torah

,

Neumann, “The Purpose

vol.

1
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The

Bible

may

9

not intend to teach history or science but

intend to teach religion and morality.

It is

does

it

the purpose of the biblical text,

word of God, to evoke and nourish the spirituality, both perand communal, of the community of faith. What then are we to do

precisely as

sonal

with a text that

God

war

what

especially today,

the question

want

I

conflicts (e.g.,

do with

to

a text that

women

in family, society,

15:1-

pervasively

is

religious

and church? In

to address in this lecture, not because

the answer, but because

Sam.

1

in which we have discovered systemic immoralword of God for the believing community? This

can a text

function normatively as

ity
is

we

are

legitimation to the oppression of

how

human

to settle

8:39-59), that

(e.g., Jn.

6:5-8), that attributes to

and even misogynist and therefore lends

patriarchal, androcentric,

other words,

Eph.

as a social institution (e.g.,

the heinous strategy of

And,

3)?

anti-Jewish

in places, patently

is,

condones slavery

think

I

we have

I

think

have

I

not yet exhausted the available

resources for thinking about this question in a

way

that

might

at least point

us in the right direction.

The

presupposition with which

word of God
discovery of some quality
Bible 2

is

the

of theology.

It is

is

I

begin

is

that the affirmation that the

not an empirical statement resulting from the

deduced from some first principle
whose precise meaning has never been

in the text or

a faith affirmation

adequately investigated from the theological point of view, even though

some weighty

theological deductions, for example, about

tus, the inspiration

and inerrancy of the

text,

and

have been elaborated and even fought over

its

in the

its

revelatory sta-

authority in the church,

course of the church’s

history.

The

recognition that regarding the Bible as the

affirmation entails at least two consequences. First,

our faith commitment to find meaning
tellectual honesty

rigorous use of

demands

all

that

we

word of God

we

in the affirmation.

try to

make

the resources available to us

is

a faith

are predisposed by

But second,

in-

sense of this affirmation by

from the

of biblical

fields

studies, theology, philosophy, literature, spirituality, aesthetics,

and what-

ever other disciplines have a stake in the conversation about the function of
the Bible in the church.
1

propose

to investigate this faith affirmation in four stages. First,

ask what f{ind of linguistic entity the expression “word of God,”
plied to the Bible,

is

and

I

phorical expression. Second,
2

For methodological reasons

specify otherwise.

I

will suggest that
I

it

is

not a

literal

will inquire into the referent

will focus

my

attention

on the

New

of

I

when

will

ap-

but a meta-

this

metaphor

Testament unless

I
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and propose that what

intends

it

symbolic revelation, which

is

or even primarily realized

stricted to

in the biblical text.

Third,

about the biblical medium of revelation and propose that that
particular kind of text, namely, testimony, with
tations that that implies. Finally,

all

will suggest

I

not re-

is
I

will ask

medium

the potential

and

is

some hermeneutical,

interpretive, implications of the foregoing theology of the Bible as

a

limii.e.,

word of

God.

Word
Because the Bible
conviction that

book can

easily lead

expression

cannot be

God

literally.

a book, literally

is

God

some

in

is

who

one

A

little

composed of human words, the

faith

sense the source or authority behind this

hears

it

reflection,

word of God,

literally the

A Metaphor

of God:

called the

word of God

however, makes

that

is,

it

divine speech.

to take this

clear that the Bible

God

is

pure

Spirit.

and does not have the physical apparatus

does not think discursively

Furthermore, we cannot predicate of

that produces intelligible sound.

God

the limitation necessarily implied by the very notion of speech in a particular

idiom. Thus,
literally

when we

call

the Bible the

word of God we

are not speaking

but using a metaphor. For some people this immediately evacuates

the faith affirmation, suggesting that the expression
radically untrue.

Such

is

haps our most powerful use of language and
In the last

is

either meaningless or

emphatically not the case because metaphor
it

is

per-

always intends the truth.

few decades there has been an avalanche of scholarly work on

the concept of metaphor.

The

such as Philip Wheelwright,

4

philosopher Paul Ricoeur, 3 literary theorists

and theologians

like Sallie

McFague 5 have

repudiated the purely rhetorical notion of metaphor as a compressed simile,
a

technique for decorating discourse by making use of vivid comparisons.

Rather, metaphor

meaning by

is

a

semantic operation, a powerful way of generating

the creation and exploitation of linguistic tension.

a linguistic strategy for extending
literally.

is

is

meaning beyond what can be expressed

Consequently, metaphors cannot be translated into

The purpose of metaphors

new

Metaphor

literal

not to be clever but to provoke the

language.

mind

into

deeper involvement with the subject matter of the discourse.
3 Paul Ricoeur, "Metaphor and the Main Problem of Hermeneutics,” in The Philosophy of
Paul Ricoeur: An Anthology of His Work, ed. C. E. Reagen and D. Stewart (Boston: Beacon,
,

1978), pp. 134-148.
4
5

Philip Wheelwright, Metaphor and Reality (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University, 1975).
McFague, Metaphorical Theology: Models of God in Religious Language (Philadel-

Sallie

phia: Fortress, 1982), esp. pp. 31-66.
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For example,

to say

“individualism

not simply a picturesque
is

is

way of saying

21

American

the cancer of

that individualism

is

a

society”

is

bad thing.

It

an attempt to evoke in the whole person a sense of pervasive
hidden, systemic, and ultimately deadly.

silent,

ism

life-gone-wild, a pathological condition that

is

power from the

society’s

own

long undiagnosed and untreated,

literal

statement, “individualism

one, “individualism

Metaphor,
tension that

as

is

it

is

perhaps already too

is

really

is

American

6

for a

and the metaphorical

is

a linguistic

when a statement that is absurd at the literal level is
mean something. In other words, the metaphorical state-

created

and implies

says “is”

.

advanced

society.”

“is

not” about the same thing at the same time,

demands thoughtful en-

thus creating a mental tension in the hearer that

gagement

far

has gone so

no comparison between the

a social problem,”

the cancer of

is

pernicious

its
it

has been analyzed by theorists of language,

plainly intended to

ment

is

draws

substance, and that, because

cure. In terms of truth power, there

evil that

suggests that individual-

It

The metaphorical

example. Obviously,

statement,

“God

at the literal level this

is

our Father,”

statement

is

absurd.

a

is

A

good

father

is

male being who copulates with a female being to produce offspring of the
same nature. Nothing in this definition can be literally predicated of God
who is not sexed, not male, does not copulate, and does not produce little
a

God

gods. But calling

our father

is

not frivolous.

communicate something important and

God and

sion

illustrates well

in the religious realm.

between the

mind

able, the

literally

“is”

and the

“is not,”

and tension

is

constituted by the ten-

is

inherently uncomfort-

tends to resolve the tension by suppressing either the “is” or

metaphor but with very different

Suppressing the “is” destroys the metaphor. God, one

our male parent. Therefore, calling

literally true,

avoided

between

both the power and the danger of meta-

Because the metaphor

the “is not.” In either case, one kills the
results.

statement intends to

us.

This metaphor
phor

The

true about the relation

is

unburied

asserts,

“father,” since

it

misleading, and such theologically inaccurate speech

in serious religious discourse

the metaphor.

God

A

literalized

.

7

Suppressing the

metaphor, however,

is

“is

is

not

is

not

is

best

not” literalizes

not simply dead.

It is

an

linguistic corpse that pollutes the religious imagination causing

The best brief explanation of metaphor in relation to Scripture that 1 have discovered is
McFague, Metaphorical Theology pp. 32-42. She draws on all the important modern theorists in the field, I. A. Richards, Max Black, Walter Ong, Paul Ricoeur, and others.
7 It is this solution to the literalizing of the metaphor that Catherine M. LaCugna (in God
For Us: The Trinity and Christian Life [San Francisco: Harper, 1991], esp. pp. 393-400) argues
against because of the potential of the metaphor to speak of the relationality of God.
6

in

,
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intellectual

and

affective distortion.

gious imagination

arch in relation to the

more

human

closely than females

privilege

8
.

One

God,

in this case,

becomes

male being, almost necessarily

literally a

a divine patri-

family in which adult males resemble “him”

do and

masculinizes

in the reli-

participate in “his” patriarchal

God and

The

divinizes males.

power and

fact that this

metaphor is taken literally by many if not most Chrisamply demonstrated by the shocked resistance of so many to any use

particular religious
tians

is

of female metaphors in prayer to or discourse about God, as well as by the
tenacious conviction that male headship, at least in the family,

divinely

is

ordained.

God

Like the metaphor of divine fatherhood, word of

aphor that

is

met-

a religious

is

hand and

susceptible to outright rejection on the one

literali-

some Christians, those who would suppress the “is,”
the word of God is purely honorific. By it they intend to
special place this book holds in the believing community.

zation on the other. For
calling the Bible

acknowledge the

But, in fact, since the Bible clearly

is

not literally the actual speech of God,

the affirmation has no real implications for

authority in their
not,” the Bible
tion are

is

they interpret

For other Christians, those

lives.

literally the

most evident

how

who

in biblical

fundamentalism. The

becomes

text

uncritical submission to the text, every

and absolutely

fully divine, totally true,

duced

to ascertaining the literal

meaning, which

is

however, metaphor

this posi-

reduced

to believe

is

is

re-

usually (although not

who

is

himself a passive
.

9

mind toward

a truth that exceeds

formulation, then the metaphorical affirmation that the Bible

word of God could

to

and

a linguistic strategy that uses a proposition that

is

not literally factual in order to point the

literal

its

word of which

instrument under the influence of divine verbal inspiration
If,

is

authoritative. Interpretation

always) equated with the intention of the author

is

or for

suppress the “is

word of God. The consequences of

God’s propositional communication of what we are obliged
do. Faith

it

is

the

dilemma of meaninglessness on the one hand
metaphor is a meaningful way to speak
discern that to which the metaphor points, that

escape the

or literalization on the other. If this

of Scripture, our task
is, its

is

to

referent, and the implications for interpretation.

See McFague, “God the Father: Model or Idol?” in her Metaphorical Theology, pp. 145explored this issue in some detail in Women and the Word: The Gender of God in the New
Testament and the Spirituality of Women (New York: Paulist, 1986), pp. 28-49.
9 Fundamentalism as a movement is concerned with more than the Bible and its interpre8

92.

I

tation, but the biblical aspect

ment and bibliography on

of fundamentalism is its most public face. For a succinct treatMark Corner, “Fundamentalism,” in A Dictionary

the subject, see

of Biblical Interpretation, ed. R.

J.

International, 1990), pp. 243-247.

Coggins and

J.

L.

Houlden

(Philadelphia: Trinity Press
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Referent of the Metaphor “Word of God”: Divine Revelation

The

human

self-disclosure to

humans of otherwise
God’s very

we

that

“word of God”

referent of the expression

oneself.

self

call

beings. Revelation

is

However,

life.

human

In our

revelation, the divine

humans of

experience the sharing of

life

communication not of information but of

effected by

this

is

not the communication to

unavailable information but the gift to

and divine

love

is

communication of the

self

is

most

effectively

accom-

plished in conversation, that use of language that melds the inner lives of
the conversation partners.

word “converse”

to

As has

often been remarked, Scripture uses the

speak of sexual union, making conversation rather than

intercourse the primary analogue for union. Consequently, even though

God who
a

pure Spirit does not

is

metaphor

Another reason
the vehicle 10 in the
bol

is

literally talk, the

for divine revelation

is

most

for the aptness of this

metaphor

metaphor “word of God,”

that, in itself,

symbol of myself.

My

is

is

reality

that

human

way of being

imperceptible." For example,

my

words are the symbolic expression of

Symbolic material, however, because

it is

becomes intersubjectively

“word”

as

the

language,

essentially symbolic.

is

not a stand-in for an absent reality but the

something

ble

use of the term

apt.

A

sym-

present of

body

my

is

the

thought.

“body” by which impercepti-

available,

is

always paradoxically

marked by both indispensibility and inadequacy. Language is necessary if
we are to communicate our innermost selves at all; but language, versatile
and powerful
struggle to say

as

it

is,

also limits

what we mean,

our

ability to give ourselves.

to give

pail. It

is

always

adequate and true expression to our

thoughts and feelings, to bring ourselves to word. Language
ing blessing of a leaky

We

our only access

is

the frustrat-

of meaning, but

to the well

never succeeds in bringing the whole of our meaning to the surface. For

it

all

its

ambiguity, however, language remains the quintessential form of

symbolic communication

among humans,

the ultimate carrier of interper-

sonal revelation.
It

should come as no surprise, then, that language

choice to speak about God’s self-communication to

we

are the kind of creatures

we

are,

is

the

human

metaphor of

beings. Because

communication between God and us

must always be somehow symbolic, somehow

tailored to

our embodiment.

'“Theorists of language, following I. A. Richards, use the term “vehicle” for the image
and “tenor” for the significance carried by the metaphor.
" For a fuller explanation of symbol and the nature of revelation as symbolic see Sandra
M. Schneiders, The Revelatory Text: Interpreting the New Testament as Sacred Scripture (San
Francisco: Harper, 1991), pp. 33-40.
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Divine communication,

in other

The symbolic media

which the

in

E MINA R Y

S

words,
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necessarily symbolic revelation

is

Hebrews discerned God’s

early

12
.

self-dis-

wonders and prodigies of nature, the purposeful unfolding
own history, the words and deeds of the leaders who liberated,

closure were the

of their

shepherded, and taught them. Above
ence as

wisdom

Torah, the

in

Law

they recognized God’s loving pres-

all,

guided their covenantal

that

chosen people and that was actually expressed
recognized the consummation of

human

in

this progressive revelation in the person,

teaching, and paschal mystery of Jesus of Nazareth

life,

enced

as revelation incarnate, the very

the Bible. But

we have

and action

in their

mind

to bear in

that, in

its

they experi-

flesh.

their experience of God’s

midst to writing

that the Bible

instance of divine revelation. For Christians, Jesus

form of symbolic revelation

whom

word of God made

Both Jews and Christians eventually committed
self-revelatory presence

God’s

life as

words. Christians

is

The

is.

actual occurrence,

what we

in

call

not the primordial
Bible

was not

a verbal

is

in the first

instance linguistic but historical.

Word

of God, in short,

is

a

metaphor

for the

whole process and

symbolic divine revelation culminating for Christians in Jesus.
ularly apt

metaphor because language

is,

for us, the

use language as the model for

all

in the

human

forms of communication.

example, that actions speak or that the body has

a

of

a partic-

paradigmatic form of

symbolic self-communication or self-revelation. Even

we

reality

It is

We

sphere
say, for

language of its own.

What

then could be more natural than to use the metaphor of speech for God’s

multiform self-communication

and through human experience?

in

The metaphorical character of the expression “word of God” is evident
when its referent is revelation experienced in nature, history, prophetic actions, or the person of Jesus. The problem of literalization of the metaphor
arises primarily in relation to Scripture because
entity. In Scripture
in

human words and

and regard the

medium of
revelation? What

bolic

the tendency

is

is,

to suppress the “is

biblical text as the transcription

our next question:

it

literally, a linguistic

what we have experienced of God comes

if

Scripture

is

kind of

reality

of divine speech. This raises

not literally God’s

divine self-revelation,
is

how

to expression

not” of the metaphor

is

word and

yet

is

a

sym-

the biblical text related to

the Bible as Scripture?

12
The possible exception to this statement is mystical experience. The academic jury is still
out on the question of whether the immediacy of the mystical encounter involves, nevertheless, some kind of symbolic mediation. For an excellent presentation of the state of the question, see Bernard McGinn, The Foundations of Mysticism (New York: Crossroad, 1991), pp.

265-343.
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Form

is, it is

not a verbally

inspired record of God’s words. Essentially, the Christian Bible

embodiment of the

Nazareth

apostolic witness to Jesus of

parts of this description,

namely

witness

and textual

a textual

Both

important impli-

entail

,

is

as the Christ.

cations for interpretation.
First, the

context,
to

is

a

New

Testament, with the Old Testament as

document of testimony

experience of the Christ-event

its

New

recognize that the

historical events they shared

ued experience of him
salvific significance

In

it

interpretive

its

the apostolic generation testifies

in Jesus

of Nazareth.

Testament writers never intended

such but to bear witness, to

as

.' 3

It is

crucial to

to write history

what they had experienced in the
during his lifetime and their contin-

testify to

with Jesus

after his glorification.

They were convinced of

of what they had experienced

on communicating that significance

in Jesus

the

and were intent

what
framework

to succeeding generations. Since

they experienced took place historically, they recounted

in the

it

of historical narrative, but their ultimate purpose was to convey their interpretation of these experiences as revelatory.

The most important

characteristic of testimony in contradistinction to

ordinary narratives or even historical records

is

the self-implicating relation-

ship between the witness and her or his testimony.

The

witness stakes her

God

or his personal integrity on the truth of the testimony, even calling on

by oath to guarantee
the testimony, but
tion:

The

is

it

its

veracity.

This does not guarantee the accuracy of

does invite the hearer or reader to raise the

oath of the witness followed by cross-examination

lish the

as the

answer

to that question. In fact, biblical

is

ques-

term ?

designed to estab-

canonization has functioned

“oath” and two thousand years of biblical scholarship has functioned

as the cross-examination of the

Gospel witnesses and,

tion of

most researchers, the truthful intention of the

ers has

been established.

The second

New

first

the speaker or writer telling the truth in the moral sense of the

at least to the satisfac-

New

Testament writ-

question, however, continues to exercise scholars.

Testament writers intended

to give truthful testimony,

Even

even

if

if

the

they

themselves are trustworthy, are their accounts accurate? In other words, the

must be not only truthful but competent. Furthermore, the
competence of the New Testament authors has a double focus, their knowlreliable witness

13

ed.

See Paul Ricoeur,

and introd. L.

S.

“The Hermeneutics of Testimony,”

Mudge

in Essays

on Biblical Interpretation

(Philadelphia: Fortress, 1980), pp. ng-154.

,
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edge of the events they record and the adequacy of
these events as the revelation of

In regard to the

first

God

one can accurately

even

focus, the events themselves,

most competent witness testimony

their interpretation of

in Jesus.

is

and usually biased

necessarily partial

of the

any complicated event. Further-

register every facet of

more, every witness experiences the events from her or

which

in the case

always be limited by the fact that no

will

his

some

to

own

extent.

perspective,

And

finally,

even the most accurate of observers will be limited by the constraints of
language and her or

own

his

which the testimony cannot,
even

language

ability to use

veying the testimony. In other words,

of con-

in the process

witnessing

all

a

is

human

affair in

nature of the case, be perfectly adequate

in the

to the publicly available aspects of events. Inspiration cannot function

to eliminate this intrinsic limitation

Jesus’ not

dying when subjected

any more than incarnation could

entail

to lethal abuse.

In regard to the second focus of the apostolic witness, namely, the faith
interpretation of the Jesus-experience as the Christ-event, there are even

more important

own

The

constraints.

original witnesses

were

testifying to their

experience which, of necessity, involved their personal and therefore

somewhat

idiosyncratic participation in the events, their selection

rangement of the elements of their experience, and
experience in literary genres that shaped
gencies of the form.
ers of the biblical

term, which

may

I

am

it

their

and

ar-

languaging of that

decisively according to the exi-

speaking, for the sake of simplicity, as

books were individual authors

if

the writ-

modern sense of the
some of the New Testa-

in the

well not have been the case for

much of the Old Testament literature. But the same
would be operative in different fashions even in the case of more
communally wrought compositions.
ment and

certainly

constraints

The importance of reflecting on
terial lies in its

inadequacies of the text to
biblical

some

its

authors might have

facts,

the witness character of the biblical

subject matter.

made some

misinterpreted some data,

It is

not simply possible that the

errors, distorted the presentation of

left

out important material,

sized certain factors out of proportion to their real significance,

This

is

ma-

capacity to focus our attention on the built-in and necessary

necessarily the case because this

testimony insofar as

it is

human and

is

true to

some extent of

empha-

and
all

so on.

human

testimony. Nevertheless, testimony un-

der formal truth-telling conditions remains our best access to “what really

happened,” and

in the case

of the

New

Testament testimony,

to the

mean-

ing of what happened.

The

testimony, precisely because of

its

inherent limitation, must be sub-

SCRIPTURE AS THE WORD OF GOD
jected to the pressure of severe questioning,

do

ars

in their

work on

the biblical text.

which

That

primarily what schol-

is

in the text

as inadequate to the subject matter has to be exposed
ingly.

Often

ought

rial

this

means achieving

to function in

which

is

identified

and treated accord-

understanding of

a better

our Christian
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how

the mate-

For example, something we

lives.

originally read informationally should perhaps be read symbolically or ex-

emplarily. Discovering that

four hour days, or that
tution, does not
text,

but

it

God

we do

did not create the world in seven twenty-

know

not

words of eucharistic

the exact

imply the excision of Genesis

does relativize our use of these texts

mology or sacramental theology.
The problem with which we started, namely, the
the

New

Testament

text,

can be looked

insti-

Luke 22 from the biblical
in relation to modern cos-

or

i

immorality

issue of

at differently in light

of

in

this reflec-

on the character of the text as witness. Inspiration, whatever it means
however it occurred, could not have saved the biblical text from the lim-

tion

or

itations inherent to

testimony, which

is

human
precisely

testimony without destroying

what makes

text’s

more than being mortal meant
does allow us to explain
attributing immorality to

the reign of

and thus

had

to die

how this could be the
God or incorporating it

errors.

by execution. But

it

case without resorting to
into our understanding of

God.

work of Paul Ricoeur on

of the
is

New

Testament with which

given in textual form. Until the

the nature of texts

nothing of lay readers, were oblivious
oral

and even

limitation,

containing morally offensive material any

that Jesus

The second feature of the description
we began is that the biblical testimony
original

character as

a human being, had to age and evenhuman testimony, has to involve incom-

it is

pleteness, perspectival particularity

This does not necessitate the

its

valuable for us as later believers.

was

Just as surely as Jesus, because he
tually die, so the text, because

it

most

scholars, to say

to the essential differences

and written discourse and the implications of these differences

pretation .' 4 Texts were seen as “talk writ

down,”

that

for inter-

simply another

as

is,

between

form of speech.
Ricoeur described the effect of inscription on discourse

changes discourse undergoes when

comes semantically autonomous
text

now

has

its

own meaning

it is

in

terms of three

fixed by writing. First, the text be-

in relation to the intention

of the author.

regardless of what the author

The

might have had

Paul Ricoeur, Interpretation Theory: Discourse and the Surplus of Meaning (Fort Worth,
Christian University, 1976), esp. pp. 25-44. The following section of this paper
relies essentially on this work of Ricoeur.
14

TX: Texas
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in

mind

who

writing

in

writes.

Once

This

it.

the examination paper

of

lished, the writer’s control

common

a matter of

is

its

meaning

is

is

experience for anyone

handed

pub-

in or the article

ended. Whatever one intended

embodying it in the
means what it says not what the writer meant, unless these
happen to coincide, which they usually do to some extent but rarely perfectly. This means that a written text is no longer limited by authorial intent.
It could mean more, less, or other than what the author attempted to exto write
text.

is

The

irrelevant unless one actually succeeded in

text

press.

Second, the written text

The

position.

limitations

tural conditioning are

Romans

is

cut loose from the sociocultural context of com-

on the meaning of the

does not have to be read as

precisely because the

A

no longer absolute.

meaning of the

if

text that arise

one were a Roman. 15 In

text

is

not limited to and by

context that the text can function, as a religious

munity of

where

later periods

it

is

from

its

cul-

text written to first-century
fact,

its

classic, in the faith

understood to address directly

it

is

original

its

com-

new

hearers.’ 6

Third, the written text

things,

is

emancipated from what Ricoeur called ostensive

This means that the

reference.

and events

in the

text’s original

reference to particular persons,

immediate context shared by speaker and hearer

no longer absolutely determinative of the

text’s

meaning. The

is

historical ad-

dressees of Paul in Athens are no longer the sole audience of his

Areopagus

discourse (Acts 17:16-34) and the talents in Jesus’ parable are no longer just
first

century pieces of money (Mt. 25:14-30).

What

these three characteristics

combine

salization of the written text’s address to

grounding of multiple

to effect

is

its

may

be

valid interpretations, including

true to the text but not to the intention of the author.

example,

when

this country’s

Independence that
to include

“all

women,

men

founding fathers wrote

some

To

that

invoke

a

modern

in the Declaration

of

are created equal” they certainly did not intend

children, native peoples, slaves, or the poor in the term

“men.” They meant
5 This

the potential univer-

anyone who can read and

free, white, adult,

property-owning males. But the on-

one of the contested issues between historical and sociological critics on the one
on the other. It is a biblical version of the question in the performing
arts about whether one can legitimately and validly stage Shakespeare in modern dress or
play Bach on modern instruments.
,6
On the subject of Scripture as a classic text, see David Tracy, The Analogical Imagination:
Christian Theology and the Culture of Pluralism (New York: Crossroad, 1981), esp. chapter 6.
Tracy is heavily indebted to the German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer. See Gadamer,
Truth and Method 2nd rev. ed., trans. J. Weinheimer and D. G. Marshal (New York: Cross-

hand and

is

literary critics

,

road, 1989), pp. 285-290.

,
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going interpretation of

this text in the judicial history

gradually exploited the generic meaning of

our understanding of who

is

“man” and

29

of the nation has
thereby broadened

created equal to include each of the groups that

the founding fathers certainly intended to exclude. This process
in the fact that the insight

document,

is

grounded

of the founders of the nation was inscribed in a

a written text, that

was authored by an exclusive group but could

be and was eventually read and interpreted by people beyond that group.

new

As

these

ers

could not have envisioned which led them to see implications that are

readers interacted with the text they raised questions the writ-

really in the text

and

these later readers

is

that

its

The

writers did not intend.

interpretation of

valid because textual interpretation seeks the

not of the author but of the text

itself

the universalizing interpretation of

and the

“man” which was

meaning

can support

text, in this case,

a generic

term

at the

time the Declaration was written.

At

least since the

Enlightenment

task as unearthing the “literal

was usually defined

as the

biblical scholars

have understood their

meaning” of the sacred

text. Literal

meaning

meaning intended by the sacred author

as

it

would have been understood by the original audience 7 This effectively imprisoned the “real meaning” of the text in the first century and, as the Chris.'

tian

community’s history carried

it

further from this point of origin, the

problems of irrelevance on the one hand and immorality on the other have
intensified.

As

a

community we have burning concerns

that our first-cen-

tury forebears could not have imagined, for example, nuclear war.

And

as

our moral development progresses we find that we cannot countenance

some

things, like slavery, that our ancestors in the faith took for granted.

How

can a text whose meaning

sioned and handled in the

first

is

fixed

and limited

to

what could be envi-

century continue to guide the

community

today ?

a

At least some resources for dealing with this conundrum are provided by
more sophisticated theory of textuality, such as that of Paul Ricoeur just

discussed. If the character of the biblical text as
possibility

and even the necessity of limitation

of the biblical witness as written discourse,
ity

of multiple interpretations

must be

in

new

faithful not to the intention

human

witness

grounds the

in the text itself, the character

i.e.,

as text,

grounds the

possibil-

circumstances, interpretations that

of the author or the first-century con-

17
Raymond Brown (in The New Jerome Biblical Commentary ed. R. E. Brown, J. A. Fitzmyer, and R. E. Murphy [Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1990], p. 1148) says that the
definition of the literal sense operative in modern commentaries is the following: “The sense
which the human author directly intended and which the written words convey.”
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which

text but to the potentialities of the text itself,

emancipated from

textualization. This capacity for recontextualization
calls the

surplus of

other than what
its

its

at least relatively

is

originating causes and therefore susceptible of recon-

its

meaning

in the text,

its

grounds what Ricoeur

mean more and/or

capacity to

author intended or even than what

meant

actually

it

in

original context.

The

Implications of the Theory of Scripture as Textual Witness:

The
Our

Necessity of Actualizing Interpretation

starting point

was the presupposition

Sacred Scripture, that

community,

is

is,

that

it is

the

in

and

that faith affirmation by developing a

human

theory of the Bible that takes seriously both the divine and the

mensions of the Bible
because

this

metaphor

revelation, that

is,

latory potential

is

mony and
this

as Scripture.

The

Bible can be called the

identifies the text as a potential

mediation of symbolic

incarnated in textual witness which means that

the peculiarities of textuality.

The fundamental

theology of the Bible as Sacred Scripture

this reve-

it is

intrin-

human

testi-

implication of

the absolute necessity, but

is

also the possibility, of interpretation if the text

di-

word of God

of encounter with the self-disclosing God. But,

characterized by the fecundity and the limitations of

sically

is

for the believing

a faith affirmation. In the preceding three sections of this

we have been “unpacking”

paper

that the claim that the Bible

word of God

is

mediate the revelatory

to

encounter in the present rather than merely conveying information about
such an encounter
Interpretation,

in the past.

which

is

an arduous enterprise fraught with

only access to the transformative power of the
lutely necessary.

The

meaning” of the

text

text.

risk,

Therefore,

it

is

is

the

abso-

exhortation of Martin Luther to attend to the “plain

was intended

to rescue the Bible

from the dogmatic

proprietorship of the clergy, but Luther’s early confidence in the transpar-

ency of the self-interpreting text and the perspicacity of the ordinary reader

came

to

appear somewhat naively optimistic even

certainly appear so in the

damentalists’
tation,

revelation,
is

Luther, and

commitment

to take the text at face value,

which they claim only “twists” the word of God

sires, is in fact a

text,

to

contemporary context. Likewise, the

commitment

to obscurity

wearing

a

all

human

through these mediations requires that

to suit

human

But because the Bible

is

de-

mantle of light. Because
biblical

encounter with the invisible

we

must

avoiding interpre-

whether mediated by nature or history or Jesus or the

necessarily symbolic,

it

biblical fun-

God

interpret the symbolic material.

a text, a verbal artifact, this necessity

is,

if

anything,

P
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even more pronounced because language, especially

form,

in written

is

so

complex, and ambiguous.

rich,

Contemporary
is

31

interpretation faces

two

the challenge, as the complexities of

especially critical challenges. First

modern

life

increase, of continuing

relevance for a text written nearly twenty centuries ago.

lenge of

integrating a text

whose morality we have,

in

Second

some

the chal-

is

respects, sur-

passed into our expanding vision of an inclusive and egalitarian world com-

munity. Both challenges can be subsumed into the question of
the biblical text forward from

its

past into our present,

How can

hermeneutical question.

tion normatively in the later

an ancient

community

'

which

classical text

is

how we

lead

the essential

continue to func-

8

Paul Ricoeur and Hans-Georg Gadamer, the two major contemporary
theorists of interpretation, have both

minates

in actualization, that

is,

reader through what Gadamer
in

my

opinion)

calls

pens to the reader
ness

is

important

who

the world out of

of possibility of

when we

One

it

it

is

equally

transforming the reader the text cre-

own

transformation. This process of

closer examination.

came;

We all

moment

our participation
,s

its

the gospel. But

it

a text not

also creates or projects a

only reflects

world into which

experience this characteristic power of literature

get “caught up” in a novel or a play to the extent that

touch for the

and

therefore transformed, by en-

have made us increasingly aware,

which

invites the reader.

is

of, in this case,

to attend to the fact that in

literary critics

text

and Ricoeur (more happily

appropriates the text, whose horizon of conscious-

mutual transformation bears

it

calls application

expanded and whose human being

ates the conditions

real interpretation ter-

mutual transformation of

appropriation .' 9 Both authors are focused on what hap-

counter with the truth claims

As

maintained that

in the

we

lose

with our everyday surroundings and emerge from

in the literary

point of difference between

world actually changed by

it.

Gadamer and Ricoeur is that the former uses “hermehuman enterprise of participating intelligently

neutics” in an ontological sense for the entire

in reality whereas the latter is primarily concerned with the interpretation of texts in the
broad sense of the word. For Ricoeur “hermeneutics begins where dialogue ends” (Interpretation Theory p. 32), that is, when discourse is inscribed as text. Nevertheless, Gadamer
increasingly focused his attention on the linguistic character of all human being which led
him also to see the privileged position of the text in the human project of understanding. He
ends his 1966 essay, “The Universality of the Hermeneutical Problem" (in Philosophical Hermeneutics, trans. and ed. D. E. Linge (Berkeley, CA: University of California, 1976]) as follows: “Genuine speaking ... is the universal human task
but it is the special task for the
theologian to whom is commissioned the saying further (Weitersagen) of a message that stands
,

—

written”

(p. 17).

See Gadamer, Truth and Method pp. 307-31 1; Paul Ricoeur, “Appropriation,” in Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences: Essays on Language, Action and Interpretation, ed., trans.,
19

,

and

introd.

J.

B.

Thompson (Cambridge: Cambridge

University, 1981), pp. 182-193.
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The world we encounter
is

New

in the Bible, especially in the

Testament,

not primarily the historical world of first-century Palestine but the

ary-theological world of Christian discipleship,
the reign of

God, Paul

called

indwelling of the disciple and Jesus.
us to be taken
that

ics,

is,

up

into

it,

dwell

to

The
it,

world and

text projects this

to

become

participants in

its

invites

dynam-

on the mind of Christ.

to put

As Christians throughout
been formed by

in

liter-

the Synoptics called

and John called the mutual

the Spirit,

life in

what

it.

the ages have indwelt that world, they have

The contemporary

and educated by apprenticeship

Christian

in the gospel.

community has been shaped
Americans

projected by our founding documents gradually

came

living the vision

to see, precisely be-

cause of their participation in the American vision, that slavery was incom-

though

patible with that vision even

was condoned by the founding

it

thers in the original documents. In other words, the text generated

Gadamer

calls

an “effective history” 20 that enabled

what

later readers to see in the

what the framers of the founding documents and

text

fa-

their

contemporaries

could not. In the same way, Christians living the vision projected by the
Bible have

come

gospel vision, that

to realize, precisely because of their participation in the

some things condoned

incompatible with the Christian

or even

promoted by the Bible are

ideal.

Texts, in other words, are capable of creating readers
the text in the

name of

who

will criticize

the text. This self-subverting capacity of the text

inherent in the classic as a

text.

The

container of facts about the past but

text, as
is

we have

a semantically

seen,

is

not an inert

is

autonomous

literary

structure that, in interaction with different readers in different circumstances, can give rise to a plurality of valid interpretations, including

not foreseen or intended by the author. As

women

readers, for example,

interact with Paul’s injunctions to subordination (e.g., in

Eph. 5:22-24) they may see what

earlier

some

i

male readers did

Cor. 14:33-36 or
not,

namely, the

jarring incompatibility of this ethic of domination with the inclusive and
egalitarian vision of Jesus. African-Americans will read the Letter to Phi-

lemon

They

differently than a second-century slave-owning
will

Onesimus
bring

new

Roman

convert.

recognize Paul’s self-serving compromise of the freedom of
that earlier readers

experiences to the

earlier readers

might have seen

text,

missed but also

to look at

trained in gospel values.

Gadamer, Truth and Method

,

as prudence.

New

which not only allows them

pp. 301-306.

these texts with

readers

to see

spirits

what
better

,
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The

question that immediately arises

in interpretation?
a

How

is,

33

are there any criteria of validity

do we keep people from treating the

biblical text as

Rorschach inkblot upon which they can project whatever agenda they

currently carry? This

is

the subject of another paper, but suffice

that there are criteria

— such

sistency, explanatory

power, compatibility with

gence of indices
interpretation

21
.

—and

it

to say

methodological integrity, fruitfulness, con-

as

known

and conver-

data,

they must be applied in judging the validity of an

But the important point

for

our purpose

is

that these crite-

are not restricted to historical facticity, author’s intention, or the insight

ria

of the first-century audience.

The

further question that

do want

I

however,

to address very briefly,

that of how actualizing interpretation proceeds. If interpretation

and

if

the text

is

the imperfect testimony of ancient witnesses,

contemporary reader
text,

to find his or her

be transformatively caught up in

lowed up by

it ?

22

My

answer

us do, or attempt to dominate
I

will offer here, by

way
it,

into the

and

to this question

the text rather than merely submit to

propose.

is

it

as a

it

is

necessary

how

is

the

world projected by the

yet not be uncritically swalis

we must

that

as the fundamentalist

wrestle with

would have

pure historical-critical scholar might

way of example,

a

few suggestions

for this

Jacobian struggle.
First,

we need

to

engage the

text’s

propositions or individual texts. Just as

made by someone we know

well,

witness as a whole, not as isolated

we

“That

instinctively say

just doesn’t

sound

about a remark
like you,” so

we

must develop a sense for the text’s real capacity to betray itself. In other
words, we must learn to interpret the parts in light of the whole, namely,
the good news of salvation in Jesus. This good news cannot be a message of
privilege for some and oppression for others. When we encounter texts that
seem to, or actually do, support the bad news of injustice we know that
something is wrong 23 and that fidelity to the text itself requires criticism and
even repudiation of the historical meaning.
21

in

Ricoeur takes up

this issue in Interpretation Theory pp. 78-80.
Text, pp. 164-167.
theoretical discussion of this question has been carried

I

discuss

it

at

some length

The Revelatory

The
Gadamer and Jurgen Habermas
22

on in the debate between
over the role of tradition and ideology criticism in the hermeneutical enterprise. For an even-handed presentation of the argument and a nuanced
attempt to mediate it, see Paul Ricoeur, “Hermeneutics and the Critique of Ideology,” in
Hermeneutics and the Human Sciences, pp. 63-100. I take up the issue in some detail in “Feminist Ideology Criticism and Biblical Hermeneutics,” Biblical Theology Bulletin 19 (January
1989): 3-10.
23 Various
feminist scholars have attempted to formulate thematically the critical principle
of the “whole” which they invoke to criticize oppressive parts. Rosemary R. Ruether, for
example, invokes the prophetic-messianic tradition as the biblical critical principle (see
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Second,

we must make

text. All parts

distinctions

among

to a purely occasional pastoral decision

ship
the

(i

we

Cor. 11:5-6) that

command

about

women

wearing

of inclusiveness at the eucharistic table

we need

wor-

veils at

recognize in such massively theological texts as

failure to recognize the text as a text, that

Third,

types of texts within the total

of a text are not created equal and granting the same authority

as the

is,

Cor. 11:17-22)

(1

human

artifact

to use the text itself to try to reconstruct

is

a

it is.

what was

left

out or suppressed and to clarify what was distorted because of the limited

viewpoint or even the power agenda of the
conversation partner,
precisely

what

tells

would

it

Fourth,

we

text but into

We

dynamics

might ask what was

a particular text.

if

which

we

There

in

example, even

text, like a

us but often

just into the explicit subject

matter of the

an effort to discern the trajectories

at stake religiously

and are

his

and culturally

concerns

reject his specific solutions?

a text’s

A

tell

is

For example, why was Paul

hair or head coverings

even

writer.

intends to

immediately apparent.

is

can try to enter not

its

human
it

more than one way that someand sometimes the covert content is more reveal-

like to hide.

thing can be “in the text,”
ing than what

what

us not only

We

so

it

initiates.

that gave rise to

concerned about length of

still

worthy of our attention

might ask about the direction

in

answers tend, even when they do not reach the goal. For
in

ordering

women

to be subject to their

husbands Paul was

introducing something of evangelical originality by enjoining husbands to
love their wives.
just

We

might attempt

below the surface of a

text.

to discern the creative conflicts visible

For example, was Paul

solution in the case of the slave Onesimus, or

at ease

with his

values of social order and gospel freedom and unable to measure

own

up

to his

best insights?

Fifth,
text

own

was he caught between the

we must assume

from the way

it

that a text can function differently in a later con-

functioned in

its

original context.

For example, the

Canticle of Canticles, which was originally a collection of secular love songs,

became

in the

Flebrew Scriptures the love song of Yahweh and

Israel

and

A Method of Correlation,” in Feminist Interpretation of the Bible
M. Russell [Philadelphia: Westminster, 1985], pp. m-124). Mary Ann Tolbert gives a
good survey of feminist hermeneutical approaches in "Defining the Problem: The Bible and
Feminist Hermeneutics,” in The Bible and Feminist Hermeneutics |Semeia 28] (Chico, CA:
“Feminist Interpretation:

,

ed. L.

Scholars, 1983), pp. 113-126.
The use of Romans 13:1-7 to undergird state theology

and therefore apartheid in South
vigorous hermeneutical reflection and critical work among South
African scholars, e.g., B. C. Lategan, “Reception: Theory and Practice in Reading Romans
13,” in Text and Interpretation: New Approaches in the Criticism of the New Testament ed.
P. J. Hartin and J. H. Petzer (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991), pp. 145-169.
Africa has given

rise to

,

SCRIPTURE AS THE WORD OF GOD
in the Christian Bible the

church.

24

Might

in the early

it

hymn

35

of the relationship between Christ and the

be that some texts that were intended to create good order

church and that appear today

as oppressive of

women must

commands to be obeyed or models to be imitated,
why the church must not make social conformity a

function now, not as

but

as object lessons in

su-

preme value? 25
Sixth, we must sometimes attend more closely to the questions raised by
texts and the values enshrined in them than to the declarative content of the
texts themselves.

The

other in marriage

is

question of

how men and women

an important issue that has

to be

are to relate to each

addressed

anew

in

every age. Twentieth-century Americans cannot accept uncritically Paul’s

view of the matter expressed
ascribed to Jesus in

Matthew

in

Ephesians 5:21-33. Perhaps even the position

19:3-9 cannot be taken over literally in a twen-

tieth-century context. But the ideals of fidelity and mutual love and the

sacramental capacity of faithful love to symbolize the relation between
Christ and the church need to be taken with utmost seriousness in every
age.

This

list

does not exhaust strategies of the project of transformative inter-

pretation of Scripture but

it

suggests the kinds of approaches to the text that

taking seriously both the thoroughly

and the revelatory

must be surrendered
to

human

character of the biblical text

word of God demands. What
for unambiguous biblical answers

potential of Scripture as
is

the childish search

our questions, the neurotic need for absolute security

authority, the slothful refusal to struggle for the truth,

understanding of the Bible
Bible

is

which,

may

a place
if

we

as a

book of

all

heteronomous

and the

superficial

religious quotes or prooftexts.

of encounter with God. But

wrestle with

in

it

is

an encounter

in the

The
dark

our might and hang on until the light dawns,

yet earn for us a blessing even as

it

leaves us limping

on our journey

into the future of faith.
24

See Roland Murphy, The Song of Songs (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1990), pp. 3-105, for

historical-critical
25

background on the

text.

Phyllis Trible in Texts of Terror (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1984) uses this approach to narratives of violence against women in the Old Testament.

Two

The Romney Moseley-

This year's Students' Lectures on Missions
were presented by Kortright Davis, Professor of Theology at Howard University Divinity School and an ordained priest in the
Anglican Church. Among his numerous

Kortright Davis Debate

books are Emancipation Still Cornin’:
Explorations in Caribbean Emancipa-

Caribbean

Theologies of Freedom:

tory

Theology and

the forthcoming Faith
Divine Mission and AfroEvangelism.

by Kortright Davis

and

n the spring of

I Romney

He

take up his appointment here.

Michael and All Angels,
day,

May

to join

grieve very deeply that

I

31, 1992, the

in

him here during

Romney Moseley was

died of heart failure at the

had looked forward

I

the course of these lectures.

memory

In this lecture

I

we honor

propose

new Caribbean

“Columbus”

is

metaphor

a

meet-

invite

I

you

pause with

to

before God’s seat of mercy.

to look at the missiological challenge that the

vision of the

a

that

to

have therefore decided to

I

me

as

Romney Moseley was

after the Ascension.

memory, and

moment,

never able to

Church of St.

Toronto, as he celebrated the Eucharist on Sun-

Sunday

dedicate this lecture to his esteemed
for a

late

faculty as a professor of pas-

its

very dear friend and colleague of mine, and
ing

Seminary invited the

1992, Princeton Theological

Mclvor Samuel Moseley

toral theology.

Fire:

poses for the theological enterprise. If indeed

Caribbean endemic disease, then Ca-

for the

ribbean theology has to struggle to be part of the therapeutic process that

throws Columbus into remission, by firm and appropriate emancipatory imperatives and practical
component of the same
light

of

faith,

guidelines.
disease.

Or

not simply a science;

is

it is

response and courageous imagination.

been attempting

to

intellectual skills

do theology

remain

will

it

also

an

art that

Some Caribbean

new hopes of

tools in a

way

heaven. This

Moseley-Davis debate has been taking place;

just a

critical reflection

on

miserable
life in

demands

the

creative

theologians have

of freedom, using their

as praxis in the art

and academic

thoughts of God,

else

Theology, as

would usher in new
the world in which the

that
is

to that

debate

us

let

now

turn

our attention.

To Cambridge with the Caribbean
With

the publication of his

spring of 1991,
first

'

first

Romney Moseley

book, Becoming a Self before

obviously had no idea that

and only monograph.' His autograph

Romney M.

Abingdon

in

my

it

God

,

in the

would be

copy reads:

his

“To Kort-

Moseley, Becoming a Self before God: Critical Transformations (Nashville:

Press, 1991).
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right,

We

had

and counselor,

faithful friend, brother,

my

transformations in

met

first

in

With abiding

life.

Barbados

inspiration for critical

gratitude and affection,

1980 while

in

An

37

was serving

I

Romney.”
of his

as pastor

home church and holding a joint appointment on the faculty of Codrington
College. Our collaboration involved many facets, including preparation for,
and

officiating at, his marriage,

Holy Orders by

glican

pushed each other

and sponsoring him

for

admission into An-

Along

the Bishop of Barbados.

the

way we

often

to think again, to produce, to publish, to prepare the

for others, to point others to opportunities for

meaning of Caribbean independence,

advancement,

to

way

sharpen the

to challenge the ecclesiastical

and

ac-

ademic establishments towards greater compassion on the one hand and

more

effective service

on the other.

I

him with

credit

initiating the train

of

made the Howard University Divinity School invitation a reality; and I owe him an unrequitable debt.
Romney was born in Barbados on September 25, 1943. After receiving

events that

his early

education in Barbados

leading secondary school for boys

at the

(Harrison College), he proceeded to Boston University where he graduated
as a Biology

preferred

major

him

in 1968.

He

always wanted to be a

medical doctor.

to be a

From

Harvard Divinity School where he graduated with
up seven years

laude) in 1971, following this

and

Society, also

from Harvard. The

“Religious Conversion:
the professional
that

work

at

A

life.

but his elders

later

the B.D. (magna

with his Ph.D.

in

cum

Religion

of his doctoral dissertation was:

title

Structural-Developmental Analysis,” and

it

was

and vocational working out of the broader implications of

Harvard, under such people

Reinhold Niebuhr, that was
lectual

priest,

Boston, however, he entered

to

occupy the

His major appointments were

(1975-80), Candler School of

Theology

at

James Fowler and Richard

as

rest

of his professional and

at the

Emory

intel-

University of Virginia

University (1981-88), and

Trinity College, Toronto, (1988-92). Most of his teaching, research, writing,

and presentations were

in the area

and he contributed several chapters,
development and

of theology and
articles,

religious transformation.

human development,

and reviews dealing with

faith

was within the contours of

It

these basic concerns that he pursued three fundamental issues: the evolution

of his

own

personal story, the challenges for pastoral theology, and the im-

peratives for the Christian ethic. Princeton
a

home

base to pursue these issues

whether or not he would have had
as he

had done elsewhere. For no

entirely

immune from

more

was

freely

to fight

and

have provided him with
creatively, regardless of

with the beasts of Ephesus here,

institution,

their onslaught.

to

whether sacred or secular,

is
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was W.

It

E. B.

DuBois who made famous

can-Americans face

maintain

in trying to

dilemma

the great

a strong sense

that Afri-

of “two-ness” in

American environment. They have to exist as people of African descent,
especially in a context where the dominant culture would perhaps prefer
their nonexistence, or their existence somewhere else at least. They also have
the

Americans, loving, defending, and upholding a country that has

to exist as

made genuine

not

zens.

As our

efforts to

make them

present century draws to

its

feel

close, there

witnessed that leads

me even

DuBois spoke

beginning of the century,

at the

begin to think that

to

dominant

is

is

this

as full-fledged citi-

nothing that

culture, the black factor

still

is

TV. From

however, even
I

would rather

or success,

out

emotional

be, for long. Regardless

heaped upon

my

“two-ness”

mind of

reflect the

the nuisance factor

—

they

—

all

crime,

have a

the vantage point of the average African-American,

America does not care

have no other skin;

I

indignities
live

if

From

about to be resolved.

drugs, violence, squalor, poverty, ghetto, noise, disease
black lace on

have

I

“two-ness,” of which

which are owned by and

the vantage point of the media,
the

welcome

my

I

as best

I

of my wealth,

must

race; but

can.

me, there

for

still
I

social

prominence,

remain black and sustain

desire

We

no other place that

is

my

no other

all

the

nationality. Let

me

shall call this a

“two-ness” on the

level.

Romney was

dilemma

thrust into the harsh realities of this

as

he strug-

gled for educational and professional advancement in Boston, Cambridge,
Charlottesville,

and Atlanta, among other

places.

He

explained the reason

America with these words: “Despite being victimized by
racism, we sought to achieve the best that America could offer. Moving on
for his sojourn in

up

in the

Caribbean means moving on out. Most of us came here

our professional status and we gained more than we
to sustain

another category of “two-ness,”

His main forte was

in the field

ferent occasions, he visited

my

this

2
lost .”

Yet he also had

of developmental psychology.

philosophy of religion classes

Romney. Romney’s dilemma was

the Harvard-oriented
iors

fields

and Fowler’s “stages of

of concern with

On

level.

two

dif-

Codrington

at

Now

been a Harvard man, and so was Romney. But James was not
so unlike

improve

time at the intellectual

College, Barbados, to deliver lectures on William James.

man, and

to

a

James had
Caribbean

to live in the

world of

human developmental behav-

faith” theories, while holding fast to the obli-

gations of interpreting the growth and development of Caribbean livelihood

and human dignity
2

Romney M.

in the face

of massive forces of oppression.

Moseley, “Contempt or Collegiality: Which Way Forward?” Caribbean AnII, Washington, DC, 1991, p. 3 [mimeograph].

glican Consultation
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Could he

Could he increase

sustain both interests?

and

as a scholar,

with his colleagues,

in favor

theories of religious behavior,

and usefulness

as a

and

39

wisdom and

in

in the field

of developmental

same time enhance

at the

stature

Caribbean scholar, ideologically located

his reputation

underside

in the

of history? Could he coordinate a conversation between 3these two worlds?

His writings suggest that he struggled

to give

it

his best shot, but

he found

great difficulty in submerging his existential struggles, as he wrestled with
the current theories of his guild.
trends; sometimes

it

often attempted to integrate both

worked, sometimes

In an essay entitled “Faith

menate”

He

it

did not.

Development and Conversion

in the

Catechu-

(1984), he began by defining faith as “the activity of surrendering

one’s self totally to an ultimate
religious terms, the heart

approach

to faith

was

to

is

and transcendent source of meaning.

given completely to God.”

become

a basic

theme of

his

... In

This definitional

thinking as he later

struggled with the meaning of enosis as a dominant factor involved in hu-

man

transformation. Here however, he was already taking issue with his

colleague and mentor, James Fowler, and the

of

latter’s theories

about stages

faith.

Romney

leaned more to the pragmatism he had found in William James,

and therefore thought
sion differed

from

lacking there.

He

that while

Bernard Lonergan’s typology of conver-

that of Fowler’s,

it

loved such words as

added something which he found
eschaton, praxis, metanoia,

telos,

and

covenant, and wanted faith to be answerable to these key concepts in the

Lonergan thus helped

religious discourse.

Romney

plemented by

a

view of religious conversion

of the self through
in love

but,

to release

wrote: “This description [of Fowler’s stage

with

God

faith.

five]

needs to be sup-

as the ultimate transformation

Lonergan’s view of religious conversion as a falling

not only adds to developmental stages a notion of sublation

more importantly,

development of

Fowler’s hold on him.

faith

is

reaffirms St. Paul’s conviction that integral to the
the development of love

and hope

for

an age

to

come.” 3 Romney was already moving away from the position he had shared
with Fowler three years earlier when they both wrote of
relationship of trust

and

loyalty to centers of value, to

of power,” and to “a master narrative” in our

faith as a

dynamic

an “operative image

lives. 5

3 Romney M. Moseley, “Faith Development and Conversion
in the Catechumenate,”
Conversion and the Catechumenate ed. Robert D. Duggan (New York: Paulist Press, 1984),
,

145

in
p.

-

4

Ibid., p. 162.

5

James

W. Fowler and Romney M.

Moseley, “Faith Development

in the Parish,” in

Min-
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Romney found

it

increasingly difficult to deal with faith as “the structur-

He wanted

ing ol meaning," as Fowler had been propounding.

an “ontology of communion” between
such was

lost in the

God and

creation, but he

to preserve

found that

organic metaphor of structural stages, for which Fowler

He wanted

had become famous.

to

develop a theological anthropology that

could be sustained on an entirely different axis and was more faithful to the
real experiences
to

and aspirations of human

him dealing with

the

American

life as

he actually

knew

it.

Listen

cultural context:

In a culture that thrives on superficial expressions of

community and

Christian solidarity which avoid fundamental issues of injustice and
oppression, a theological anthropology that emulates triumph over suffering

and collapses the tension of paradox

tive, as will

human fulfillment.
The irony is that
that

will be

found rather attrac-

developmental theories that offer an idealized vision of

permeate

its

never escape the painful paradoxes

this culture will

testimonies of freedom, equality, and receptivity to

the poor and oppressed.

It

cannot escape the pain of God. Develop-

mental theories which reinforce progressivism

at the

expense of human

suffering need to be challenged by a kenotic theological anthropology

God

that reaffirms the pain of

Three

factors

were

clearly

development.

spiritual

person of Jesus Christ

6
.

weighing heavily on Romney’s theological and

First, his

coming uprooted. Second,

in the

Harvard research concerns were

his increased consciousness

world person (from the Caribbean) made

fast be-

of being a third-

more
with the cries of their suffering and oppression in the face of American
triumphalism. Third, his own personal medical condition must have made
him more aware, by stages of his own suffering, of the paradox of the pain
of God. For Romney, God was no God unless God not only understood his
it

suffering, but also suffered with him. This

thropology was being nurtured by his

own

imperative that he identify

grounding of his theological anexistential narrative.

Could anything good come out of Athens? Could Athens generate
of religious theories to confront, rather than give sanction
terialistic

lead
istry

me

culture?

to

& Mission:

(Atlanta: Post
6

Romney would have

replied:

(Nashville:

rabid

a set

ma-

theological sensibilities
is

an

'in spite

Theological Reflections for the Life of the Church ed. Barbara

Horn

,

of’ expe-

Brown Taylor

Press, 1985), p. 73.

Moseley, "Education and Human Development in the Likeness of Christ,”
Approaches to Christian Education ed. Jack L. Seymour and Donald E. Miller

Romney M.

in Theological

“My

conclude that the salvation of the world

to, this

Abingdon

,

Press, 1990), p. 158.

.

TWO CARIBBEAN THEOLOGIES
rience rather than a cooperative

divine-human venture. The kernel of grace

human

the enduring reality of God’s love in spite of

is

of our efforts to love

frailty

Did the

God

4

sinfulness

and the

.” 7

voices of the oppressed peoples have anything significant to con-

tribute to the debate about faith

and

its

development? Romney said

yes, for

they were the voices that called “for changes in theological discourse to ac-

commodate
ization

women and

experiences of injustice and oppression of

whites from the so-called third world. These voices

of the

rail

non-

against the partial-

imago Dei by those who are bent on preserving an
and a sexist and racist fragmentation of the human

intransigent patriarchy

community. There are

broken by economic and

also those countless souls

8
political oppression .”

So where did he himself

fit

into this

ment? Romney was emphatic about
I

am

whole movement of

faith develop-

his position.

particularly concerned about the linking of faith

ment. As a product of the African diaspora,

am

I

and develop-

suspicious of devel-

opmental models that relegate the experiences of so-called Third

World persons

to the lowest levels

that faith has anything to

who

of

human development. The

do with progress

is

idea

an anathema to those

suffer in the bowels of personal or social oppression.

However,

if

the goals of development truly reflect the hard paradoxes of faith, then
it is

appropriate to speak of faith development

What were
fillment
sin

and

these paradoxes?

and emptiness,

guilt

.

9

They were power and powerlessness,

Thus Romney could no longer

salvation.

ful-

and forgiveness, brokenness and wholeness,

on psychological

focus

formation without personal transformation, on theoretical assumptions

without an emancipatory praxis embodying freedom,

was

all

this intellectual

and personal struggle

and love.
him inexorably

justice,

that led

posit a “kenotic theological anthropology [that] casts the

divine-human

It

to

re-

and our empowbecome what God intends us to be. The self imagines its freedom
to change and to grow only in relation to the One who gave freely of himself
on the cross .” 10 Romney’s theologia gloriae was being radically replaced by
his theologia crucis\ \enosis was fast becoming the central meaning of his
lationship in terms of the paradox of God’s self-emptying

erment

to

Moseley, Becoming pp. 36-37.
Moseley, “Education,” p. 157.
9 Moseley, Becoming
pp. 40-4 1
10
Moseley, “Education,” p. 162.
7

,

8

,
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hazardous existence.

He

understood more and more what

be on the underside of history, and

Romney’s existence

side of

—he was

about, and to the Caribbean.

for,

all this

was

man freedom

in

our

critically

It

was

Cambridge

to

My

me.

University, through which

Barbados,

religious order

amination

in

same

the

same

speak

in training for the

and

stayed in the Carib-

I

first

with

acquired the available certification

I

As

a student at

Codrington Col-

Anglican priesthood under an English

(The Community of the Resurrection),

Theology from London University

religious order.

to

a debate about the

experience, however, was

Desmond and

I

I

same exyoung man in

sat the

that another

South Africa, named Desmond Tutu, was taking
the

who had

the Caribbean to pursue his academic

for matriculation in tertiary education.
lege,

same time, under

at the

gained our London B.D. degrees

year, 1965, also the year of my first ordination.

Desmond

then went

England for further study, but I stayed at home, first ministering in
Leeward Islands, and then returning to join the faculty at Codrington,

the

to

lowing the withdrawal of the Mirfield Lathers,
I

to

the Caribbean

in

professional training in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

bean while Cambridge came

meant

region.

With Cambridge
left

really

important for the radical pursuit of hu-

own Caribbean

While Romney Moseley

it

bring out the other

principally at this point that the

Moseley-Davis debate was delightfully joined.
transformations that were

to

Caribbean scholar

a

It

combined

as they

subsequently embarked on a pioneering mission

were

in

fol-

called.

Caribbean ecume-

nism, along with some other Caribbean colleagues, to bring the Caribbean

Conference of Churches into being.

We

were busily engaged

address the pressing problems of the region as
resources of

all

social

we

could w'hat were the

critical issues

community groups,

We

emphasized the build-

the importance of people’s participation in the

decisions affecting their lives, the urgency of appropriate
tion for

modes of educa-

meaningful change, and the imperatives for cultural integrity

Caribbean indigenization.
policies

We

involved in

development, authentic Christian renewal, and positive steps

towards Caribbean freedom and independence.
ing of

trying to secure

kinds to help the poor, marginalized, and alienated.

tried to articulate as best

genuine

we saw them,

in trying to

and

We

in

raised uncomfortable questions about the

practices of the political directorate;

we

the status quo that inhibited people’s access to their
and we established linkages and networks with

challenged aspects of
rights

the

and freedoms;

partner groups,
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churches, agencies, and organizations outside the Caribbean whose principles

and

priorities

We did all

appeared

we

this as

to us to be in solidarity

taught in our seminaries, organized our

attended others.

and

We

put a better

to

with our own.

ministered daily to our people in our congregations,

own

conferences and seminars, or

travelled abroad to present the

human

face

new Caribbean agenda,

on third-world existence than the pictures

of starving despairing children adorning North Atlantic hallways and

We

boards.

the

iels in

Our

ribbean?”

Many

wanted

first

have

to

world
faces

who

encounter with the latter-day Nathan“Can anything good come out of the Careplied: “We have come for you to see.”

a fertile

asked:

and voices

of our fellow clergy

the gospel that

bill-

felt

very concerned about the ways of interpreting

we were promoting,

for

our interpretations threatened to

disrupt a profitable connection with missionary ideas and funding originat-

ing outside the region. For them self-reliance meant a return to poverty
rather than an attempt at genuine emancipation. But the period of the sev-

and

enties

eighties witnessed in the

Caribbean a substantial upheaval

in the

corporate witness to what independence meant spiritually, culturally, polit-

and

ically,

The

theologically.

some of the pews and
somewhat uncomfortable in having
church’s mandate coming into such fierce conflict
only problem was that

pulpits of our Caribbean churches

such a

new

vision of the

felt

with their own.

Two
mind.

very important aspects of these developments need to be borne in

First,

although

we were

done by means of dialogue,
other

theological literature

from abroad gave us some

fit

shared, in

and

in

we were

that there

clues, but

if

re-

was theo-

not

all.

we knew

The

that

it

mind. Not even the Latin American liberation

our hermeneutical needs adequately.

scious that even the poorest
still

and

that

most of what we were generating,

was not written with us
theology seemed to

people was being

oral theology, cultural innovations, calypsos,

to long-established needs in the region,

logical justification for

region

among our

modes of nonformal education. Second, we knew

sponding

modest amount

often engaged in producing a

of literature, most of our consciousness-raising

among

some way,

the Hispanic culture in

the

dominant

people were yet poorer and lower than they.

We

were con-

and around the

attitude that dark-skinned

We

needed our

own

frame-

work in which to interpret our developmental and revolutionary work in a
way that was theologically illuminating for Caribbean people themselves. A
to make some halting steps, but the volume of
demands on our time did not provide us the luxury that only

few of us had already begun

work and

the
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ivory-towered scholars possess for churning out armchair theologies on
every conceivable issue.
It

was during the

seventies that

dealing with the Caribbean.
Indies, in

which

looked

I

The

undertook two major pieces of research

I

first

at the role

was with the University of the West

of the church in Barbados during the

nineteenth century. In addition to awarding

late

degree

in

History in 1976, the

my book

findings in

UWI

and Crown

Cross

me

enabled
in

to

me

its first

produce and publish

Barbados."

as

an engine of

social

salaries

mentarianism”

to describe the strong feelings

and kin among the

their kith

should

of its clergy.

itself

tions based

I

coined the

word

among

class, color,

church reinforced

all

I

state,

“counter-disestablish-

the planter classes,

and

state. Social stratifica-

and cash were held very much

human

the ramifications of such

The second program
England, where

the established

any notion that the church

clergy, against

be emancipated from the control of the

on

how

containment on behalf of the

which paid the

my

described the social

I

conditions in post-Emancipation Barbados, and showed

church functioned

postgraduate

in place,

and the

distinctions.

of research was with the University of Sussex in

spent an academic year in residence.

represents the only period in

my

life

when

I

outside of the Caribbean. Sussex afforded

The

year 1977-78

have been resident

me

as a student

the opportunity to pursue

research and reflection at the D.Phil. level, with a view to finding an appropriate

way

initiatives

to interpret theologically all the praxis

we had been promoting through

Churches up

to that time. Sussex

Studies to a

West Indian

awarded me

in 1979,

the Caribbean

its

and enabled

Caribbean Change shortly thereafter.

12

In

it

I

and ecumenical renewal
Council of

only doctorate in Religious

me

to publish Mission for

maintain that the Caribbean

problems of poverty, dependence, and alienation can be confronted by creativity, continuity, and community; and I explore the trinitarian paradigm of

God

as Creator, Liberator,

and Sustainer, working together with Caribbean

people of faith in a praxis of the theology of achievement and fulfillment.

While Romney endorsed
Barbados

in Cross

and Crown

my
in

historical assessment

of his island

Barbados he took issue with
,

my

home of

theological

construction around the motif of “achievement and fulfillment,’' as he did

with
text.

my concerns for the importance of development in the Caribbean conTo take the latter issue first, while Romney saw “development” being

" Kortright Davis, Cross

and Crown

in

Barbados: Caribbean Political Religion in the Late

19th Century (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1983).
11

Kortright Davis, Mission for Caribbean Change: Caribbean Development as Theological

Enterprise (Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1982).
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used as a metaphor to capture the Caribbean “transition from dependence

independence and interdependence,”

to

I

was

actually using

as the cate-

it

gory of an actual narrative that was already being fleshed out

throughout the region. Development was no mere metaphor,

On

being experienced as a radical change for the better.

it

in praxis

was already

account of the

church, things were actually happening that were beginning to shake the
status

quo

metaphors,

him

at

its

very foundations. Romney’s attachment to the

he learned about them

as

live in the

Caribbean

ribbean theology

Romney was

is

disturbs

God’s action

the narrative if you

in that context.

The

stronger than the Harvard metaphor, as far as Ca-

is

concerned.

quite

adamant

thought were signs of

“What

story, the narrative, in the

You cannot shake

Caribbean and are doing your theology

memory

power of

Cambridge, sometimes rendered

acknowledge the power of the

reluctant to

construction of theological paradigms.

both

in

me

is

a

of being disturbed by what he

to the point

metaphorical theology in the making.

He

wrote:

the theology of history mediated by these metaphors.

in the crucified Christ

and participation

in the suffering

of the

poor are subsumed under cultural progress and personal achievement.
Against

developmentalism,

this linear

I

see the poor in the

serving a paradoxical view of power and powerlessness .” 13

change the metaphors
kenotic christology.

emancipatory

is

wish that

from generation

to

I

generation

in the kenosis

essential to the struggle against territorial defensive-

elitism .”' 4

Romney were
but

of a

said that the Caribbean poor “have transmitted the

and neo-colonialist

at this point;

rather

for a fresh appropriation

paradox of fulfillment and emptiness found

of Christ. This faith

I

He

make way

order to

faith of their enslaved ancestors

as the mysterious

ness

in

Caribbean pre-

He would

my

here in person to give answer to

undertook

to

wage

this

whole debate

in

response

honor of

his

memory, notwithstanding his physical absence. My comments on
disturbed feelings would be as follows. First, metaphorical theology is a

surviving
his

dangerous business
controlled by the

for oppressed people to adopt; for

same agents who

metaphors can be

are the perpetrators of their oppression.

Metaphors are often used by those who seek

to define

and

articulate the

conditions of others, without seeking to enter that very condition themselves.

Caribbean people

live

out their

own

narratives, in full confrontation

with the metaphors by which others seek to understand and interpret them.
'*

Romney M.

Moseley, “Decolonizing Theology in the Caribbean: Prospects for

neutical Reconstruction,” Toronto Journal of Theology 6 (Fall 1990): 245.
14

Ibid.

Herme-
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Thus
thrives
logic

happens

it

that,

beyond the control of external

and

Romney was

my

of suspicion,”

Change was

in fact

definition, defies all the sophisticated

of enlightened metaphors.

scientific predictions

Second, while
tic

time and again, the Caribbean narrative, which

what he

often guided by

theological construction

in

“hermeneu-

called a

Mission for Caribbean

guided by a “hermeneutic of succession.” Romney’s her-

meneutic made him suspicious of

elitism,

triumphalism, developmentalism,

achievement, and cultural progress as symptoms of the Western mind-set

from which he was trying

to escape. In

agreeing with

God

people are driven in part by the dictum that
themselves,

Romney warned: “We

tween soteriology and
is

infected with the

who

Church

Caribbean

in the

disease of ‘teleevangelism.’

My

not related to success per

se,

but rather to

is

it.

“herme-

and theology.

In Caribbean theological construction, theology follows praxis;

precede

help

linkage be-

this

”' 5

neutic of succession,” however,
the sequence of praxis

that Caribbean

should be suspicious of

success, especially since the

American

me

helps those

Thus Caribbean people

up with the

are caught

it

does not

daily urgency of

confronting endemic problems, making decisions on the spot, and trusting
that such decisions will

pendence

to

more

move them from

self-reliance,

poverty to

from alienation

poverty, from de-

less

Theology

to affirmation.

follows as a critical reflection on the immediate story in the light of faith in

God, and
already

in the

hope that new ways

new ways of

acting.

Romney

of thinking can reinforce

what are

believed that the Caribbean church

should be a “community of faith whose praxis

is

derived from

its

rooted in the emancipatory values of truth, freedom, and justice.”'
the other

way round,

for in the heat of the

theology
6
I

put

it

Caribbean sun, the force of the

narrative and the dynamics of persistent change never allow for theology to

keep pace with
Third, there

praxis, let alone to function as
is

its

matrix.

the overarching project of freedom.

Romney

recognized

with other Caribbean theologians that the “core of the Christian gospel

freedom from

all

forms of oppression.”' 7

“We

in the

pilgrims in the tradition and hope of the black church.
dictators, but

we

are

aware

that their survival

is

due not

.

"5

Romney M.

Moseley, “Decolonising Theology

in the

Peter Lang, 1992),
16

Romney M.

p.

,

.

.

We

loathe our

to their dictatorial

ingenuity but to our collective parasitic dependence on the

tology and Soteriology,” in Exploring Afro-Christology

is

Caribbean are fellow

hegemony

of the

Caribbean: Implications for ChrisJohn Samuel Pobee (Frankfurt:

ed.

hi.

Moseley, “Faith from the Underside of History,”

in Ministry

Taylor, p. 26.
17
Moseley, “Decolonising Theology in the Caribbean: Implications,”

p. 109.

& Mission

,

ed.
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superpowers.”'

Romney knew

8

externally.

It

same time,

at the

which

Romney knew

the

answer

on the answer

demons from

They

to the question:

and privatized

Freedom

is

God;

it

is

is

offer

and

tional,

is

call

a theological

also the gift of

not merely the nature of

God:

“Human

continuing affirmation of divine freedom, and
perceived

He was
He would

not
not

metaphor.

beyond definition and control, beyond the reach of metaphor.

have maintained that freedom

will of

religion.”' 9

freedom from what?

freedom from where?

to the question:

selectively use

the illiterate masses while they

in self-righteousness

have found an answer as long as freedom remained

I

yet

that have been nurtured in the

cradle of racism and imperialistic triumphal religion.
biblical literalism to cast out

him

to

specialize in sending missionaries to the

Third World are the very denominations

allow themselves to wallow

and

internally

was even freedom from the missionaries. Listen

again: “Denominations

clear

freedom had

that the Caribbean struggle for

be waged on a multiplicity of fronts

to

47

from God

to be free.

inspire emancipation,

essentially that

.

.

God, and the

freedom

subsists in the

human

response to the

in the

[T]he only freedom deep enough to

.

and authentic enough

which acknowledges

its

to be concretely func-

origins in the sovereign free

God.” 20 The Caribbean poor and powerless know of a freedom

in the

midst

of their condition that the rich and the powerful can neither discern nor

understand.

It is

a subterranean

freedom that

of slavery, indentureship, and colonialism.

My

answer

The

is:

“Human

nurtured

in the

does freedom

context

come from ?

freedom sings what Divine Freedom brings.” 2

'

fourth issue has to do with the opposite states of freedom and their

distortions through the use of metaphors.

the tendency of
parallels

some within

the

Romney was

dominant culture

constantly aware of

to find

corresponding

between themselves and the ranks of the oppressed.

uous example

is

the claim by

sexist oppression

is

some white

for willing takers.

One

conspic-

feminists that their experience of

identifiable with the blacks’ experience of white racist

oppression. In such circumstances, metaphors

for

God

Where

Worse

yet

is

fly all

over the place looking

the use of the term “slavery” as a

some conditions of those who once enslaved

others.

Can

metaphor

the descendants

of slaves and the heirs and heiresses of slavers use the term slavery as a

metaphor

for the

same experiences? Paul distinguishes

,8

Moseley, “Faith from the Underside,”

19

Ibid., p. 25.

20

Kortright Davis, Emancipation

21

Ibid., p.

1

15.

8.

from

p. 26.

Still Cornin':

ology (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1990), p.

slaves of sin

Explorations in Caribbean Emancipatory The-
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would

slaves of righteousness, but not even Paul

strong protagonist of total emancipation from
believe

you do not

Romney

said to

“Watch your metaphors,”

then,

or, better

“Leave them alone!”

Romney’s other major concern had

to

way

what we had been

for interpreting

my suggestion that a theme to be a most illuminat-

do with

ology of achievement and fulfillment seemed to
ing

slavery. If

me, then ask Onesimus!

would have

I

still,

pass the test of being a

human

so far accomplishing in the

Romney termed

ribbean during the decade of the seventies.

it

Ca-

“good liberal
I was pro-

theology.” This was his interpretation of and reaction to what

pounding:

The Church

in the

Caribbean

is

portrayed as fostering the traditional

Protestant marriage of capitalism and the civic virtues of fulfillment in

work and achievement

in social status

—

values that are indicative of an

optimistic view of praxis as cultural and historical activity. Accord-

when Caribbean

ingly,

culture

to

fails

provide opportunities for

achievement and fulfillment, these resources should be explored
where.

.

.

.

This belief

in self-fulfillment

and achievement

ological legitimacy by liberal theology’s view of

provider and caretaker of all

dependent on God.

A

.

.

human

God

as

is

else-

given the-

omnipotent

needs and the person as absolutely

.

theology of achievement and fulfillment easily degenerates into

religious triumphalism. Ultimately,
ualistic

and,

if

based

at all

its

emancipatory goals are individ-

on religious convictions, contribute

to the

privatization of religious faith. This theology of achievement and fulfillment has

spawned generations of complacent,

uncritical, bourgeois

Christians whose affirmation of absolute dependence of

maintained
sial

at the

consciousness.

The

belief that

world must be reconciled

ment and

Romney
ment and
ogy.

He

[j7c]

expense of any constructive transformations

work mediates

to the facts

God

is

in eccle-

divine activity in the

of underemployment, unemploy-

22
exploitation of cheap labour by industrialized nations.

suggested that the problems generated by a theology of achieve-

fulfillment

therefore

were due

felt

to the separation

that they

Moseley, ‘‘Decolonising Theology

had

in the

of soteriology and christol-

to be held together, that a

“coherent

Caribbean: Implications,” pp. iio-iii.
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methodological perspective on
notic Christology

Romney

might be formulated from

a ke-

a covenantal ethic of responsibility.” 23

and

Although he realized
tic,

this process

49

that kenotic christology

was somewhat anachronis-

insisted that a theology of decolonization should not “incorpo-

He wanted

myths and metaphors of modernity.”

rate the triumphal

a

Ca-

ribbean history that was shaped by an emancipatory christology that would

“come

terms with the fact that Christians cannot escape the paradox of

to

suffering and liberation in salvation history.” 24

Yet

was not

it

He

seriously.

Caribbean that

just the

felt

had the power

it

He saw

persons and the world.

we had now reached

especially as

image the Incarnation

in the light

it

Romney wished

to take

kenoticism

to effect religious transformation

as the chief antidote to

“a watershed in history

of God’s compassion,

of

triumphalism,

when we must

literally,

God’s

re-

‘suf-

fering with’ humanity.” 25 For him, poverty and suffering were the locus for
establishing the truth of God’s emancipatory praxis. In a very
tence,

Romney

with Christ
of loving

to let

is

God’s self-emptying love
another.” 26

God and one

cipatory praxis?

We

would do

is

love.

It

become

in Christ

How would we work out a

sen-

way
eman-

for us a

kenotic

God, by being led
and by exercising power through

so through obedience to

by God’s Spirit in self-emptying love,

compassionate

moving

declared that “the hardest part of living contemporaneously

thus becomes a mutual

“the heart of a people called by

God

to

/{

enosis says
,

Romney, and

that

form genuine and covenantal

relationships in a fragmented world.” 27

Thus

far

I

scholarship as

have tried
I

to be faithful to the texts

of Romney’s more recent

have understood them, and to allow them

as far as the vision of critical transformations in the
is

concerned.

Emancipation

Romney
Still

as the foundations of a

courage

did not produce a response to

Cornin

’
,

in

which

I

24
25

We

us;

much wider

,

26

Ibid., p.

Ibid., p. 13

1

19.
1.

I

saw

both had the

and we

a range of

meaning

human freedom and

kept the

tried to give

participation. In

my

it

final section, therefore,

Moseley, “Decolonizing Theology in the Caribbean: Prospects,” p. 243.
Moseley, “Decolonising Theology in the Caribbean: Implications,” p. 116.
Moseley, Becoming p. 1 13.

27

spirituality

1990 publication

expounded extensively on what

that both addressed the Caribbean vision of

23

speak for him

of emancipatory theology and praxis more than

any other theologian around
dialogue open for

my

Caribbean emancipatory theology.

to use the notion

to

Caribbean
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I

shall

simply point to the respective emphases in our writings and reflec-

tions about the

Towards the

New Day

ological

and

I

had so many things

background, educational

common,

in

levels, religious af-

we had to wrestle with different thefrom our own professional experiences and our

ideological perspectives,

emphases resulting

immediate

Caribbean.

of Freedom in the Caribbean

Romney and

In spite of the fact that

especially in terms of cultural
filiations,

new

emancipatory theological imperatives for the

We

environment.

intellectual

were both aware of the

fact that

the thing that mattered most in the theological enterprise was not the what

question, but the

who

have a good idea of

No

question.

who

is

theology

is

culture-free,

always handle with care what the system has to
always to be very conscious of
mation, for theology

this in their

simply a

is

and unless you

generating the theological system, you should

human

own

offer.

Seminarians need

process of theological for-

product, and

it

never has existed in

vacuum, nor will it ever do so. In the world of theology, who you are is
the major key to what you say; and academic fame or material fortune can

a

never exempt you from such estimations, whether you are a Barth or
hoeffer, a

Cox

between Romney’s position and
(1)

my own

seem

human

Bon-

to suggest themselves.

For Romney the focus was on human development

changes

a

or a Cone, a Tillich or a Tutu. Several different emphases

in the interior life,

behavior.

as

it

related to

and forms of consciousness, which affected

total

focused on total development, personal, structural, his-

I

torical, sociopolitical,

and

I

wanted

to

demonstrate

how

all

these dimensions

could be integrated in the light of historical faith and in the context of marginalization.
(2)

Romney

the mystery of
all levels.

God

For me,

empty, and

in Christ,

who knew

(3)

Romney

“have

that way.
10:10, “I
it

in all

I

much

key to understanding

theme of transformations
to

people

who were

its

that they

may have

life,

it

at

already

under the dominance of those

concentrated on plerosis as

came

of

\enosis as the

central

that they existed

them to stay
understood from John
(or,

and the

kpnosis did not offer

preferred

abundantly”

on

places great emphasis

was

who
to be

and have

it

fullness”).

concentrated on the importance of paradox, as for example,

power and powerlessness, or struggle
him meant striking at the foundations of trium-

the paradox of kenosis and plerosis, or

and surrender. Paradox

for

phalistic or elitist certainty, or even arrogance.

My

emphasis was rather on

paradigm, establishing that centrifugal force or energizing vision that would
mobilize and activate poor and powerless people into purposeful and ere-
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ative activity, while confronting the citadels of doubt, injustice,

1

and dehu-

manization that sought to control their destiny. Caribbean existence

is

so

of contradictions that the sanctification of paradox to the central regions

full

of their faith could not usher in
Paradoxes, like the poor,
(4)

toral

we

new impetus

will

emancipatory engagement.

for

always have with

us.

Romney’s emphasis on conversion was obviously driven by

work

at

Harvard, and he wrestled with

He

life.

way what had

to be left behind.

books include the word

Change

action;

in various

My

key word

in their titles.

me

for

My

change

is

—

pivotal focus

is

at least

new key

that sounds

longs to them;

it is

cacophonous

making

two of my

always on change

more than conversional experience;

is

ing the tables of the money-changers in the temples;
in a

forms throughout

radical transformation of oppressive structures;

it is

doc-

focused on the conversion process, noting along the

the rest of his

for the better.

it

his

to those

it

is

overthrow-

singing a

it is

who

it is

new song

think that music be-

the counterculture of the gospel

come

alive in a

way that threatens the little kings but announces afresh the in-breaking of
kingdom of God at the same time. Caribbean emancipatory imperatives

the

demand all this.
(5) Romney saw
able,

and

The

life

in

of

the

some way
faith,

life

of faith as that which was in some

mystical, because of the

even though

it

way measur-

divine-human relationship.

could not readily

fit

into Fowler’s stages,

some canons of value and assessment in order for it
to be acknowledged as being worthwhile. For me, faith is relational, yes,
but it is a relational struggle with God, and life, and evil, and survival, and
anomie, and other people of faith. The life of faith is a messy complex of
dynamic encounters that defy measurability at any time. It takes faith to live
in America if you are poor or black or handicapped or non-English-speaking, but faith often gets in the way of those who are free of these mortifying
still

had

to

conform

to

impediments. Caribbean
(6)

faith has to

Romney may have adopted

Caribbean enterprise from
ler.

Erskine had published

his

a

grapple with these

realities.

the phrase “Decolonizing

Theology”

Jamaican colleague, Noel Erskine,

book

in 1981

with that

title

at

as a

Cand-

following his doc-

Union Seminary in New York. Apart from some of the
book posed for me, I never made the claim that
Caribbean Theology was to be a “decolonized theology.” For the theological
struggle against colonialism and neocolonialism does not consist so much in
toral studies at

difficulties that Erskine’s

getting rid of a theology no longer needed, but rather in giving full currency
to a theology that has

always been

at the

the days of slavery. Decolonization

center of our existence, even during

would make sense

to

an Erskine or a
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Moseley encumbered by the walls of a North American academic establishment, but not necessarily to a Davis sweating it out in the heat of the Caribbean sun, trying to

make

sense of the shifting sands of our immediate

contexts.

Whether
theology,

I

was achievement and

it

saw our

fulfillment theology, or emancipatory

emerging out

theological enterprise as entirely creative,

own

of the historical, cultural, and religious matrix of our

providing for us those beacons of freedom

in the face

existence,

and

of persistent colonial-

ism and dependence. Caribbean history has shown that colonization has
been more of a problem for the colonizers than the colonized,

may have been

in

its

theology,” neither

is

evolution. Just as Black

Romney’s

It is critical

engagement, not

vision of the practical

“after years of colonialism

ized nations.”
this,

That was

it

It is

an

strategic withdrawal.

way forward

him

led

to state that

and dependence, the people of the Caribbean

modern

deserve to be political and economic partners with the
28

though

not a “de whitened

is

Caribbean Theology a “decolonized theology.”

emancipatory theology.
(7)

Theology

evil

a feasible

industrial-

thought from Toronto, where he wrote

but an impossible dream from Kingston or Georgetown, where they

knew who

they were dealing with. Caribbean people have

no genuine partnership between the

that there can be

come

rich

to realize

and the poor;

they even quake under the partnership between the rich and the rich.

experience has led

me

My

would never do anything
own self-interest, whether in com-

to recognize that the rich

that diminished the exigencies of their

merce, philanthropy, government, academia, or the church. Poor people
survive in spite of the rich, not because of their help.
struction for Caribbean

Thus,

it

seems

to

freedom has

me

that for

My

theological con-

to take this fully into account.

Caribbean people,

far

from looking

for

partnership with the rich, a virtual impossibility between unequals, they

must struggle
models

to

pursue radically some fundamental biblical-theological

for freedom. Creativity

God must

must overcome complacency, covenant with

neutralize contempt for God’s ordinary people, communitarian

compassion must eliminate competitive individualism, persistent conversion, as that constant turning

whelm

towards God’s freedom

insatiable desires for conquest,

consummation of

all

things

and the

in Christ,

must over-

practical vision of God’s final

must forever confront the pervasive appetite

to

consume everything now. Remember Dives and Lazarus.
Romney and I both wish for more for Caribbean people, but we know
28

Moseley, “Decolonizing Theology

in the

Caribbean: Prospects,”

p.

241.

TWO CARIBBEAN THEOLOGIES
that having

more has

often resulted in

him; and

remains

paradigm

it

a

becoming

me.

for

We

ted to the clarion call of Paul the apostle

less. It

was

paradox for

a

were both irrevocably commit-

who knew what

mation meant when he challenged the Christians
words: “For freedom Christ has

53

in

critical transfor-

Galatia with these

Stand firm, therefore, and do

set us free.

not submit again to a yoke of slavery” (Gal. 5:1).

Conclusion

The Moseley-Davis
Caribbean freedom

debate about the

critical

gion will always be a poor region. American

remain

at the

if

we had

only

names. Civilizations

ologies of

freedom that do not make
For Romney and

God

in the Bible:
is

God.

It is

the

is;

God

rise

civilization will not

fall;

God

shoots of

first

eyes to see,

and

their right

civilization.

The

pinnacle of world order.

already springing up;

transformations towards

one form or other. The Caribbean

will continue in

and

a captive

always

demise are

its

lips to call

and we need

re-

things by

to construct the-

of our, or any other

me five things are clear about the God of Jesus
God cares and suffers; God saves; God alone

acts;

knowledge of this

that brings grace,

and grace

is

the bearer

of freedom, even in the midst of poverty.

My

native experiences and prolonged reflections have led

Caribbean people are not able

me

to say this:

to define grace in intricate theological

They simply experience and testify to its efficacy. God’s grace
has sustained them in spite of the other ungracious acts by which their
existence has often been surrounded. The Caribbean understanding of
terms.

divine grace, therefore, does not necessarily translate itself into the ease

of

life

tence.

or into escape from the harshness of Caribbean physical exis-

Yet

it

enables Caribbean people to be

forgiving, tolerant, kind, friendly,

grace reflects the

Caribbean

is

seek out their

if

warm,

hospitable.

human understanding of divine

Caribbean people have managed
very gracious,

and

to

meaning of life

grace.

fact

To

of

human

that extent,

maintain what can only be called

not always a graceful, society.

without question

gracious, generous,

The

in the

The

minds and hearts

in that part

a

grace of God in the
of those

of God’s vineyard.

who

29

The very last address I heard from Romney was in Washington, D.C. last
November. He was speaking to a conference of Caribbean clergy on the
topic: “Contempt or Collegiality: Which Way Forward?” His address was
29

Davis, Emancipation,

p. 79.
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well received.

I

now

close by letting

him have

the last word, taken

from

that

address:

Witnessing

make

to Christ’s presence in

the love of Christ

work

in a

ethnocentrism, racism and other

our time means finding ways to

world fragmented by tribalism,

‘isms’.

This brokenness of the world

recapitulates the offense of the Cross but also the promise of
in Christ.

This

dialectic

of

memory and hope

new

life

informs our identity as a

people of the African diaspora, a rainbow church whose strength, free-

dom and

restoration

come from

Moseley, “Contempt or Collegiality,”

the grace of
p.

u.

God. 30

What

Is

Thomas W. Gillespie delivered
Opening Convocation Address in Miller
Chapel on September 15, 1992.

President

“Theological

the

about Theological

Education?
Thomas W.

by

T

Gillespie

he intercom rang
retary

announced

my

at

that

the door,

code for

office

Her

visitor.

silence about

don’t ask.”

“It’s a surprise, so

found the four-year-old daughter of a couple

I

congregation looking up
precocious children

had an unexpected

was

the identity of the caller

Opening

study desk one afternoon, and the church sec-

I

me

at

expectantly. Rachel

have ever known. “She has

I

in

our

was one of the most

a theological

question for

know
down on my
haunches (as my wife, a school teacher, had instructed me to do when talking to children), and asked, “What is it you would like to know?” “Well,”
Rachel replied, “I want to know what kind of food God will feed us when
we die and go to heaven.”
The question confronted me with the inadequacy of my theological education. My mind raced back through the memory tapes of courses taken
you,” the secretary declared,
the answer.

and

I

lectures heard.

atic theology, or
I

die

my

into

could not recall Professor Piper addressing this ques-

I

Professor

and go

and the apostle Paul

Lehmann

heaven? Then suddenly

to

is

what God

I

was

will feed us

I

when we

me and

feeling rather

ever, that Rachel

know

I

conflated the

and go

to

in the

two

texts

and

As

it

feed us

it

wilderness

and

said to

may

be that

closed behind her,

creative answer. Later

my

God

to heaven.”

exited through the door.

walked over

will

secretary

I

learned,

how-

and announced, “He doesn’t

either.”

tell

I

die

smug about my

you

this story

by way of introduction to the topic of our convocation

address tonight for two reasons.
that

So

10:3).

system-

for eternal life” (6:27)

“Jesus spoke of our eating spiritual food,

Rachel thanked
I

Cor.

in

recalled Jesus in John’s

about Israel

telling the Corinthians
(1

it

dealing with the topic in Christian

— momentarily. What kind of food

eating “spiritual food”
little visitor,

I

study, got

Gospel saying something about “the food that endures

my

had better

Romans, or Professor Hendry touching on

was stumped

when we

come

invited Rachel to

tion exegetically in

ethics.

and her tone intimated that

do not know

what makes

all

that

I

One

need

is

to

that

I

want you

know

theological education theological.

or

would

The

to

know

like to

other

is

I

know

know

about

that

to give

you per-
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mission in advance of

know

my

answer

to

“He

conclude with Rachel,

doesn’t

either.”

I

me

Let

begin by encouraging you to

make

about theological education your own.

logical

conceptual problem, a pedagogical

tion, a

the question of

It is

issue.

what

theo-

is

indeed an academic ques-

But

it

is

more than

that.

The

question takes us into the center of the contemporary theological de-

bate.

It

focuses issues that require resolution and decision. These matters are

profound rather than simple. They vex the best minds
faculties.

in

they give to this question. In

there are almost as

fact,

of course, but only slightly
will be

that

tempting

to

so. If

you do not

answers
to the

is

an exaggeration,

like confusion

and controversy,

walk away from the question,

to ignore the issues.

But

not an option for anyone seriously engaged in theological education,

is

either as a student or a professor.

consensus regarding what

Like

in the

many answers

question as there are participants in the discussion. That

it

churches and on

People of good will and sincere faith differ radically

it is

or not, the question

it

That

it is

not ours alone

is
is

We

that

live in a

makes

time

when

there

is

no broad

theological education theological.

ours to answer.

evident from the attention

receiving from

it is

individual scholars. Reporting on the state of the discussion for the Lilly

Endowment, Kenneth A.
state

Briggs says that the endeavor of theological sem-

and divinity schools

to

educate ecclesial leadership

of conceptual ferment

if

not turmoil. Briggs identifies

inaries

tury’s

it

as “this cen-

most searching examination” of the aims and purposes of theological

education.
logical’

And

the fundamental issue, as he sees

it, is

“what

exactly

is

‘theo-

about theological education?”'

Professor

Edward

Farley of the Vanderbilt University Divinity School

fired the first shot of this conflict almost a

Theologia
tral thesis

:

decade ago

in his

seminal study

The Fragmentation and Unity of Theological Education A The centhis book is that theological education is characterized today

of

more by fragmentation than by

unity. Farley’s harsh

“typical product of three years of seminary study

cated minister.” “At

its

is

judgment

is

that the

not a theologically edu-

very best,” he argues, “a theological education

only the beginning of a career-long discipline, and
1

present in a

at

is

Kenneth A. Briggs, “Probing

it is

just this

the ‘Whys’ of Theological Study,” Progressions:

Endowment Occasional Report 4, no. 2 (April 1992): 2.
2
Edward Farley, Theologia: The Fragmentation and

is

continuing

A

Lilly

Unity of Theological Education (Phila-

delphia: Fortress Press, 1983). Page references are cited within parentheses in the text.

'

‘study of theology’

THEOLOGICAL " EDUCATION

which does not occur”

but the curriculum. As Farley puts

Education

At

(p. 4).

fault

57
is

not the student

it:

in the theological school

is

much

not so

a

matter of “the

study of theology” as a plurality of specific disciplines, each with

own method. These
visible rationale

terconnection

areas of study

which

.

clarifies their

.

.

its

are offered without any highly

importance and displays their

in-

(p. 2).

Our own catalogue illustrates what Farley is talking about.
The courses offered by the Biblical Studies and History Departments are
predicated upon the historical-critical method of reading ancient texts. You
new students who do not yet know what that methodology entails soon will
as you plunge into OT101. For many it is a shocker precisely because it is
not immediately clear how a historical-critical interpretation of the scriptures serves a theological purpose.

Seminary,

know

I

While

of graduate programs

it is

in

not the case here at Princeton

New

Testament studies where

The

texts are read historically,

theological questions are not even permitted.

culturally, literarily, sociologically, but not theologically because that falls

outside the scope of the historical-critical method.

To

ask that question

This subject has

to

to step into the minefield

is

foundly philosophical, and

engages

ogy

is

Is

clinical

named hermeneutics.

self.

Hermeneutics

is

pro-

is

Or

theological about her-

is it

the case that theol-

at this crucial point?

question can also be asked about courses in Christian education
that rely heavily if not solely

methodology. Although viewed

the nagging question for

many

is

which

theological about the various theories of

chaeology of the

Perhaps

human

of material. But what

dependent upon philosophy

The same

it?

influences every course in the curriculum that

there a theological hermeneutics?

and pastoral care
and

it

in the interpretation

meneutics?

does

do with the theory about what goes on when we interpret

of any kind, including the

texts or data

Or

this

is

human

upon psychological theory

as interdisciplinary exercises,

What

discipline calls the tune.

human development and

is

the ar-

self?

sufficient to score Farley’s point that the typical

seminary

student graduates with some knowledge about methodologies and theories

from history to psychology to philosophy to communications and
management. But why do we call that a theological education?
The outcome of such an educational experience, Farley concludes, is not
that range

surprising: “Theological education insofar as
unitary, coherent study,

is

it is

the ‘study of theology,’ a

self-education, a synthetic

accomplishment of the
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occasional individual student”

(p. 5).

What

will take to

it

overcome the cur-

rent fragmentation of theological education, he argues, are

more adequate

concepts of both theology and education.
II

evoked

Farley’s proposal has

now upon

a

number of

the rejoinder by Professors Joseph

responses, but

wish

I

volume, Christian Identity and Theological Education

.

3

argue that Farley has a hold on the wrong end of the
clerical

which means

that “its primary purpose

ership for the

nary

a theological school

church”

(p. 19).

What

is

is

for-

Claremont,

at

stick.

paradigm” of theological education

For Hough and Cobb

misses.

in their

These authors,

merly colleagues on the faculty of the School of Theology
defend “the

to focus

Hough and John Cobb

They

seek to

that Farley dis-

a professional school,

the education of professional lead-

unifies the courses of study in a semi-

not some concept of theologia but the educational goal of equipping

is

people to lead the church. If that requires some history, some philosophy,

some psychology, and some
According

macher

to

sociology in addition to

Hough and Cobb,

justified the inclusion

German

of theology

university by referring

the time, that

is,

the ministry.

Like medical studies and

it

They

to

some theology,

among

methodology and

tinct

it.

the subjects taught in the

one of the three major professions

at

observe:

legal studies, there

were various aspects of

theological studies, especially the historical disciplines, that

also like

so be

been the case ever since Schleier-

this has

that yielded verifiable positive

law and medicine, theology

as a

had

a dis-

knowledge. But

whole was unified by

its

con-

cern for matters affecting the practice of a major profession. In other

words, the unity of theological studies lay
its

of

subject matter were determined by their relevance to the needs of

the church for leadership
In our
that

in the fact that all parts

(p. 2).

contemporary context, the problem

it is

problem

a “professional” school,
is

that the church has

for the theological school

dominated by the

“clerical

become “uncertain and confused

constitutes appropriate professionalism.”

is

not

paradigm.” The

Hough and Cobb

as to

what

conclude that

there can be “no clear unity to theological education until there
of clarity about the nature of professional leadership within the

is

recovery

church”

(p.

5 )3 Joseph C. Hough,
Jr. and John B. Cobb, Jr., Christian Identity and Theological Education
(Chico: Scholars Press, 1985). Page references are cited within parentheses in the text.

"

That

the church’s expectations of

over time

illustrated by

is

experience.
ical

THEOLOGICAL " EDUCATION

They
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ministerial leadership have

its

Hough and Cobb from

changed

American Protestant

the

identify five typologies which, in the order of their histor-

appearance, are

(i)

the Master

—

who was

the authoritative teacher

au-

thorized by academic training to dispense authoritative teaching on the basis

of an existing authoritative body of literature;

the Orator represented by

(2)

,

who converted sinners and aroused believthe Revivalist and
ers; (3) the Builder who knew how to develop the institutional church and
engineer social change; (4) the Pastoral Director who was both ecclesial Manthe Pulpiteer

,

ager and personal Therapist and
;

(5)

emerging type of the Reflec-

the newly

tive Practitioner or Practical Theologian.

Like

all

typologies, these are sufficiently accurate to be helpful

ciently artificial to be misleading.

The

letters

and

suffi-

from Pastor Nomi-

receive

I

nating Committees, requesting the names of worthy candidates for churches
small and large, generally evidence expectations that include something of
all

the types identified by

Hough and Cobb. They

all

desire an effective

preacher, a biblical scholar, a knowledgeable theologian, an able administrator, a

caring pastor, and a

on water, have

problem

is

community worker.

thirty years’ experience,

also helps if

It

you can walk

and are twenty-five years

old.

The

not that churches have unclear expectations of their ministers,

And

but rather that they have unrealistic expectations.

continue so

this will

long as congregations operate without a theological understanding of what
the ministry

is

intended to be and do

Hough and Cobb

in

God’s providence.

recognize this confusion in their

own way, arguing

that

the nature and purpose of professional ministry will not be clarified until

there

is

clarity

about “Christian identity as the basis for Christian practice”

The basic problem is that congregations no longer know who they
are. Hough and Cobb are as hard here on churches as Farley is on seminary
graduates. But their respective analyses are basically the same. The common
(p.

18).

lack of both ministers

and churches

is

that of theologia.

There

is

no shared

“Christian identity” that binds ministers and their congregations together
in

commonly expected

theological education

“Christian practice.”

must be oriented

to

It

seems obvious, therefore, that

both theology and to ministry.

Ill

Let us return

now

to Schleiermacher’s

analogy between the professional

ministry and the practice of medicine and the law.

son-in-law

who

is

a physician

with a specialty

I

in

am

thinking

first

rheumatology.

graduate of a medical school, and has been educated

in a large

of our

He

is

a

number of
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anatomy, biology, and chemistry.

sciences, including

He

the art of hermeneutics, only in his profession they call

point

is

must

that he

medical group, he

and personnel
medicine.

is

interpret the

symptoms of a

diagnostics.

As

patient.

however by

unified,

is

the purpose of this practice

to

is

The

member

a

also involved in business decisions, office

relations. All of this

And

trained also in

is

it

of a

management,
the practice of

overcome disease and

to

regain health for the people he serves. Theory and practice are here con-

As a medical doctor he must know medicine in all of its dimensions,
and he must be able to apply what he knows to a particular illness. Just
caring about his patients is not enough and having a pleasant bedside manner is insufficient. Kenneth demonstrates his care for his patients by bringing his knowledge of medicine to bear upon their disease.
joined.

I

am

he too
law,

all

w ho

thinking also of our son
is

a

graduate of

is

an attorney. Like

a professional school. In

kinds of law, criminal and

civil

his brother-in-law,

law school he studied the

and corporate.

He

too engages in

hermeneutics as he reads particular cases and interprets them

in the light

of

him
way of

the legal tradition established by both statute and judicial decisions. For
the practice of law

seeking justice
legal systems.

decisions, office
activity

is

more than

a

way of making

management, and personnel

united by the practice of the law.

is

relations.

Bill

with partners, and especially with judges. But
passion for justice are not enough.
to practice

a living. It

among litigants within the context of
As a member of a law firm, he too is
must

his

is

a

the state and federal

involved in business

But

all

of this diverse

get along with clients,

charming personality and

He must know

and know how

the law

it.

me now one last personal reference as
who
daughter
is a Presbyterian minister. Like her
Indulge

law, she also

is

I

think of our youngest

brother and brother-in-

a graduate of a postbaccalaureate professional school. In their

professional education, they studied the law and medicine respectively. But

what did

she study in seminary?

I

tell

you the truth when

I

say that she did

not study ministry any more than her brother studied lawyership and her

brother-in-law studied doctorship.

The

subject matter of her professional

education was theology. Her current practice of theology, which includes

preaching and teaching and counseling and administration and program

development,

who God
us

is,

is

united and informed by her theological understanding of

who we

and have us do

medicine

is

are in relation to

God, and what God

in grateful obedience. If the

health and the purpose of the practice of law

pose of the practice of theology

is

— what?

wills to

do

for

purpose of the practice of
is

justice, the

pur-

'

As

THEOLOGICAL " EDUCATION

listened to Michael Livingston’s splendid

I

Saturday,

class last

was struck by

I

vation” apologetically, not because

cause

it

to so

is

many

need

his felt
is

it

mode

of society only, but
hurtful marriages.

and drugs.

I

I

mean

I

mean

do mean

to the

the

is

word

that,

do mean

that.

that.

mean

I

now

join

do not mean

I

the salvation of abusive

from addiction

the salvation of people

between races and ethnic groups and nations.

insist that either

dimensions that

its

Spirit to all people.

ing

less

is

will not quarrel

I

word must mean
God’s

That

is

gift

what

If

men

labor,

you prefer the word

with you over terminology.

human

that renewal of

through Jesus Christ

in the

the practice of theology

and

to alcohol

the salvation of destructive relationships between

eration” to “salvation,”

my

do not mean the salvation

I

and women, between parents and children, between management and

only

“sal-

that denotes the

will

I

by qualifying the statement.
I

entering

word

an embarrassment to him, but be-

others today. Yet that

the salvation of the soul oniy, but

sermon

to introduce the

purpose of the practice of theology. Having said
colleague in the apologetic

61

“libI

will

life in all

of

power of the

about, and noth-

is

than that will do.

IV

Now

I

claim that

fully
is

recognize that

in this pulpit.

no privileged position

for

is

must be oriented

its

is,

made an enormous

kind,

it

may

standings of what theologia
to do.

is

be argued, criticized,

equally true of any counterclaim, for there

My

What

is

of what makes a

in this discussion

point

is

simply that a theological edu-

of theology and the practice of

theology?

will not be surprised to learn that there are as

church leaders are

theological

being seven steps above reproach

to both the source

theology. But the question

You

just

my

any of us

theological education theological.

cation

have

Like every claim of

perhaps even refuted. But that
is

I

not warranted merely by

many

as there are expectations

different under-

of what professional

Consider only two, the one represented by Farley

and the other by Hough and Cobb. The

latter

authors are tough on Farley’s

concept of theologia, which they describe as “maddeningly elusive.”

At one

point, theologia

is

described as "... a sapiential knowledge en-

gendered by grace and divine self-disclosure.” In other
states that

it

istence,” but

is
it

the
is

“knowledge which attends

faith in

places, Farley

its

concrete ex-

“not identical with piety.” Again, theologia

“knowledge of the mythos and

tradition of the

world of

is

the

faith, the as-
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certaining of

truth,

its

porary situation.”

Hough and Cobb
is

.

activity, a life process.” (p. 3).

who

how

members of

a Christian

the case, they can live with

is

community

to clarify

to

dor Such a hermeneutical

and Cobb know

that,

memory

is

God

In fact, “Christianity

worked

has
is

God

creatively

Now
object

this

and

what we

is

and

entails the “recollection

and redemptively

in the

world.”

which the

history in

God

is

to

him”

(p. 24).

Thus

the

“based on the conviction that

and redemptively present and

active in the

life,

death,

(p. 25).

memory of the church as the
understanding” of who Christians are and

appeal to the internal history or

criterion of “reflective

are to

do

which are located

Israel

by appealing to

live individually

is

problematic for a community that, with

suffers from amnesia. Such a community must turn to

For that

it

Hough

God’s creative and redemptive work has been

Christian understanding of Israel’s

and resurrection of Jesus”

and what

that enables the continuing

mediated through Jesus and the apostolic witness

creatively

it is

circle

movement within human

that

efficacy of Israel’s witness to

God was

who

by which Christians

of the history of Israel as the people of
affirmation that

it.

clearly of the vicious kind.

memory, they argue,

Ecclesial

(p. 18).

circle

of course, and they break the

“the internal history or
corporately”

community

Christian identity and

its

practice by engaging in “reflective understanding” of
is

that theologia

they are and what they are to do, given their concrete world-

a Christian

is

mean

thus conclude that “all of this might

historical situation.” If this

But

an

.

understanding, shared by

reflective

regarding

and the incorporation of both into the contem-

It is

in the church’s tradition

its

and particularly

its

leadership,

memory banks
in its scriptures.

where the memory of the Christian understanding of the God of

is

stored.

But even then the object and criterion of “reflective under-

is not what but who is remembered. The church is called to remember the God attested in the scriptures and confessed in the tradition. So
why not ground theology in the God who does such things? Why not un-

standing”

derstand theology as the word of God, meaning not

word about God but God’s word

To me

this

lutely crucial.

matter of God’s
It

explains

my

of God’s grace, even though
seminary.

I

suspect that

we

initiative

earliest
it

all

being

class

and foremost our

memory

and foremost”

“first

is

abso-

of the gospel and experience

did not receive conceptual articulation until

have particular courses

us in our theological formation decisively.

mann’s

first

to us?

on “Crisis Theology.”

I

took

it

One

in school that

such for

because

I

shape

me was Paul Leh-

wanted

to

know more

'THEOLOGICAL" EDUCATION
who

about Karl Barth,

then was just emerging as an exciting theological

on the American scene. But

figure

Barth himself until the
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my

to

week of the

last

we

chagrin,

course.

It

was

did not get to Karl

background

all

to the

down “the theological line” of
Schleiermacher, Ritschl, and Hermann. Then we dealt with the “theological
underground” represented by Nietzsche, Freud, and Marx. Then we took
theology of Barth. Dr.

Lehmann

up “the nontheological

line” of Kierkegaard, Dostoevsky,

socialism of the Blumhardts.

led us first

Then came

Franz Overbeck and Herman Kohlbrigge. At

came

to

God

because

God

has

is

come

to us first.

believing, but only because

but only because

We

God

last, in

Lehmann summarized
the one who comes to us

Karl Barth. Dr.

that for Barth

God

has

We

first.

to us first.

We

to people

we

believe, but only

God and

understand

come

the final week,

ourselves in

We think theologically,
coming

has given us something to think by

come

religious

Barth’s theology by saying

through the gospel

to us first.

God who

practice theology in ministry, but only because the

salvation continues to

and the

“the marginal theological line” of

first.

I

effects

understand

that to be the central thrust not only of the theology of Karl Barth but of

the

Reformed

tradition at

its

best.

V
Theological education
focuses

by the

God

is

subject of
is

the

is

theological

when

it

recognizes

its

source in and

God whose self-revelation is attested
scriptures and confessed by the church. The knowledge of who this
and what this God does for human salvation is the explicit or implicit
its

attention on this one triune

all

our studies and the norm of our interdisciplinary work. This

God we

are given to

privileged to serve.

And

know, graced

the service of this

to believe, called to obey,

God

as professional leaders

and

of the

church makes us ministers of the Word of God. That is my answer to the
question of what is theological about theological education and what the
goal of such an education

know

doesn’t

is.

If

the answer either,”

are willing to engage the question
that

is

faithful to the

church.

God who

you now decide with
I

will not be

little

discomforted

and think through

—

Rachel,

“He

so long as

you

for yourself

an answer

has called you into the ministry of Christ’s

February

Steven

the Longest

Is

Month
by Steven

ccording to calendars, February

is

Assistant Professor

is

1:17-27

1

shorter than the other months, but

then calendars only measure days, not

wide piece of gray

long,

Kraftchick^

Kraftchick

J.

Text: John

A

J.

of New Testament at Princeton Theological Seminary. He preached this sermon in
Miller Chapel on February 24, 1992.

life.

In experience, February

is

a

from the remains of January’s

flannel, stretching

resolutions to the unseen promises of March’s spring. In January, despite the
hints of

what

is

to

come, we celebrate the

possibilities

of a

year;

we

March we begin

to smell the

newness of the

air

revel in a clean future. In

new

and

feel the

warmth of the

has

become

the realization that the earth has traveled around the sun once

more and

we

that

are tiny passengers

billion suns, traveling a

seems only

just

to

God

won’t drop.

sitting

It’s

and dream.

And

loop.

as

And

down on

nostrils

though

it

You can

hear

it;

that creaky old bed, but the other shoe

were suspended

in air,

halfway between

sometimes, sitting there, barely breathing, straining
it

feels like

it is

never going to hit the

the pain of that wait seems almost unbearable.

rather stop, but you have no choice. So you go to bed
that this set of

March’s spring

someone with anteater

that only

hear the sound of that other shoe,

floor.

tiny planet in a universe of a

same old

waiting for that other cosmic shoe to drop.

is

you can hear

away

in the

faint scent.

its

February

on one

few more miles,

a fairy tale, so far

could catch

desire

sun’s face. But in February, January’s celebration

tomorrows

isn’t

any different from that

You would

and wake up
set

really

feeling

of yesterdays, and

How long do we have to wait here? When do we get
some decisions, to some thing? When does the sad sameness of not knowing stop and the joy of one Yes begin? Doesn’t God care
about us? When is it good news time? Those are the questions of February,
you begin

to

wonder:

to the answers, to

when

it is

hard

to tell the difference

between confession and complaint.

No, despite the calendars, February is the longest month, because it is the
month of disassembled dreams and aching expectations. Caught between
what has been and what might be that is what living in February is. In

—

this

month when our high

meanings of our
ing.

Having

pasts

expectations for

depend on

life

are put

on hold, when the

a present for their futures,

sent letters of application,

we

schools about acceptance; having filled out a

no one

is

talk-

wait to hear from graduate

hundred forms we wait

to hear
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from church committees about our vocations; having ever so

we

our souls
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lightly

exposed

wait to hear from lovers about the future of our hearts; having

struggled with prayer
direction of our lives.

we wait to hear from God about the purpose and
The answers can’t get here soon enough and don’t

come at all.
It is the month in which Martha could say, “If only you had been here
my brother wouldn’t have died,” and mean “Are you going to do anything
seem

to

about it?” Like you, she had been waiting, a

She had sent

pated.

Jesus sat

still

for

a message, expecting

two

days.

When

lot

longer than she had antici-

an answer, and got none. Instead,

he finally came near, she couldn’t stand

my

any longer and met him on the road. “If you had been here
wouldn’t have died.”

This one

plaint.

when

The

whom

is

hard

they loved and

who

they needed him.

them. In

this

The

this?

is

friends

from the com-

loved them had been absent

full

of odd statements and odder actions,

that Jesus waited because he loved them.

To make

To

sure Lazarus was really dead?

and true believing? Didn’t

disciples a lesson about glory

extended grief

to distinguish

story says that he waited because he loved

confusing episode,

surely one of the strangest

would he do

confession

it

brother

When someone

to his friends?

were stricken because of

it,

how

can

it

Why

teach the

his delay

bring

he loved was dying, and his
be that Jesus waited for two

What good would it do to let Martha and Mary
them, why didn’t he respond sooner?

days because he loved them?

mourn

alone? If he loved

So Martha meets him on the road and

in

her confession she

makes her

make it better? I know that God will grant you whatever
But even now he does not give a direct response to that unspoken

request. “Will you

you ask.”

question. Instead, he speaks a truth:
takes

him

ment

is

at his

a truth

word; she
postponed.

knows

also
It is

to hear. In fact, to her ears the

“Your brother

will rise again.”

the religion. But to

answer

is

“No,

it

will not be better
tells

will be part of the general resurrection.

said even

this state-

an answer, but not the one she was hoping

she responds with a statement of religious conviction. She

knows her brother
heard what he has

Martha

She

though she has heard

listening she has not heard the other shoe drop.

that she

But she has not

his speech.

So he

now.” So

him

flings

another answer that she wanted to hear, but could not have

For

all

her

down with
known to exit

An answer that shoulders aside her questions and her recital of doctrine. An answer that changes the moment from a request for help with
Lazarus’ death into a decision about Martha’s life. “I am the resurrection
and the life; whoever believes in me will never die.” And in that moment
pect.

all

her waiting was refocused,

all

her requests forgotten. In the face of such
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self-disclosure

was narrowed

desire

“Do you

To

truth;

her

all

And

a response.

believe this?”

With

an impossible answer;

to

formed by an impossible
pended

demands

a truth that

is

tion for the questioner,

life

comes the ques-

that question

all

her

her beliefs were trans-

all

hung

so

dropped shoe

like a

sus-

in midair.

respond

such a question the categories of

to

longer adequate for comprehending her existence.

Martha had

to

and death were no

life

To answer

“I believe”

surrender the anxiety of delayed expectations and to admit

To

the fear of nonexistence.

believe that this

posed of every scheme for history, and every

One was the resurrection dishuman category for God, even

those gathered from the most honored, the most revered, and most ortho-

To believe in the one who is the giver of life is to believe in the one
God beyond God, whose now is as certain as its not yet.
And when we meet this one on the road to Bethany in this gray February
dox.

with our best religious commitments, with
spiritual selves pure,

will not be

it

this

exam question about

tion requiring belief, not an
a

of our confessions correct and

all

enough. For

surrender of the self can be considered a Yes to

is

a personal confronta-

Nothing

belief.

this last

and

than

less

lasting ques-

tion.

To answer
triumphs

own

we must admit

question

this one’s

in his

time, in her

own

way.

We

that the author of life

must allow our

fear of

absence to be replaced by the fear of ultimate presence, for our ideas of
presence and absence will not be sufficient to talk about where

how God

can

or

act,

desires

and hopes

expect,

and they

wish

when God can

will never be

will

respond.

met

always be met

ways we have come

in

in times

God

the revelation of

and places

to

that

can be,
life

our

know and

we can

only

to imagine.

But the believing required of us

humanity nor the dismissal of
not gone, but

nored,

it

its

threat

is

cannot be, but

its

is

not a negation of the finite nature of

suffering.

removed. The

its

ultimacy

is

genuine, as real as time will allow, and

God

With

not

is

felt

do not think

that

abandonment, but an occasion
simple, nor easy, for this

absence
real as

is

its

certain, as

is

God

The

reality

pain of Lazarus’ death

of physical death

overturned.
let
is

no one

feel

is

you otherwise; but

if

unaware. This

for the expression

can be, they do not signal

heavy

as the

felt

absence

of love. Belief

a relationship not a doctrine.

not negated; February, that longest month,
tears

not ig-

is

The absence we

tell

is

The

in this

is

not

is

not

suffering of

not gone. But as

abandonment. The

pain

we

boulder in front of the grave. But true faith

patible with tears, real intimacy will require absence,

is

and

is

feel

is

com-

effective action

FEBRUARY

IS

THE LONGEST MONTH

comes only with waiting. Believing such claims

To answer Yes
classifications

But for

to this

and

now

one means nothing

it

is

Now we
rection

necessitates these heresies.

than the release of

all

our

on the outskirts of Bethany.

We

less

categories.

it is

February, and

are not allowed to rush to the grave

but

changed. Lazarus

is

we

are

site,

not

yet.

February does not go away,

not far in time or distance, but he

stand on that road and a request has been made. “I

and the

tions, fully

our reply.
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life.

.

.

.

Do

am

is

not yet.

the resur-

you believe this?” With the deepest of expecta-

understanding the agony of the moment, the Questioner awaits

Daniel L. Miglore

City Rainbows

is the Arthur M. Adams
of Systematic Theology and editor of the Princeton Seminary Bulletin.
The following homily was given in Miller
Chapel on December 8, 1992.

Professor

by Daniel L. Migliore

Texts: Genesis 9:8-17

Revelation 21:1-7

T

he first movie

I

saw

as a child

five or six at the time,

and

I

Scarecrow, the Tin Man, and the

was The Wizard of Oz.

land plays the part of Dorothy, and she sings a song that
to all

I

was probably

remember how frightened I was by the
Cowardly Lion. In the movie Judy Garis

no doubt familiar

of you:

Somewhere over

There’s a land that

Somewhere over

And

the

dreams

The Wizard of Oz

is

a

way up

the rainbow,
I

heard

of,

once

high,

in a lullaby.

the rainbow, skies are blue,
that

you dare

charming

to

dream

really

do come

true.

story full of rainbows, dreams, hopes,

and

longings for a better, happier world.
In a fascinating book, Over the

Rainbow Paul Nathanson' explores
,

the

enormous popularity and the countless interpretations of this story of Dorothy and her journey to the land of Oz. He calls it one of America’s most
influential secular myths.

may

Among

the

many

Founded

as a

into political

land of promise, America has fallen from

it

sophistication

and

glitter.

Oz and

Life in the

the

Emerald

all

dreamland

of its surface

City, however, proves to be

home

to her small

Kansas.

Perhaps Dorothy’s and our nostalgia
tion that our

geneity.

for a

Emerald City with

disappointing and hollow, and Dorothy longs to return
in

early innocence

its

and commercial corruption. Dorothy’s search

over the rainbow takes her to

town

meaning,

possible layers of

be seen as offering a narrative of our national search for identity.

Our

common
little

life

for a lost past rests

on the assump-

then was characterized by simplicity and

towns of yesterday, we suppose, were

homo-

quiet, neat places,

predominantly white, middle-class, and Protestant, with no poverty or pollution, or conflicts of race, gender, religion, or class.

The

story of

The Wizard

Paul Nathanson, Over the Rainbow: The Wizard of Oz as a Secular Myth of America (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991).
1
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of Oz expresses America’s ambivalence toward the big city, viewing it as
exciting and alluring on the one hand, yet on the other hand, finally rejecting

in favor

it

of a fantasy of rural or small-town America long ago.

land beyond the rainbow,
ized past of our personal

we

are told,

The

not in the future but in the ideal-

is

and national childhood.

Like The Wizard of Oz, the Bible also contains a story of a rainbow. But
the differences between the two stories are striking. In the biblical story the

rainbow

is

not a sign of

human

longing and hope;

promise. Moreover, the biblical rainbow

home

to the

is

it

is

of God’s

a sign

not associated with going back

supposed security and innocence of a past world;

of God’s promise to be faithful to the creation as

it

it is

the token

moves beyond God’s

judgment toward a new future. Then too, the biblical story refuses to idealize a world marked by uniformity and simplicity; the rainbow of God’s
promise embraces

all

God

the riotous diversity of creatures that

blessed in

the beginning and called good. Thus the biblical story of the rainbow gives
in neither to the

Oz nor

romantic nostalgia for the past that pervades The Wizard of

to the bitter cynicism that tempts us

when our hopes

for a better

world are dashed. As the sign of God’s covenant with the whole creation,
the

rainbow gives testimony not

resiliency of

to the

power of human

tells

the story of a beautiful city. Yet

unlike the glitzy and fradulent Emerald City, the

ises.

coming
Testament drama

of the future, and

The New

its

will be the

and the peace of God

Must we not admit

new

that the promises of

ized in the rainbow and in the vision of a
realities

is

God’s

city

where

life

will flourish

will reign.

In this season of messianic expectation, does our

from the

new Jerusalem

consummation of God’s prom-

that begins with the advent of Jesus Christ

concludes with the vision of the advent of a

cities?

but to the

God’s faithfulness.

Also like The Wizard of Oz, the Bible

city

faith

of our inner

we do

cities?

new

Yet can

hope also embrace our

God’s faithfulness, symbol-

Jerusalem, seem far removed

we

take the promise of God’s

our cities? Can
we hope for the coming of the heavenly Jerusalem if we do not also pray
and work for the renewal of our cities here and now?
Let us be clear. The Bible is far from being romantic about cities. It is
fully aware of the injustice, violence, and desolation that often mark city

rainbow seriously

life.

We

if

not believe that

must not overlook

it

also arches over

the severity of God’s

judgment on the

Sodom and Gomorrah and Babel and Babylon and Rome.
not indifferent or cynical about the future of the

hope

for the city. Jesus does not simply

city. It

Still,

cities

the Bible

of
is

never abandons

condemn Jerusalem; he weeps over
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And

it.

according

author of the book of Revelation, the destiny of

to the

creation will be fulfilled in a city of the future, a city that

over the rainbow,

way up

us and that will be firmly established on this earth.

ning aspect of

biblical

We

must not

movement

in a

new

Phillipi

a stun-

God

is

ever

movement was a missionary
The apostle Paul did not seek to evade the
that God was present and at work in the cities.

He

cities.

believed

Paul took the gospel of God’s promise

his

indeed

city.

in Jesus

earth into the metropolitan centers of antiquity

and

is

forget that the early Christian

centered in the

of his time.

cities

Here

hope: the promises of God, to which

consummation

faithful, find their

“somewhere
is coming to

not

is

high,” but a city that by God’s grace

and the

cities

Christ to renew the whole

—Corinth and Thessalonica

of Galatia and Athens and Rome.

The

cities

of

time had their magnificent buildings and their wonderfully busy mar-

do the

kets, as

of our time. But they also had the poverty, the crime,

cities

the clashes of diverse peoples that afflict our cities today. Yet Paul believed
that God’s promise

the grace of
in

was

God was

for the cities, too.

For the apostle of Christ

present with renewing power in the

cities

crucified,

even

if

only

germinal and hidden form.

Our

society has just about given

up on our inner

stream denominations are scarcely in

they have been largely absent from the inner

equipped

to help foster a

new

Protestant main-

cities.

some time
They hardly seem

a position to scold since for

sensitivity to

and

cities.

with the poor of

solidarity

our urban centers. The world of the members of

many

congregations and

w orld of the inner-city poor are separated by a vast chasm. Given the
minimal commitment of many Protestant denominations to the task, a callthe

r

ing to ministry in the inner city would understandably be considered by

many

seminarians as a ticket to despair and oblivion. So the dreamland over

the rainbow has

become

for

many

of us the carefully manicured and thor-

oughly guarded stretches of American suburbia. Meanwhile, the
their

abandoned millions repeat

a litany of terrible misery

cities

and

and hopelessness,

punctuated by occasional eruptions of fiery anger.

Thus

the nagging question will not go away:

brace our cities? After

and our churches,

is

many decades of

God’s grace

still

Does God’s promise em-

neglect of the cities by our society

present there?

Even

Watts and Detroit and Newark two decades ago, even

King
is

after the fires

verdict and the ensuing burning of Los Angeles several

the church today

still

of

Rodney
months ago,

after the

chasing Dorothy’s rainbow, or does

it

really believe

rainbow of God’s promise arches over the run-down tenement
buildings of our inner cities, and shines over the staggering number of unthat the

CITY RAINBOWS
employed, homeless, and desperate people

Does the

mitment

in

7

our metropolitan centers?

coming new Jerusalem serve to strengthen our comand renewal of our cities here and now?
summer I experienced an unexpected and unpretentious confir-

vision of a

to ministry in

This past

mation that God’s promise and God’s faithfulness are present

was given

I

assurance by a group of African-American children in the

this

New

inner city of Trenton,

helped to organize a

much

as

I

Jersey. Professor

summer program

some of

to take part in

receive as

in the city.

its

gave

Kadi Billman,

for children in

She suspected,

activities.

a friend

who

me

Trenton, invited

I

think, that

would

I

to the children.

One day my assignment was to teach a small class of nine to ten-yearToward the end of our time together, three of the tired children asked
me to read them a story from the Bible. read the story of Noah and the

olds.

I

When

rainbow.

rainbow?”

It

finished the story,

I

was,

I

am

I

asked,

“Where do you look

to see a

afraid, the patronizing question of a professor

of

theology.

“On

the streets,”

I

was

told.

Thinking they had misunderstood me,

I

repeated the question.

“On
slicks

came

the streets,”

on puddles

the reply again.

in the streets

“You can

and parking

see

rainbows

These Trenton children had found God’s promise of new
the sky, not

way up high

in the oil

lots.”

(for city dwellers the

view upwards

is

life

not up in

often largely

smog

that hovers

overhead). Instead, they had found the sign of God’s promise

way down

blocked by the

tall

buildings that line the streets and the

low, in the grimy puddles of their city streets.

God

has not abandoned the

ent there, too.

God

How

could

we

cities.

The rainbow

ever have doubted

of God’s promise
it?

Is

is

pres-

not the promise of

always coming at unexpected times and in unexNot way up high, but way down low. Not to the comfortable
afflicted. Not to the wise of this world but to little children.

always

a surprise,

pected places?

but to the

Unto God whose promise reaches

into the night of our despair

who

by showing them rainbows in

slicks

keeps hope alive

on

Amen.

city streets,

in children

and
oil

be praise and thanksgiving forever and ever.

BOOK REVIEWS
Mauser, Ulrich. The Gospel of Peace:

A

Scriptural Message for Today’s World. Louis-

Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992. Pp.

ville:

This book, by the Helen H.

and Exegesis

at

Manson

P.

+

xii

196. $16.95.

New

Professor of

Testament Literature

Princeton Theological Seminary, makes a very significant contri-

bution both to the biblical study of peace and to contemporary Christian ethical discussion.

It

one of three volumes published

is

Knox

1992 by Westminster/John

in

Press in the series Studies in Peace and Scripture, which

is

sponsored by the Institute

of Mennonite Studies.

The
the

core of this book

New Testament.

It is

is

discusses today’s crises that

concluding chapter
tempts “to

New

in chapters 2-7, a biblical study

framed, however, by chapter

make

“Peace

8,

Testament’s guidance”

of peace with a focus on

“A Time

in the

New

(p. 167).

In this

in

our time

in a pastoral

argues that the subject of peace in the

struction of a meaningful synthesis”

Old and

New

lexical analysis

(p. xi).

Testaments, and does so

in

answer

book Mauser has provided

biblical theology in at least three ways. First,

we have

message

church today. Second, Mauser recognizes the diversity of the
still

which

Testament and Peace Today,” which

peacemaking

reasoned study of scripture that climaxes

ness but

for Peace,”

the gospel of peace so urgently needed and by the

state the case for Christian

ample of true

1,

New

Third,

this

at-

to the

a fine ex-

the careful

and

for the Christian

New

Testament wit-

Testament “allows the constudy seeks to correlate the

(to the extent that

space allows) through a

of shalom and eirene and through the theme of universal peace pred-

on the victorious rule ot God.

icated

The
Words

biblical study

for

of peace in chapters 2-7 begins with a discussion of “Biblical

Peace” and then proceeds to examine the theme of peace

in the

New Tes-

tament. Mauser limits himself to the Synoptic Gospels (especially Matthew and

Luke), Acts, and Paul because of the constraints of space and no doubt also because
these

works express the theme of peace most

distinctly.

While the

lexical focus

of the

investigation of “peace” terminology results in the omission of texts that could be
related easily to the topic

peace

is

(e.g.,

Rom.

12:19-21), the strength of this procedure

is

that

exposited in reference to the heart of the gospel, not as an isolated ethical

theme peripheral

to the gospel. Indeed, the title of the

book comes from Acts 10:36

and the Lucan writings more generally, where “peace”

is

descriptive of the entire

Christ event.

The

theological

and

ethical synthesis in the

concluding chapter

is

particularly sig-

nificant. Mauser argues that the starting point for the church as evident from the

New

Testament

is

not a particular attitude of nonviolence espoused by the

Testament, or

a consideration

social terms, or

some theory of

of particular
just

social

war or of civic

gracious rule and the Christian community:

problems and

New

their resolution in

obligation, but the reality of God’s

BOOK REVIEWS
In respect to

war and oppression

the

community, which has expressed

human

laws and

live entirely

from the

claims of

may

world

entire

human
gift

New Testament begins with

in the

that

its

orders are dead for the

impossible “to extract from the

it is

incisive proposals for the

mainstream Protestant

recommend

I

the Christian

members that all
community so that it

all

(p. 184).

While Mauser grants
and

baptism of

of God’s unrestricted and universal grace for the

of direct instructions about peacemaking”
specific

73

this

(p. 167),

New

Testament

he proceeds to articulate

a set

many

church today, many of which depart from the

tradition.

book highly

groups, and theology students.

I

for clergy, interested laypersons,

have decided to use

this

it

church discussion

winter as a textbook tor

an undergraduate course entitled Peace Studies: Biblical Perspectives.

Gordon Zerbe
Canadian Mennonite Bible College

A Commentary on
Knox Press, 1992. Pp.

Placher, William C., and David Willis-Watkins. Belonging to God:

A

“

Brief Statement of Faith.” Louisville: Westminster/John

214. $9.99.

Two leading theologians of the Presbyterian Church, William

Placher and David

Willis-Watkins, have written an outstanding commentary on the Presbyterian Brief

Statement of Faith. Placher, professor of philosophy and religion

and Willis-Watkins, professor of systematic theology

combined

to

produce not only a

first-rate theology. It

fine

of the Brief Statement, which has

most

all

of the traditional

God and

commentary on

loci,

its

plus

own

It is

Wabash

College,

follows the order of the text

However,

some nontraditional ones such

Reformed theology

classic

the doctrine of election.

it

distinctive format.

care for the environment.

Here we have

at

Princeton Seminary, have

the Brief Statement but also a

not a systematic theology, for

is

at

as

it

covers al-

language about

—with perhaps one

at its best

exception,

understandable that modern Presbyterians are wont to

forget about double predestination as taught by the Westminster Confession, but

appears to

this

it

reviewer that the committee that composed the Brief Statement, in-

cluding Placher and Willis-Watkins, threw out the baby with the bath water in this
regard.

The Statement

does

and

this

ple in line 42,
180.

But

in

make

a passing reference to

commentary touches on

this

God’s choosing

a

covenant peo-

matter briefly on pages 125 and

view of the authors’ sympathy with Karl Barth’s theology, not

to

mention

how can they so quickly pass over the doctrine that
sum of the gospel”? Granted, the real problem here is with the

the clear witness of Scripture,

Barth considered “the

Statement

For the
in a

itself,

rest,

but our authors might have registered a mild protest at this point.

however,

I

Reformed theology
Reformed confessions

find this an impressive exposition of

contemporary manner. The authors interweave

earlier
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show

into their discussion in order to

continuity between this

Barmen

confessions such as the Heidelberg Catechism,
sion of 1967.

The

document and

earlier

Declaration, and the Confes-

and contemporary expressions of faith from

earlier catholic creeds

The

other Presbyterian churches in South Africa and Korea are also utilized.

au-

thors are conversant with contemporary theological discussions as well but they

quote Calvin more often than any theologian ancient or modern.
In terms of content, the

commentary

focuses on the trinitarian and christocentric

character of the Brief Statement and on the theme that

ument: that

in life

and

death

in

we belong

to

God

—

is

the key to the

a clear

whole doc-

echo of the answer to the

question of the Heidelberg Catechism. Other familiar Reformed themes such

first

as the

preeminence of God’s grace, the

radicality of sin, the centrality of the cove-

nant, the third use of the law, and an ethic of gratitude are

all

dealt with in a fresh

way

the authors handled

and interesting way.

was

I

“Abba, Father”

(line 28)

and

later as

“like a father” (line 50). Placher
cessity

the

one

who

is

“like a

mother”

(line 49) as

God

as

well as

and Willis-Watkins affirm the importance and ne-

—

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit

— while

at

authors are also obviously in sympathy with those passages in the Declaration

as well as in

and peace, and with the

found

in the

church

our culture. At the same time, however, they are equally ardent

in their

defense of a Chalcedonian orthodoxy

when

it

comes

have a high view of Scripture, the church and

Spirit,

itself refers to

sensitivity to feminist concerns.

that deal with issues of justice

also

sensitive

God. The Statement

of traditional trinitarian language

same time showing

Our

and

particularly impressed with the deft

the delicate matter of language about

and the

life to

its

idolatries

person of Christ.

They

ministry, the role of the

Holy

to the

come.

should

we have here a balanced and often exciting exposition of the faith that
commend itself not only to members of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) but

also to

all

In short,

It

members of the

larger

Reformed community both here and abroad.

should also be noted that the exposition

nontechnical terms, which makes

mon

it

is

biblically

based and

is

expressed in

an ideal instrument for lay classes and for ser-

preparation.
I.

John Hesselink

Western Theological Seminary

Paris, Peter

J.

Blacf{ Religious Leaders: Conflict in Unity. Louisville:

Westminster/

John Knox Press, 1991. Pp. 326. $15.95.
Peter

J.

Paris’ 1978 analysis of the four

African-American leaders,

subjects of his current book, called our attention to the considerable

and

who

are the

self-evident

points of difference that separated these leaders in their public witness. In Blacky Religious

Leaders : Conflict in Unity, he has taken a bold and

show how,

in spite

demanding next

step to

of the sometimes radical differences in these leaders’ theological,

BOOK REVIEWS
and cultural views, there

political,

form the

that could

The

is

actually

much

75

common and

that they share in

of pragmatic coalitions for progressive social change.

basis

subjects of this study are Joseph

H. Jackson, president of the over-six-mil-

lion-member National Baptist Convention, U.S.A.,

Inc.;

Martin Luther King,

Jr.,

Nobel laureate and founding president of the Southern Christian Leadership Con-

Adam

ference;

member

Clayton Powell,

of the U.S. House of Representatives and

Malcolm X, national

pastor of Harlem’s historic Abyssinian Baptist Church; and,

Muhammad

spokesperson for Elijah

(founder of the Nation of Islam [the Black

Muslims]), and founder of the Organization of Afro-American Unity. Each of these

personages led national and international constituencies, and each adopted very different approaches to the challenge of combating racism in America.

now deceased, but they have left such strong legacies of
own spheres of influence that they still command the loyal follow-

All of the subjects are

leadership in their

ing of many. For this reason, Paris’ study

is

important.

The

followers of Jackson,

King, Powell, and Malcolm have inherited the mantle of leadership in the black

community’s struggle
that,

common,

whom

Each

full empowerment. Paris holds out the prospect
way of coalescing around matters they share in

and
a

rather than being divided over their differences as were their predecessors,

they would stand
those

for justice

should these disciples find

a

much

greater chance of neutralizing the effects of racism on

they purport to lead.

leader’s views are

examined with respect

to theology, politics, civil disobe-

dience, Black Power, the goodness of America, and the struggle against poverty.

Jackson saw the U.S. A. as a virtual theocracy, nearly the epitome of the kingdom

God on

of

The problems with America were caused

earth.

dissidents of

all

races

which would have the

who were

effect of destroying

son, protests such as the kind

dered on tyranny.

hell-bent on anarchy and

If the

King and

by a small minority of
all

its

discord,

To

Jack-

others condoned and participated in bor-

United States could evolve according

thers’ vision, in time, all of

manner of

America’s “divine experiment.”

people would be respected as

founding

to the

human

beings.

fa-

These

views and the actions taken by Jackson were informed by a well-considered theological

system. While Jackson was not motivated mainly by politics, his views and pro-

grams
far

certainly

had

political

import, and this did not go unnoticed by a

right-wing groups that saw

There was much
especially

its

that

King

fit

to

number of

honor him.

also valued in the

founding principles of the U.S. A.,

Constitution and Declaration of Independence, but he

felt

there

was

a

profound chasm between these principles and actual conduct. This had

to be

was deeply theological

in na-

changed
ture,

was

if

the “beloved

community,”

a concept that

to be realized.

Powell and Malcolm, although both religious men, seemed
their activism against racism
after

Malcolm

ganization.

left

on theology,

the Nation of Islam

They were both

at least overtly.

and formed

his

less

inclined to base

This was especially true

own mosque and

interested mainly in greater

secular or-

power and self-determi-
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nation for the black community. Powell accepted the basic structure of America,

while Malcolm regarded

Throughout

his

it

as rotten to the core

and incapable of reforming

itself.

book, Paris helps us to understand not only these particular lead-

He meticulously and thoroughly unpacks his subAs the leaders’ differences become more evident, the likelihood
that any common ground could ever be found appears dim. Nevertheless, Paris argues that a more effective war on racism could be waged by today’s black leaders if
ers,

but black leaders generally.
perspectives.

jects'

common interests and approaches could outweigh their points of differI am convinced that the essential ingredients for this unity of action are
am much less sanguine that those in leadership roles have what it takes to

only their

While

ence.
there,

I

pull

off.

it

New
Burrows, Mark
tive:

S.,

and Paul Rorem,

B.

The

thematic unity specified by the

Karlfried Froehlich,
B.

Hermeneutics

in Historical Perspec-

Honor of Karlfried Froehlich on His Sixtieth Birthday. Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1991. Pp. xxi + 367. $24.95.

Studies in

Wm.

is

eds. Biblical

M. William Howard, Jr.
York Theological Seminary

who

title

of this collection of studies in honor of

has served with distinction for fifteen years as Benjamin

Warfield Professor of Ecclesiastical History
generously respected by

its

contributors.

at

Princeton Theological Seminary,

There

are, in addition, notable personal

touches somewhat unusual for a Festschrift:
tions

(1)

fourteen of the nineteen contribu-

were written by former students of the honoree,

(2)

the nineteen essays are

bracketed by Karlfried Froehlich’s inaugural lecture, “Church History and the Bible,” at Princeton

Seminary on February

23, 1977,

and an au courant postscript

w’hich, in effect, traces the changes in his thought through the years, (3) the historical

study of the honoree’s great-grandfather as pastor and preacher,

mann’s foreword, and

(5)

splendid book reveal the

mark

Oscar Cull-

Professor Froehlich’s teaching and research.

Except for some
centuries, A.D.,
tion,

(4)

Burrows-Rorem introduction. All five features of this
characteristic warmth and capacity for friendship that

the

slight

little

expansion

more than

in

my own

a listing

“Early Christian Exegesis,”

is

area of competence, fourth and fifth

of the essays

is

possible here.

The

first sec-

Ehrman,
McVey, “The Use

represented by three essays: Bart D.

“The Text of Mark in the Hands of the Orthodox”; Kathleen E.
of Stoic Cosmogony in Theophilus of Antioch’s Hexaemeron” and, Amanda Berry
Wylie, “The Exegesis of History in John Chrysostom’s Homilies on Acts.”
The second section, “The Augustinian Tradition,” investigates the legacies of
Paul, ancient rhetoric, and Augustine of Hippo. Within a maze of somewhat intractable and sometimes contradictory materials drawn from Hellenistic science and
;

Jewish restoration theology, Paula Fredriksen’s “Vile Bodies: Paul and Augustine

on the Resurrection of the Flesh”

deftly distinguishes the differences of

approach

BOOK REVIEWS
taken by Paul and Augustine

tine,”

Robert

W. Bernard

mutual insistence that salvation

in arriving at their

embraces the corporeality of human
reflects

flesh. In

77

“The Figurative Exegesis of Augus-

upon Augustine’s perception of God

as “a

master

rhetorician” and revelation as “divine eloquence.” After examining Augustine’s

term “figurative”

nonliteral exegesis, Bernard argues justifiably for acceptance of the

more comprehensive designation than either “allegorical” or “typological.”
On two scores David W. Johnson, in an essay that breaks new ground, “The Myth

as a

of the Augustinian Synthesis,” persuasively challenges the thesis that Augustine’s
doctrine of grace immediately gained ascendancy in the West. First, while the Sec-

529 exhibited “a somewhat moderated Augustinian doclittle discernible historical impact until its

ond Council of Orange

in

trine of grace” (p.

the Council had

1

14),

contents were revived at the time of the Reformation. Second, Cassiodorus’ and his
students’ rewriting of an

ander Souter

anonymous commentary on

St.

Paul (whose author Alex-

in this century correctly identified as Pelagius),

formed

a curious

mix-

ture of Augustinian and Pelagian doctrines alongside each other, thereby furnishing

was by no means

further proof that an Augustinian takeover on the issue of grace

as

instantaneous and pervasive as historians of doctrine have led us to believe.

“Late Medieval Exegesis” constitutes the third section which

rife

is

with

a

me-

lange of rich and varied interests: Blake R. Heffner, “Meister Eckhart and a Millen-

nium with Mary and Martha”; Christopher Ocker, “The Fusion of Papal Ideology
in the Fourteenth Century”; Mark S. Burrows, “Jean Gerson on the
‘Traditioned Sense’ of Scripture as an Argument for an Ecclesial Hermeneutic”;
and John V. Fleming, “Christopher Columbus as a Scriptural Exegete.”
The fourth section, “Reformation Exegesis,” contains the following: Eric W.
and Exegesis

Humor

Gritsch, “Luther’s

metz, “Calvin

among

lating Calvin’s Exegesis

Use of Scripture

Her Theology

in

‘

fifth

and

for Interpreting Scripture”;

in

of History”;

and Rodney L. Petersen, “Bullinger’s

embraces

issues of modernity.

Germany and North America,

Two essays deal

respectively,

H. Moorhead’s “Prophecy, Millennialism, and
Century America” examines the

tion in Nineteenth

David C. Stein-

”

final section

hermeneutical scene
century. James

Tool

Anne McKee, “Some Reflections on Reand Theology”; Jane Dempsey Douglass, “Marie Dentiere’s

Prophets of the Restitutio .’

The

as a

the Thomists”; Elsie

with the

during the

last

Biblical Interpreta-

utilization of prophetic

and

apocalyptic texts which helped to reinforce then-contemporary ideas of progress,

while in

Germany many sermons preached

ing his tenure as a

Lutheran pastor

in

by the honoree’s great-grandfather dur-

Dresden tend towards confirmation and

ac-

ceptance of the regnant status quo of society. Klaus Frohlich’s “Teaching History

through Preaching: Some Patterns of Historical Interpretation

Lutheran Pastor Heinrich Frohlich (1826-1881),”
historical research.

know much

But

for the

as Trinitarian

a

in the

model of its kind

bombing of Dresden during World War

more. Antiquity and modernity meet

Fourth Gospel

is

Source

in

Cornelius

Then and Now,” where

Sermons of
as a piece

of

we would
Plantinga, Jr., “The
II,

the author judiciously
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surveys

some contrasting methods and

social analogies in a historical arc

which ex-

tends from Gregory of Nyssa and Augustine of Hippo to Rahner, Barth, Moltmann,

and Leonardo

Dogmatic

Boff.

Bruce

McCormack

in the final essay, “Historical Criticism

Interest in Karl Barth’s Theological Exegesis of the

and

New Testament,” ar-

gues convincingly for Barth’s use of analogy alongside dialectic from as early as 1924.

Three separate

indices set forth biblical references, names,

tremely helpful ports of entry into a vast sea of material.

The

these times; footnotes are fortunately at the foot; editing

and subjects
price

as ex-

excellent for

is

of the highest caliber;

is

graphics and layout are singularly attractive for such a polyglot achievement which

spans the history of biblical hermeneutics.

George Lawless
Center of Theological Inquiry

Fretheim, Terence E. Exodus. Louisville: John

When

Knox

Press, 1991. Pp. 321. $22.00.

asked to point to the heart and soul of Old Testament theology, most will

point readily to the book of Exodus and

from Egypt. Contrary

Israelite slaves

its

tale

of God’s dramatic deliverance of the

to the canonical

ordering which begins with

Genesis, Bernhard Anderson even begins his introductory survey, Understanding the

Old Testament, not with Genesis and creation but with Exodus and

Irom
tation
esis

an interesting turnabout, Terence Fretheim argues

slavery. In

Commentary on Exodus

and creation

in

that

we need

to start not

liberation

its

in his Interpre-

with Exodus but with Gen-

order properly to interpret the book of Exodus.

The dramatic

events of salvation history which include the exodus, argues Fretheim, are intended
as part of

God’s ongoing

creative activity in the

world begun

Fretheim’s commentary on Exodus works with the
interplay of story, law,

and

final

in Genesis.

form of the

and the

text

liturgy, the three basic building blocks of the

book of

Exodus. Fretheim’s work stands on the shoulders of (among others) Brevard Childs

and

his extensive

Exodus commentary

likewise sought to

move toward an

Old Testament Library

in the

interpretation of the final

series.

form of the

Childs

text.

But

Childs’ detailed treatment of textual-philological problems, historical-critical issues,

Old Testament

room

for

context,

New

Testament context, and history of exegesis

an integrated step back and a more

fully integrated theological

of the text of Exodus. Fretheim has taken that step back,

problems

book but anxious

in the

logical reading of the present

Fretheim

is

to

move

does

well suited to the task, for he has always placed fundamental

God

relationship of

aware of the

appear?

What

humans and

tions of this text for our

the world? This

is

critical

more thoroughly

theo-

form of Exodus.

questions as foremost in his previous work:

How

fully

further toward a

left little

treatment

is

God

“God”

Who is God in this text? Where is God?

doing

in this

contemporary theological

What is the
God? What are the

passage?

creation in relation to this

reflection

role

and

implica-

on God, humans, and

the set of questions that animates Fretheim’s

work and makes

.
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commentary

this
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on the way

a fascinating dialogue partner

to preaching, teaching,

or reflecting.

Key

work with Exodus include an all-em-

theological perspectives in Fretheim’s

bracing theology of creation in which even the historical redemption of the exodus
is

understood within categories of creation and anti-creational forces within nature

(e.g.,

a

God

poem

the role of nature in the plagues or the

view of

God

in

not only one

is

example

is

who

of the

Moses

the prayer of

Exodus

is

to

abandon

also

who

one

God

in

in

Fretheim uses
importance

its

15).

that happens.

32, when Moses talks God out of
who have just broken the first com-

—

“the

LORD

God and people. Fretheim is conhuman role in the ongoing character

the distinctive image of God’s sovereignty or

a sovereignty that includes divine suffering

plications

Fretheim draws

move both toward an

faith to politics.

Fretheim pays attention

Exodus (Passover, lament and

power

initiative.

in

Exodus,

and dependence on the human. The im-

for liberation theology

political action

repented

of

in the relationship

of God’s creative and saving work in the world, even while stressing God’s
is

.

an entree to a discussion of a theology of

cerned here and elsewhere to allow room for a

Another theme

.

An

(p. 15).

Exodus

the Israelites

this text as

Fretheim discerns

all

some sense becomes”

by worshiping the golden calf (Ex. 32:14 [RSV]

evil”).

prayer and

God

is;

a preliminary decision to

mandment

in

which “God does not remain unchanged by

appreciation

and the relationship of faith and
of,

and

to the central role

praise, prayer,

a caveat about,

reducing

of worship and liturgy in

covenant making

at Sinai, eating

and

drinking in the wilderness) and the role of the law as defining not the entrance re-

quirements for the people of God but their vocation once they have already become

God’s people.
Readers,

who may

ways be forced

not always agree with Fretheim’s theological readings, will

to wrestle closely again

commentary weighted
less

with the scriptural

text.

Readers

decisively in favor of the narrative sections of

al-

will find the

Exodus with

attention paid to the laws of Exodus, especially chapters 21-23, 25-31 ar>d 35-40.

But even with these laws, Fretheim makes

a

number of

interesting observations

about their shape, function, and themes which can guide interpreters. Fretheim’s

work on Exodus

will surely be a stimulus to

anyone working theologically with

this

important book of the Old Testament.

Dennis T. Olson
Princeton Theological Seminary

Smith, D. Moody.
Pp.
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line
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First,

Second,

and Third John.

Louisville: John

Knox

Press, 1991.

164. $17.95.

this

volume, D.

Moody Smith

of distinguished Johannine scholars

say “perfected”) their

nine Epistles,

e.g.,

work on

Duke University Divinity School joins a
who have complemented (one is tempted to

of

the Gospel of John with a

commentary on

Robert Kysar, R. Alan Culpepper, and

Raymond

E.

the Johan-

Brown

to

8o
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whom Smith

dedicates his

own commentary.

quently incisive commentary

is

tion series. This series seeks to provide

ing.” Smith’s

work succeeds

Indeed, Smith’s very readable and fre-

largely an adaptation of

commentary

of brief expository essays on the various sections of the

The

first

for the Interpreta-

masterfully in being such a commentary.

In accordance with the aims of the series, Smith’s

has three parts.

Brown’s

commentaries “for Teaching and Preach-

contains exegetical

epistles.

comments on

consists of a series

Each of these

essays

the passage or paragraph

under scrutiny, the second explores the teaching of the passage, and the third makes

RSV

suggestions for preaching. Smith uses the
pares

it

with the

quently to the

way on such

NRSV

as well as

Common

He

also refers fre-

Lectionary. There are several additional essays along the

topics as the language of

tles, spiritual

but helpfully com-

as his basic text

with the underlying Greek.

i

Johanmne

John, the

Letters as pastoral epis-

authority in the Johannine community, the opponents of

authority and church office.

The comparison with

Pauline thought

is

John, and

i

often instruc-

tive.

In his introduction,

and purpose.
first

He

Smith addresses such matters

follows

Brown

The

as authorship, audience, origin,

epistles

were written

at the

end of the

century (possibly though not certainly in Ephesus) and after the Gospel; the

same person wrote

three but he

all

tainty be identified with

church history. Further,
Johannine Christians
as

closely.

enshrined

in the

was not the Evangelist; he cannot with any

any other figure

like

known

Brown, Smith argues

who had

a distorted

to us

cer-

from the Gospel or from

that the author’s adversaries

were

understanding of the Johannine tradition

Fourth Gospel and that

i

John’s content and structure have been

shaped by the content and structure of the Gospel,

John, like 2 John,

i

is

then to be

read against the backdrop provided by the Gospel.

On

one crucial point, however. Smith parts company with Brown. According

Smith, the key issue dividing the author and his adversaries
real, fleshly

Smith bases

humanity of
his position

Jesus,

on

1

is

to

the question of the

which the author’s Johannine adversaries deny.

John

1:1-4,

1

John

4:2,

and 2 John 7 where,

Smith

so

claims, the author emphasizes the visible, tangible reality of Jesus’ fleshly humanity.

Brown maintains
(i.e.,

that these passages concern the salvific value of Jesus’ total earthly

Brown

fleshly) career, including his death.

the author’s adversaries docetists than

cepted the incarnation,

i.e.,

is

is

Smith.

much more hesitant about calling
Brown thinks the adversaries ac-

the reality of Jesus’ humanity, while rejecting

its salvific

relevance.
In

my

judgment, Brown’s interpretation

is

the

more compelling

since

it

integrates

the claims of the aforementioned passages into the epistles’ other pervasive concerns:
love for one another, reassurance of the

community of

their standing before

the need for continual confession of sins, and (encompassing
the saving and ethical implications of Jesus’ death
8).

Brown’s interpretation

cally

entails a

(1

all

God,

the previous items)

John 17-2:2, 3:16; 4:10-12; 5:5-

much more nuanced

and, in

convincing interpretation of the opening paragraph of

1

my

view, exegeti-

John, which

is

very
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because of its convoluted Greek syntax. Smith’s inter-

least

perhaps the most widely held; some will regard

it

as self-evi-

dent.

In any event, Smith forces the reader to think through a fundamental exegetical
issue that has perennial theological relevance.
lical

author from his adversaries

—

What fundamentally

the importance of Jesus’

divides the bib-

humanity

as such, or his

death? Does the biblical author’s understanding ot the death of Jesus serve a desire
to

emphasize the humanity of Jesus,

humanity”), or

is

Jesus’

centrality of the saving

as

Smith thinks

(“Jesus’ death

humanity the presupposition of a concern
and exemplary significance

is

to

the proof of his

emphasize the

of Jesus’ death? In short,

is

Jesus’

death theologically subordinate to his humanity as such, or the reverse?

While I did not find myself in agreement with Smith on numerous points, this
commentary enabled me to consider once again the tremendous significance of the
Johannine Epistles for teaching and preaching today. The flavor of Smith’s often
pithy style can perhaps be savored in these quotations: “Preaching needs to be orig-

but not in

inal in presentation

for those like us

who

live

our existence are relevant
in

order that the gospel

its

basic themes”;

“Timeless truths

may

be irrelevant

within time. Only truths uttered under the conditions of

“We do

to it”; and,

may

not

have

first

to

prove the world

false

be true.”

Martinus C. de Boer
University of Manchester

Martin, Troy
Pp.

+

xi

W. Metaphor and Composition

in i Peter. Atlanta:

Scholars Press, 1992.

383. $32.95/821.95.

A perennial

problem

ture of the letter.

It is

for the exegesis of

1

Peter concerns the coherence and struc-

clear that the readers are experiencing suffering of some kind,

and that a variety of motifs and images from Jewish,

early Christian,

Roman

But

traditions

some coherent

is

invoked

to address this situation.

is

and Greco-

some unifying theme,

structure discernible?

Troy W. Martin

(of Saint Xavier University in Chicago) answers this question

with a resounding yes

in

Metaphor and Composition

in

1

Peter, his

Ph.D. dissertation

Hans Dieter Betz at the University of Chicago.
chapters. The first is a comprehensive survey and

written under the supervision of

This work

is

divided into four

critique of previous scholarship. In the second, Martin argues that the presence of

conventional

letter

formulas proves that

nally written as a letter. In chapter three
literary

form and the

netic.

Peter, he concludes,

1

social function
is

1

Peter

is

not a composite, but was origi-

Martin assays to demonstrate that both the

of the

letter

body-middle (1:14-5:1

a parenetic letter written to exhort

its

1)

are pare-

readers to stand

firm in their faith despite adversity.

Few would
a recent

argue with

commentary

this conclusion.

or article on

1

Indeed, one would be hard pressed to find

Peter that does not treat

it

-as

a parenetic letter.
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Broadly speaking, what Martin has done

in chapters

two and three

is

provide a firm

foundation, in conversation with ancient and contemporary sources, for the consensus that has been building at least since the appearance in 1954 of

Kerygma

“Parenesis and

in

1

Peter”

[Macon: Mercer University Press,

(in Perspectives

Eduard Lohse’s

on First Peter, ed. C. H. Talbert

1986], pp. 37-59).

chapter four, which comprises fully one-half of the book, that Martin ad-

It is in

vances his main thesis: the body of

means of various metaAs Jews
of the diaspora understood themselves to be the wandering people of God, so the
readers of Peter are depicted as God’s elect on a journey from new birth to eschaphors.

The

diaspora

(1:1),

Peter

1

he argues,

is

structured by

the letter’s “controlling metaphor.”

is

1

tological glorification.

And

like the dispersed Jews, the letter’s recipients

journey to be fraught with suffering and the pressure to forsake the
pora metaphor, in turn, gives

body-middle. In the

three

rise to

first (1:14-2:10),

“metaphor

found

their

The

dias-

faith.

clusters” that structure the

the readers are conceived as the elect household

of God. Here metaphors relating to the household are employed to ground the parenesis (e.g., as obedient children, be holy [1:14-21]; as children in a

love one another [1:22-25]).

The second

section (2:11-3:12)

cept of the readers as aliens in this world;

men

of aliens (2:11-15) an d free

its

parenesis

&

c ) (2:16-3:12).

new brotherhood,

structured by the con-

supported by the metaphors

is

The

is

notion of the readers as “suf-

ferers of the dispersion” structures the third section (3:13-5:11); in this cluster, the

metaphors of the righteous sufferer (3:13-4:11) and the partners in Christ’s suffering
glorification (4:12-5:1 1) provide the warrant for the parenesis.

and

Where

so

many

Martin claims

to

others have found the organization of

have “resolved the

literary character

1

of

Peter to be opaque at best,
1

Peter,” thereby

demon-

strating the letter to be “the skillful construction of a cogent rhetorician” (p. 275).

While

his thesis

if not for

is

ingenious,

the author of

important, but

it is

1

seems

it

to

me that Martin has claimed a bit too much,
own book. The diaspora motif is certainly

Peter, then for his

only explicitly mentioned in the

first

verse of the letter. Granting

Martin’s division of the letter body into three parts, the diaspora motif has the
strongest

ing

ties to

section two,

where the readers are

1:1, “visiting aliens” (2:11).

aliens”

other

and

called “resident aliens” and, echo-

But one could argue that

it

is

the terms “resident

“visiting aliens” that give rise to the diaspora concept in 1:1

way around. For while

the former are “diaspora terms”

(p. 189),

and not the
they are not

exclusively diaspora terms. Similar categories (though not the exact words) are listed
in the

Greek

inscription Martin discusses on page 191,

and the two terms appear

together in the Septuagint translation of Genesis 23:4 and Psalm 38:12. Given the
parenetic function of the

letter,

could

it

not be that the diaspora metaphor arose from

the prior evaluation of the readers as metaphorical noncitizens in a hostile land?

Moreover, Martin seems

what counts

as a diaspora

Jewish literature from the

with regard

to be

working with an extremely broad conception of

image or metaphor. Apparently, anything appearing
exilic

to his third section

in

period on could be so construed. Indeed, he admits

of the

letter

body

that the phrase “sufferers of the
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1

Peter

(p.

able to the author of

to

is

Furthermore,

Peter.

in 4:12-5:11,

Peter

1

is

drawing on Chris-

concerning the believer’s suffering and glorification after the manner

of Christ’s. So

two

1

While diaspora traditions did
drew on older traditions still avail-

208, n. 243).

include the notion of suffering, they themselves

tian tradition

83

not at

it is

clear that the glue holding this third section to the first

all

the diaspora metaphor. Moreover,

I

do not

see

how

the diaspora can be said

“provide” the imagery of suffering here. Similar questions could be raised about

the relationship between the diaspora and the house/household motif(s) and between
the latter
first

and the individual metaphors of childhood, fatherhood, and
body of

section of the

1

birth in the

Peter.

Readers searching for a concise explication of the form and content of
should probably look elsewhere. This

a lengthy, detailed, scholarly

is

the specific issue of the compositional structure of the letter.

suaded by Martin’s
focus

of

1

and

for

thesis,

he

is

to be

demonstrating what

applauded

is

1

While

am

I

not per-

for bringing the question into

at stake in future

Peter

monograph on
sharp

treatments of the coherence

Peter.

Steven Richard Bechtler
Princeton Theological Seminary

Hunsinger, George.

Oxford University
“This

is

the

How to Read Karl Barth:

book

I

have wanted for

fifteen years.”

serious about theology as a practical art of ministry

there

something of a Barth revival being led by

is

New York:

The Shape of His Theology.

Press, 1991. Pp. 298. $32.50.

logians, then with this

book George Hunsinger

a

who

is

keen student of Barth.

If

So says

and

a

new

a

young

pastor

generation of young theo-

establishes himself not only as a lead-

ing Barth interpreter, but as one of the keenest minds of his generation working in
doctrinal theology.

Hunsinger’s special contribution
ceeds by six motifs or
,

is

to

show

that Barth’s theological thinking pro-

modes of thought. These

large part of Barth’s methodology, are not

motifs,

drawn from

which formally constitute

a

or validated by a particular

philosophy or secular discipline; rather, they are chosen as consonant with the peculiar subject matter of theological reflection, namely, the being, activity
lation of God in Jesus Christ as confessed by Christian faith.

employs

now

one,

now

Recognizing

another of these motifs, and noting

how

and reve-

how

Barth

they qualify each

other and interweave like a fugal treatment of a musical theme, Hunsinger provides

an indispensable key to reading the Church Dogmatics.
ture into the challenging
singer’s

map

in

hand; experienced travelers

guidebook opens up new

The

six

trails

readers should not ven-

in that terrain will find that

and leads them away from dead ends

motifs are as follows. Actualism

livingness of the biblical

New

and exciting mountains of Barth’s theology without Hun-

God. God’s being

is
is

the motif by

Hunsinger’s

to

which Barth

new

vistas.

stresses the

always a being-in-act, and therefore
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Barth consistently speaks the language of event, history, decision, and
tion, for

example,

“Actualism"

the

is

an event, not

is

way Barth

church

a deposit; the

stresses that

is

act.

Revela-

an event, not an institution.

God, whose grace

and freedom,

love

is

“lives in a set of active relations.”

Particularism

is

movement from
from revelation
love,” not “love

the second, closely related motif;

to religion, not vice versa.
is

God”; and,

it

refers to Barth’s consistent

One moves, with

the particular to the general.

According

surprising results,

to biblical witness,

this biblical witness defines

God’s “lordship”

“God
in

is

terms

of the particular servant, Jesus, not in terms of the general, profane idea of power

and

found

rule

Roman and

in the

Mark

other empires (see

io). Particularity, ulti-

mately, rests on the very singular subject matter of the Bible, namely, God, and this
requires radical revisions ol

all

conventional discourse.

In contrast to the subjective, anthropological
for Barth both

and

initiative,

knowledge of God and

whom

Freud, for

This motif Hunsinger

action.

from theologians

method of much modern theology,

salvation are based objectively in God’s being,
calls objectivism. It differentiates

Schleiermacher and Bultmann, and

like

the

human

or believing subject

is

decisive.

But

Barth

Feuerbach and

critics like

lest this stress

on

the objectivity of revelation and salvation in Christ be misconstrued (as Bonhoeffer

perhaps did with his charge of “positivism of revelation”), the motif of personalism
is

brought into

as a

Here Barth

stresses

in Jesus Christ,

“thou” and inviting us

Barth’s
sis

play.

and freedom

in love

God’s personal, eventful encounter with us

addressing each of us in the most intimate

to address

God

“Thou”

as

famous formulations, Hunsinger writes

of personalism and personalism

God

relation to
lation to

is

not rooted in

is

in response.

that “objectivism

is

the external ba-

the internal basis of objectivism” (41).

human

way

Echoing one of

Thus

nature, capacity, or desire, but in God’s re-

humanity; yet precisely God’s grace makes

real personal relation to

God

actually possible.

Barth’s theological language

is

characterized by the motif of realism (postcritical,

not precritical) which works by analogy. This analogical realism distinguishes Barth

from both

literalists

powerful critique
motifs

on

when he

it), is

in

understood

to refer to

Hunsinger

subject matter by

its

whole person,

subject matter in the

its

rationalism.

The Nature of Doctrine). Hunsinger

(cf.

George Lindbeck’s

illustrates the interplay

of

writes: “Theological language, as represented by Scripture (or based

subject matter to the
to narrate

and the more populous expressionists

calls his sixth

and

to

convey

its

way of analogy,

form of legendary witness”

final motif, in a

to address

subject matter with certainty,

its

and

(p. 43).

term most risking misinterpretation,

Here Anselm’s method of “faith seeking understanding”

is

the clue, not

conventional definitions from philosophy. If “no [theological] knowledge without
faith”

is

a familiar Barthian

knowledge”

theme,

its less

familiar counterpart

is

“no

faith

without

(pp. 49ff.).

These motifs are not

a

random

Hunsinger subtly explores

collection of ad hoc insights

their interrelations.

and procedures, and

Realism and rationalism, he con-
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eludes, are “the fundamental motifs of Barth’s theology” (p. 225), actualism

ticularism are
its

structural motifs,

its

and par-

and objectivism and personalism are bearers of

essential content (p. 228).

Only

the

first

They

motifs.

part of Hunsinger’s book, however,

Dogmatics, to which

Too

truth.”

is

given to exposition of these

are then used in a rich analysis of the conception of truth in the Church

rich

is

appended an extended meditation on “secular parables of the

and subtle

on the

to discuss in a short review, these chapters focus

themes of revelation and salvation, and the

how

critical issue:

does a christocentric

theology like Barth’s address the question of truth in secular thought and, by extension, the religions of the

world? Those

who

think Barth’s answer

is

simply negative

are in for a surprise.

With

work Hunsinger

this

moved Barth

has

interpretation a major step forward.

Lucid, tightly reasoned, elegantly structured and fluently written, this book rewards

Not

repeated reading.

for connoisseurs of Barth only, the theological issues

ad-

it

dresses are so fundamental to any theology that students needing an introduction or
pastors wanting a refresher course need look no further.

Clifford

Green

Hartford Seminary

Pannenberg, Wolfhart. Systematic Theology. Vol.
Bromiley.
$ 39 95
-

Grand Rapids:

Wm.

1.

W.

Translated by Geoffrey

Eerdmans Publishing

B.

Co., 1991. Pp.

xiii

+

473.
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With

volume, Wolfhart Pannenberg

this

is

beginning a multivolume systematic

theology that should prove to be one of the milestones of twentieth-century Christian thought.

Subsequent volumes

will address the doctrines of creation

and anthro-

pology, christology, ecclesiology, and eschatology.

This

first

volume has

six chapters, four

on introductory questions and two on the

doctrine of God. Consistent with Pannenberg’s earlier work, the opening chapter
insists that the truth

of doctrine cannot be presupposed, either on authority or faith,

but must be argued as a point of doctrine. Doctrine must
ceivable”

(p. 60).

But more than

history through other sources

ology.

Pannenberg strongly

arguing that

it

future volumes

shall see

at least

far

and

to be a

a “tragic

Pannenberg

Barthian appeal to faith,

embarrassment”

Any

(p. 47).

show that
draws upon them to

will go, not only to

perspective resonates with the various sciences, but actually
vise doctrine.

be “consistently con-

“recognizable” in the claims of the-

what he takes

subjectivist

how

first

our understanding of nature, humanity, and

must be

rejects

was ultimately

we

that,

re-

such drawing upon extratheological sources must, however, be

limited in light of Pannenberg’s important point that only the future

consummation

of God’s reign can decide even the provisional truth of theology’s claims.

way

In
his

to this ultimate future the truth claim of the Christian

remains unavoidably debatable”

(p. 442).

“On the
God

message concerning
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Pannenberg

stand Feuerbach’s criticism of religion, which saw all
While he does not expect natural theology to provide an
independent demonstration of God’s existence and nature, Pannenberg argues for
refuses to

let

ideas of God as projections.

natural or innate knowledge of God, universal to our species, grounded of course in

own

God’s
thus

self-disclosure,

more than

and lying

at the basis

idolatrous projections,

and

The

of the religions.

so Christian theology

religions are

must consider

riously the experience of God in them. For Pannenberg, the history of religions

be construed theologically as a history of God’s self-revelation

While revelation

is

(p. 171).

necessary for our knowledge of God, revelation presupposes a

previous knowledge derived from earlier revelation.
tion , in

se-

must

which the incarnate Word

Thus

it is

the history of revela-

central, that stands at the core of

is

Pannenberg’s

theology. This history of God’s self-revelation “is explicated by the doctrine of the

Trinity”

(p. 259), to

w'hich Pannenberg turns in the pivotal fifth chapter.

Pannenberg reviews the

history of the doctrine of the Trinity until Barth,

whom

he criticizes because he “subordinated his doctrine of the Trinity to a pretrinitarian
concept of the unity of God”

The

(p. 299).

doctrine must be based not on the concept

but on the history of God’s self-revelation in Christ,
the

One

he

calls

who distinguishes

“Father” precisely through his submission

himself from

monarchy of

to the

the

Father. Christ’s act of submission establishes both the distinctiveness of the persons

submitting

(in

and

to)

their unity (in

monarchy). Submission

being but a subjection that originates from mutuality.

It

Father, upon which Pannenberg bases the unity of the triune

doubt many

will criticize

Pannenberg

contrary to our times. His purpose
rightly observes

is

for his insistence

is

not subordination in

assures the

God

monarchy of the

(pp. 324-325).

upon monarchy, which

to assure the unity

so

of the Trinity, which he

underestablished in current trinitarian theology with

is

No

is

its

move

to

the social analogy for the Trinity (pp. 333-336).

Nevertheless, Pannenberg agrees with the social analogy in seeing the persons of
the Trinity as distinctive centers ot action.
the works of the Trinity

are not divided.

He

thus revises the Augustinian rule that

While

all

are active in every

work, each

is

distinctively active (p. 326).

Pannenberg accepts Karl Rahner’s axiom
nomic Trinity.
is

He

that the

immanent Trinity

implicated in the history of the creation. But with Jurgen

Jiingel,

for

Pannenberg goes even further

whom

is

the eco-

recognizes the significance of the axiom that God’s essential deity

in the application

Moltmann and Eberhard

of the axiom than Rahner,

the Father remained transcendent of the creation, neither acting directly
history. “In

an advance on Rahner the person of the

within

it

nor implicated

Father

is

thus implicated also in the course of salvation history, and indeed in such

a

way

the

in

its

that the progress of events decides concerning his deity as well as the deity of

Son”

nenberg,

But Pannenberg also agrees with Kasper that the axiom must not

(p. 329).

be pressed too

God

far;
is

God becomes as a result
who God is revealed to

otherwise,

in eternity

of creation’s history. For Panbe historically

(p. 331).

God’s
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not the result of eschatological consummation, even though

it is

only

dem-

onstrated through this consummation.

Pannenberg turns

In the final chapter,

vine essence, Pannenberg argues,

minished by anthropomorphic reduction

pneuma
Spirit

God

seen as equivalent to nous.

is

More

posive will, like ours.

biblical,

human

to the

is

precisely in this

both”

(p. 383).

essence of

God

as Spirit

the particles within

Pannenberg

its

is

it,

who

“who

this idea

of force

unites the three persons,

modeled
so

to

God

maintain that “the

Here Pannenberg

common

field to

and

is

cosmic

field acts

to both, so that

distinct

from them

understand both the

as the

modality of God’s

after the concept of field in physics.

as

is

unites the three persons

the force field of their fellowship that

Pannenberg thus uses

action in the creation,

and

is

is

(p. 382).

proceeding from the Father, received by the Son, and

way he

di-

when

especially

then seen as a consciousness with a pur-

speaking both of God as Spirit and of the Holy Spirit
as

di-

attributes.

spirit,

Pannenberg argues,

the force field of God’s mighty presence”

is

The

however, has been

and

to the divine unity

infinite spirit. “Spirit,”

is

As

upon and defines

a field defines

the universe.

believes that this concept of field originates in the biblical tradition

taken up, through philosophy, by physicists such as Michael Faraday. Despite

theological possibilities, Pannenberg’s proposal that Spirit be understood as field

will require clarification.

exactly the

move

far

same

as

what

Does Pannenberg intend
it

means

in

that “field” in theology

contemporary physics?

beyond Faraday’s field-and-particle universe

anced view of contemporary physics.
in earlier or in

contemporary

science,

If “field” in

how

is it

traditional, for

of the discipline of theology
dition, to

in

is

different

more nu-

from

its

use

different?

Despite these questions, Pannenberg’s contribution

contemporary and

to the considerably

theology

means

he will need to

It so,

is

outstanding.

It is at

once

Pannenberg advances the contemporary revision

constant reference to the classics of the western tra-

which he has now added with

this

volume.

Ronald Cole-Turner

Memphis Theological Seminary
Gunton, Colin

E.

The Promise of Trinitarian Theology. Edinburgh:

T

&

T

Clark,

1991. Pp. 188. $31.95.

With

these nine related essays Colin

Gunton, Professor of Christian Doctrine

at

King’s College, University of London, contributes to the current resurgence in trinitarian theology. Trinitarian reflection

Alienation
ids:

ality

is

not a

and Enlightenment: An Essay towards

new

direction for

Gunton;

a Trinitarian Theology

see his

(Grand Rap-

Eerdmans, 1985) and The Actuality of Atonement: A Study of Metaphor, Rationand the Christian Tradition (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1989). These essays, how-

ever, probe the specific area of ontology.

Such investigations

into

God’s being run

the risk of being labelled speculative, esoteric, practically irrelevant, and philosoph-

—
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ically

outdated. Yet in Gunton’s hands, the central importance of trinitarian reflec-

human

tion for

existence

For Gunton, ontology

comes promptly
is

to the fore.

not an optional study; one’s assumptions concerning the

being of God, humanity, and the world are operative, implicitly or

Gunton

theological reflection. In chapter three, for example,

explicitly, in all

traces the negative

im-

pact of Augustine’s neoplatonic ontology on the integrity of his trinitarian insights.

A

truly trinitarian account of

on

tive light

God’s being, on the other hand, would

theological construction.

all

“The

historical claim

the history of trinitarian thought has enabled us to think about

about

reality

Gunton

—

in a

way otherwise impossible”

God and

make

is

that

the world

new

ontological principle:

precisely a “being in relation,” there

is

dynamic communion of three persons in mutually
with one another. “Each is only what he is by virtue of what

no divine being other than
constitutive relations

is

cast a distinc-

to

(p. 7).

sees the doctrine of the Trinity developing a

being as relational. Because God’s “being”

wish

I

this

the three give to and receive from each other; and yet, by virtue of their mutually
constitutive relations each

This notion of God

is

as “a

distinctive

and particular”

dynamic of persons

ceptual possibilities. In the course of his essays,

munion” around

four central concepts

which can then be used

—

(p. 11).

in relation” brings

Gunton develops

with

this

it

new

con-

“being as com-

person, relation, otherness, and freedom

to reconceive all aspects

of human

and the world.

life

In chapter four, for example, a brief consideration of ecclesiastical history suggests
that hierarchical conceptions of the church

work which thwarted

how

were fostered by

a truly trinitarian ontology.

neoplatonic frame-

a

Gunton then

suggestively unfolds

the church, as part of creation, should reflect the trinitarian being of God.

Likewise

modern conceptions of “person,” Gunton

in

individualism and collectivism as making relations

sees the polar contexts of

among human

“the ground of being of the world and

beings esentially

God,”

problematic. Yet

if

then “person”

an ontologically primitive concept that cannot be defined by other

is

all

in

it is

a personal

concepts but must be “thought” from concretely instantiated forms of

To

be

made

in the

personal reality such that

what we give

reality in

In this way,

to

thus to be

endowed with

113).

kind of

we find our
human community” (p. 17).
person in particularity and mu-

but in dependence on his giving,

and receive from others

human community

life (p.

a particular

in

constitutes the

1

highlighting the key concepts of “otherness” and “relation.” “Only that

tuality,

which

God is
“like God

image of

is

other than something else can be related to

it” (p. 171).

trinitarian ontology, then, these concepts of otherness

tions of transcendence

each other. Freedom

is

Shaped within

this

relation are not opposi-

and immanence, but correlatives that require and interpret

is

therein defined as that “space” in

themselves in relation with other persons”

This book

and

which persons “can be

(p. 131).

not a systematic presentation, but a series of integrated essays un-

folding insights of a trinitarian ontology. Gunton’s relational interpretation of the

Trinity

is

not unique, but his creative developments and applications do indeed re-
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veal the

Readers interested

rewarded

in the

89

as this tradition continues to

emerge.

importance of trinitarian doctrine for today will be well

for their efforts, as

Gunton’s wide-ranging conversation engages major

contributors, historical developments, and modern reformulations.

Stephen L.

Stell

Austin College
Kiing, Hans. Judaism: Between Yesterday and Tomorrow.

+

1992. Pp. xxii

New

York: Crossroad,

753. $39-95-

As Hans Kiing himself acknowledges (p. xvii), some might accuse him of chutzHaving outlined his vision of the history, essence, and destiny of Christianity in

pah.

On Being a

such works as

well-known Roman Catholic theologian now

Christian, the

The work

proposes to do the same for Judaism.

divided into three parts, which

is

One, “The Past
way back to Abraham, continues with an account
of Israelite history and Second Temple Judaism, and concludes with sketches of medieval and modern Judaism. Part Two, “The Challenges of the Present,” grapples
deal respectively with the past, present, and future of Judaism. Part

That

Is Still

Present,” goes

all

the

theologically with several dimensions of twentieth-century Judaism: the Holocaust

and Christian anti-Semitism, the rebirth of the
ism’s dialogue with the Christian church,

commitment

to

its

and

its

of

state

own

Israel,

contemporary Juda-

identity crisis as

it

balances

its

modern world. Part Three,
follow some of these issues into the

tradition with the need to face the

“Possibilities for the Future,” then tries to

twenty-first century.

There

is

much

thesizer of the

commend

to

major

ambitious monograph. Kiing

in this

helpful, since they pick

courses usually leave

on the scholars

who

New

up where Old and

Kiing

off.

have

made

is

dependent

its

a clear syn-

modern Judaism

of this journal will find his descriptions of medieval and
larly

is

development of Judaism, and many readers

trajectories in the

particu-

Testament introduction

for his analysis of Judaism, of course,

study their

life

work; partly

for this reason, his

conclusions are usually predictable, lacking the flash of unexpected insight that

sometimes be found
the neophyte, in a

in the

good

work of

synthesis,

true experts.

and those

Still,

interested in

may

is

value, especially for

more

detail will be able to

there

turn to the comprehensive footnotes for a guide to current scholarship; their only
defect

is

the lack of citation of works in

arly originality,

me

modern Hebrew. What Kiing

moreover, he somewhat makes up

the high points of this

book are the

sections in

in existential

which he attempts

traditions into conversation with the ambiguities of
teresting

example

is

modern

the short section (pp. 390-399) in

question of whether the

Sermon on

the

Mount, with

life;

which he
its call

lacks in schol-

engagement. For
to bring ancient

a particularly in-

raises the

audacious

for unconditional for-

giveness, has something of pertinence to say to contemporary Jews as they consider
their relationships

with enemies past and present.
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Despite the considerable value of this work,
its

One sometimes wonders

intent.

development of

would

I

like to raise a question

have been dictated not by matters

topics

intrinsic to

intra-Catholic politics, especially his running battle with the Vatican.
ple, the

about

about the degree to which Kiing’s selection and

them but by
for exam-

If,

Catholic hierarchy can be discredited with the charge of consistent anti-Sem-

itism, Kiing’s case against

will be strengthened; hence, perhaps, the disproportion-

it

ate attention he pays to collaboration with the

opposed

leaders, as

Nazis on the part of Catholic church

to their Protestant counterparts, in the section entitled

“The

Repression of Guilt” (pp. 241-281). Similarly, the “Christology from below,” which

Kiing finds

to be

most conducive

to Jewish-Christian dialogue (pp. 3 10-3 13)

is

the

mere human being, uncontaminated by supposedly “Greek
Hellenistic” conceptions of equality with God, that he championed in On Being a

same view of

Jesus as a

Christian against the high Christology that prevails in his church. Further, the assertion that

postmodern Judaism

legalistic

observance of the

is

moving toward

commandments

a

own

pares the two attitudes

in

pp. 468-469)

that dispenses with

seems

to be at least partly

(pp. 454-518)

directed at the perceived legalism of Kiing’s
(e.g.,

form of faith

and

church, since he explicitly com-

one subsection actually begins with

Roman Catholic position, only subsequently taking up the Jewish
471-472). Of course, we all have mixed motives, and they do not necessarily

an account of the

one (pp.
vitiate our theological conclusions;
driving force behind this book

but,

one

still

the fiercely polemical one with the Vatican and

understanding of the conditions of modern
Despite these criticisms,
near at hand whenever

I

I

cannot help asking whether the

the relatively congenial dialogue with Judaism or

is

find this

its

present leader (a

man

“with no

life” [p. 455]).

work extremely

useful,

and

I

intend to keep

it

teach courses that relate to Judaism.
Joel

Marcus

University of Glasgow

Nash, James A. Loving Nature: Ecological
Nashville:

Abingdon

and Public

Policy, 1991. Pp. 256. $16.95.

This

is

Christian Responsibility.

an excellent study volume for anyone seriously concerned

the ecological

crisis.

ecological ethic.
careful

and

Press in cooperation wuth the Churches’ Center for Theology

Christian ecological ethic.

is

Integrity

It

Then

covers the subject. First

It
it

up

takes

it

the biblical and theological foundations of an

concludes with general directions for

and substantive, but not

with theology and with
these fields to grasp

its

politics,

argument.

technical.

but
It is

to explore a

outlines the dimensions of

it

It

political policy. In all this

deals with science

does not require special training in any of

supplemented by an excellent bibliography of

the most important works in the field during the past twenty years for those

want

to explore further, and,

into the text

itself.

it

and technology,

more important,

it

weaves references

who

to these sources
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has a point of view, though he qualifies

in his terms, a

moderate “biocentrism,”

continually.

it

One might

call

from the “anthropocen-

as distinguished

trism” that he finds too often in the Christian tradition. Living things have rights,
rooted in God’s good creation which includes them, as well as
divine love. But these rights are not absolute. There must

human

beings, in the

be a hierarchy of goods

still

that determines policy in case of conflict (though with a proper understanding of

can be minimized). Biological individuals have rights, but they must

love, conflict

be balanced by a concern for the species and the ecosystem as a whole. All of this

which must be sought

the substance of justice,

includes

all

in a

is

“covenant of relationality” that

and anticipates the redemption of the whole cosmos along

living things

with humanity.

Such

a perspective

ceeds dialectically.
tions that turn

it

so balanced that

is

He

in

not easy to argue with.

then modifies

He

into a centrist position.

whole argument,

of his

it is

states a radical view,

icizing the concept of stewardship as expressing

human

oddly

mention Christ, and by

fails to

that leave too

little

to the anthropocentric

and

Holy

in crit-

pride.

He

God

that

by a doctrine of the image of

He

pro-

considera-

Spirit that separates

it

sometimes overreacts against theologies

place for responsibility toward nature. But then, in his qualifi-

cations, he pulls himsell back.

This book

wherever thoughtful Christians meet,
tors,

The author

critical

human domination and

a treatment ot the

from the control of the person of Christ.

with

probably makes a mistake, in the light

opposing the biocentric

can only escape the primacy of the

it

will

in a

make good and

provocative reading

congregational study

circle,

among

students (college or seminary), or scholars in any of the fields on which

it

pas-

draws.

Charles C. West
Princeton Theological Seminary

Kee,

Howard

Clark, Emily Albu Hanawalt, Carter Lindberg, Jean-Loup Seban,

and Mark A. Noll.

Christianity:

A

and Cultural

Social

History.

New

York: Macmil-

lan, 1991. pp. 792. $33.75.

Jacob Burkhardt, the great historian of culture in late antiquity and the Renaissance,

might have liked much of this “fresh analysis”

years of Christianity

and

its

(p. v)

of the

first

two thousand

declared preoccupation with society and culture, what

Burkhardt termed human “pathology.”
(one of whom, Jean-Loup Seban,

is

a

A

product of a respectable band of scholars

former

member of the

Princeton Seminary fac-

ulty), this

textbook offers a sensitive foray into the diversity of the Christian move-

ment and

into the actuality of the past.

There are

five parts

from before the

rise

Very good maps
tion

—

tary.

and an epilogue. Each part

of Christianity to the

—with

illustrate the text.

dawn

shifting perspectives

There are

treats a successive

chunk of time,

of the third millennium after Christ.

and uncluttered by excessive informa-

also twenty pages of

photographs with

commen-
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The

preface

us that the authors were “free to offer an analysis of his or her

tells

period in what seemed an appropriate style”
stands on

own, almost

its

rately. Part five

even has

(p. vi).

own

its

preface!

What we

find

that every part

is

each could have been published sepa-

to the extent that

The differences of style prove to be differThe favored sources of part one are tra-

ences of historical demeanor, even method.
ditional: theological literature. Part

two (“The Christian Empire and the Early

Middle Ages,” by Emily Albu Hanawalt)
typical

a synthetic narrative

is

describing past so-

chronological sequence and drawing from broader sources, which

cieties in

ormation of the Sixteenth Century,” by Carter Lindberg) continues
the

common

style

on the plebeian

economy and

sectors of

European

map

for the first time a

ropean Christianity

of the world.

broad

a

of Ottoman and European societies in the

now

is

concentrates
its

more

statistical

and

political

late sixteenth century,

delib-

treatment of the

Modern

comparison

and the reader

faces

Euhundred years and of the author’s passion for the
Although more restricted to religious history, part five
It is

indicative of the variety that seized

in the last four

of civilizations.

(“Christianity

it

society, especially in

poverty. Part four (“European Christianity Confronts the

Age,” by Jean-Loup Seban) begins with

total history

what

in

of historical narrative. Following recent trends, this section treats

medieval and Reformation history as a continuum, and
erately

more

is

of contemporary historians. Part three (“The Late Middle Ages and the Ref-

and Culture

in

America,” by Mark A. Noll) continues

this sensitive

exploration of cultural diversity.

The

authors have expanded the content of church history textbooks, thankfully.

Did they expand

it

enough?

It is

striking that part one does not really integrate early

Christianity into the general social and cultural history of the

might attribute

this to the social insignificance

except that the author
[Christianity’s] social

stamp

more

it

out”

(Howard Clarke Kee)

and

political

(p. 32) as early as

significant to the

believes otherwise:

dimensions that the

Roman

A

social history

more accurate

of

Roman

“So serious were

authorities sought to

64 C.E. This will strike some as making Christians

Romans than

they possibly could have been. But even assum-

ing that they were, one might expect a study of them to require

and

Roman Empire. We

of Christians before the third century,

civilization (as

report of persecution

is

the case in

comes

later (pp.

more of the

much
1

3off),

but here, too, the

sources might have been subjected to greater criticism. For example,

old Christian allegation that Jews provoked hostility against
bunals, a charge that

in the early

churches

is

to give

hostility

(pp. 52, 60; the latter reference

women

of women

strike

some

women), but the reader must wait

women

accomplished more

tri-

toward Jews.

would

serious consideration (p. 165)

the fourth century. Ironically, Christian
centuries.

repeats the

in their textbooks will notice that the role

mentioned

as repeating a negative stereotype of Jewish

Emily Albu Hanawalt

Kee

them before Roman

was foremost an expression of Christian

Those seeking greater inclusion

religious

recent scholarship).

when
in the

for

treating

previous
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empire and the early medieval west

is

well rounded and a pleasure to read. Nevertheless, in this total history of the

churches, she might have briefly extended her sights a

little

example, by

farther, for

including the Armenians in her discussion of the rejection of Chalcedonian ortho-

The movement

doxy.

of Nestorian Christians into Asia could also appear, perhaps

in

conjunction with the

to

new

of Persia (pp. 190-191), which impelled their migration

fall

eastern frontiers. For that matter, Byzantium, Armenia, and Asia could fig-

ure in Lindberg’s part three, as well, even in a history of Europe: Byzantium surely
for

its

own

Armenia

sake,

sake of papal negotiations with

at least for the

fourteenth century, and Asia for the sake of

Mongol power and

in the

it

the bold missioniz-

ing of friar John of Piancarpino and his Franciscan successors at the court of the

Great Khan. Similar opportunities were not missed by Seban

in discussing the Jesuit

missions to Asia and Latin America and in Noll’s account of the diversity of North

American

What

religious

life.

of the accuracy of their accounts? In so massive a book questions inevitably

most of which are

arise,

might imply

minor, some of which are not, and

fairly

that a revised edition

is

in order.

am

I

many

only permitted to note

of which

some

ex-

amples, part by part.
Part one appears to assume an early
is

the evidence, but Ignatius

monarchy of bishops

was uniquely

Part one also treats church property for the
tine,

(pp. 112-113); Ignatius

autocratic for the early second century.
first

time

in

conjunction with Constan-

although good evidence for such property (and the upward

Christians)

may

Part two (which

I

generally found excellent) refers to the

Roman

see of the apostle Peter as a “medieval tradition” hatched by
late fourth

Rome

century

for over a

By Damasus’ day,

(p. 184).

to

the claim

claim to be the

Pope Damasus

in the

was held by the Bishop of

if it

only became western argot in the fourth cen-

We are told, “No author was more widely read throughout the western Middle

Ages than the Venerable Bede”
go

of

hundred years (and used by Pope Stephen against Cyprian of Car-

thage in a famous exchange), even
tury.

social mobility

be found over a half-century earlier.

(p. 218),

but the honor of such a claim would better

Augustine. If we could actually calculate

the entire Middle Ages,
atus (the

I

am

grammarian) than

lation, that

Otto

I

how many Europeans

quite sure the tally
to Bede.

We

learn,

would

ascribe

maybe by

whom

in

Don-

to

a slightly careless

initiated the lay investiture of bishops (p. 239).

fully execute his ambitions, in part,

read

more readers

formu-

Otto did master-

by investing bishops, and he tried to impose his

sovereignty on the papacy in the same way. But he did not invent the practice; he

Again, “serfdom almost vanished

excelled in

it.

Germany”

after the year 1000 (p. 240).

centuries too soon. Perhaps
erally true, but

we

As

in

France, Spain,

Italy,

a categorical statement, this

and western
is

said

should read “slavery almost vanished,” which

downplayed by most

historians, because the lot of the

many
is

gen-

progeny of
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—

—

slaves
the serfs
was still awful. Finally, I allege parsimony when the Norman
Conquest receives only one sentence of seventeen words (p. 241).
Part three is crowded with surprising perspectives, some of which I did not find

helpful.

Was

medieval anti-Judaism

economy," and were the clothing

really a “religious reaction to the

restrictions

new

profit

imposed upon Jews by the Fourth Lat-

eran Council really attempting to limit usury alone (pp. 273-274)' Papal legislation
aptly portrays the extent ot the church's program;

commerce of Jewish and

how

progeny), where Christians bought meat,
array ot social relations.

war”

plague, and

the connection
said to

One
with humanism

as well. It

and

concerned with the

also

Jews sold meat, and a well-known

really a response to “the disasters of famine,

are said to have cre-

thinks of the strength of the individual in Somalia:
is

by no means sell-evident. Individualism
(p. 327). Italian politics

government and

culture, the

was

By way of response, the humanists

(p. 326).

produce the Renaissance popes

with them
society

Was humanism

326)?

(p.

ated individualism

it

Christian prostitutes (and, by implication, the potential

were granted

politics

Avignon papacy

also

is

had something

to

do

their proper place in

ot the fourteenth century,

whose

fiscal pol-

enjoyed unprecedented success, would not be judged as a “decline” (pp. 307, 313).
We are told that “the Franciscan movement ottered [beggars] a transition from secicy

ular to religious begging
is

well

known

was mostly
first

accompanied by

that the class

of

like that

St.

security

background

Francis: their poverty

universities are described as

urban

and

respectability” (p. 296), but

ot Franciscans (and

all

mendicant

it

friars)

was by no means necessary. The

institutions (pp. 297-298). Betore the late

fourteenth century, this can only be said accurately ot Bologna. Ulrich von Hutten

would be angry
(p. 336).

to the

to learn that knights

had become “obsolete” by the sixteenth century

Descartes would have been shocked to learn that Protestant orthodoxy led

Enlightenment

Part three

tries to

(p. 418).

connect religious ideas with society.

It

seems that frequent

ref-

erences to ideology are expected to do the job. So for example, the “epigrammatic

formulation” of the scholastics, “faith formed by charity,”
the “ideology of poverty”

(p. 276),

which

strike intellectual historians as empty.

I

The

is

allegedly the result of

find an intriguing claim, but

one that

will

“ideology of poverty” (poverty-virtue)

al-

legedly becomes the antagonist of reform, preventing the cities from eliminating the

poor and “undercut by Luther’s rejection of charity as a means ot salvation"

We

(p. 345).

miss the economic and social factors so painfully real to the poor.

As

to theology,

we

learn that “the rational view of the world

in theological system-building exemplified by the age ot

verely tested,

Thomism

if

not destroyed,” by the plague

mistakably Dionysian view of hierarchy
trine of papal infallibility

is

is

would then seem

movement after

se-

ironic that

the plague.

attributed to Augustine (p. 274).

An

The

undoc-

presented as a “subjective assessment of the personality

of the pope” developed by Franciscans

tempt

(p. 322). It

only became a concerted intellectual

and the confidence

Thomas Aquinas was

to limit papal sovereignty,

(p. 306),

but

it

was simply

a Franciscan at-

which Brian Tierney proved twenty years ago.
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Parts four and five will cause the reader less trouble, although Seban’s contribu-

may

tion

French

intensity

points

strike

is

some

more

as

of historiography

style

rewarding. Seban’s

accompanied by some French-sounding prose.

add

statistics

found the presentation unclear.

I

colonies”

than the other sections of the book. His

difficult
is

A

a

new

precision to this study. But at

Its

two

massive migration to Spain’s “American

430) could not include the northern Spanish colonies, which Spain

(p.

The population

figures on page 443 must refer to Gerpage 432, the “Bohemian Brethren” are the
“Moravian Brethren.” Noll’s contribution graces this volume with consistent preci-

never effectively populated.

many

rather than

Europe

(cf. p.

430).

On

sion.

In spite of my criticisms,

attempt

many minor,

at a synthetic history

complished

this best, in a

sense, “pathological.”

way

that

There are

its

book accomplishes

is

passionate for

human

risks in the endeavor,

avoided. But as a whole, this volume

of

this

a lot

—

a significant

of Christianity. Hanawalt, Seban, and Noll have ac-

is

constructive.

culture, or, in the best

and not

It

all

of them have been

has extended the boundaries

discipline’s general surveys.

Christopher Ocker

San Francisco Theological Seminary

Old, Hughes Oliphant. The Shaping of the Reformed Baptismal Rite in the Sixteenth
Century.

Grand Rapids:

Wm.

B.

Eerdmans Publishing

Co., 1992. Pp.

xii

+

324.

$44.95.

H. O. Old’s second major monograph on Reformed worship (following The Patristic

Roots of Reformed Worship on the Lord’s Supper), treats Reformed baptismal

teaching practice, 1523-1542. This investigation offers an excellent example of what
the

Reformed

story

is

tradition

meant by “worship according

to scripture.”

The Reformed

appropriately developed in the context of the wider confessional discussions

of baptism by medieval

The book

Roman

Catholics, Martin Luther,

and early Anabaptists.

has two major sections, a historical block of six chapters and a topical

group of four chapters, with

a conclusion

and

several fine bibliographies.

Old begins

by sketching the practice of baptism in the early and medieval church to explain

what
atic.

the sixteenth century inherited, emphasizing

Chapters two and three deal with the

ular in worship,

and the shaping of the

first

first

what Protestants found problem-

major change, the use of the vernac-

Reformed

liturgies.

Next comes the key theological argument over baptism, namely, should infants
be baptized? Old examines in some detail a variety of “Anabaptists” (including

Thomas

Miintzer,

Conrad Grebel, and Balthasar Hubmaier) who challenged

baptism and points out particular issues (such as soteriology and
tics)

on which Anabaptists and Reformed

infant baptism with

differed.

arguments from Christ’s

biblical

infant

hermeneu-

Reformed theologians defended

command and

the apostles’ example,

(Old Testament) typology, covenant theology, Christian nurture, the work of the
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Holy

Spirit,

and the primacy of grace. Old concludes the

discussion of the baptismal rites shaped by this
Calvin’s

La forme

The second

des prieres in 1542.

part of the

formed baptismal

book

major features associated with Re-

treats the four

catechetical instruction, baptismal vows, the baptismal ex-

rites:

hortation,

and washing and the Word. The Reformed passion

learning

(at least partially)

is

with a

historical section

Reformed theology between 1526 and

explained (chap.

7).

The

for teaching

and

nuances

possibility of varied

is

seen in Bucer’s leaning towards a form of confirmation and Calvin’s rejection of this
practice (chap.

(chap.

8).

and

9),

The

central importance of prayer

and the Holy

Spirit

is

developed

of the arguments about sprinkling or immersion

a helpful history

(chap. 10) rounds off the picture.

Old concludes by naming the six principles of the Reformed teaching on baptism.
Worship should be according to scripture (not biblicist but following the principles of scripture where no explicit instructions are given). (2) The unity of Word and
(1)

sacrament, and

the unity of water and the Spirit must be maintained.

(3)

pastoral issues of infant baptism

enant, and

ful

it is

(6)

Old’s book

is

clearly a

must be considered.

(5)

Some of

“Helffer” as “deacon”

con here
passim)

is

is

the

their

a sign

(4)

The

of the cov-

sacrament of grace.

these are

not,

however, without

be misleading, since what

meant by dea-

is

or Anglican (not Reformed) usage. “Voluntarist”

a colloquial

way

that contradicts

Reformed and Anabaptists were

view of original

It is

minor matters. For example, the translation of

(p. 190) is likely to

Roman

used in

ology. Both

is

an excellent contribution on a fascinating subject, and deserves care-

reading by both pastoral and academic theologians.

certain faults.

Baptism

sin.

Thus

a

its

normal use

“voluntarists”

few comments on the

role

—

(p.

135 et

in historical the-

the difference

of original

sin in

was

shaping

baptismal theology would be a helpful addition, as would some further reflections

A

on the way Reformed theologians dealt with emergency baptism.
criticism concerns Old’s

somewhat

simplistic

His bibliography includes only one work published

examples

all

come from

clusions about the

Reformed

baptism functions here as a
aspect of describing

after 1981,

the mid-i520s, in contrast to the

continue for nearly twenty years more. Such

more

serious

and dated presentation of Anabaptism.

difficulties

and

Reformed
do not

his

Anabaptist

materials,

which

seriously affect con-

mind that AnaThe most problematic

tradition, but readers should bear in

foil for

the

Reformed

tradition.

Reformed “over against” Anabaptists, however,

is

the language

used to refer to each group. Old constantly contrasts “the Reformers” (the Reformed

and the Anabaptists, giving (no doubt unintentionally) the impression that
Reformed theologians were the only sixteenth-century reformers.
All such comments aside, Old’s pioneering new book is a real gift to the history
of Reformed worship and theology, and it will be very useful. Further works from
tradition)

his

pen

will be

most welcome.
Elsie

McKee

Princeton Theological Seminary
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The Noise of Conflcit, 79/9-/94/.

Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991. Pp. 464. $27.50.
Consensualists hold that before our

people shared a

common

faith

haved honorably according

own

time America was a happy place where

about God, themselves, and their country; they be-

to a single

moral standard; society was harmonious be-

cause the citizenry was solidly agreed on values and a shared set of ideals. All that
has been changed now: by

burners, urban

rest, flag

argument

so the

factions.

This

protest marches, draft card burners,

Our

even bra burners.

book by one of America’s most important

historians proves such wistful ideas to be untrue.

campus un-

nation has fallen into discord,

and our once-united people have declined

goes,

latest

sit-ins,

riots,

Myths may have

lective consciousness, but in history they distort a clear

into contending

and cultural

religious

their place in col-

view of the past and replace

sharp knowledge with fuzzy nostalgia. Wishful thinking can create a comfortable
past for a time, but cold facts expose

it

as

an

illusion.

Such

a corrective

the value

is

of this volume.

The

story of public religious expressions in

II

rate

and relevant information

in

American

should appeal to a wide variety of readers.

and

having the story told

formed about the

life

one

between World Wars

level

I

provide accu-

will

it

American

for those simply interested in

in clear,

role(s)

On

history

and

cogent fashion. General readers are not often in-

of religious figures in national

second of a planned four that concentrate on the
life,

will rectify that oversight handily.

and

a

There

second audience will be those interested

latest

is

life,

and

this

volume, the

century of religion in national

also great attention to ideas here,

in intellectual history.

organizers, and publicists abound. Books and radio are the

Theologians,

main channels used

to

spread ideas, but Marty neglects none of the media to portray a teeming wealth of

The main topic, though, is about power. An even wider circle of
drawn to this narrative of those who used their various faiths to shape
way they wanted it to be. Public religious expressions of conflicting

pertinent ideas.

readers will be
the nation the
sorts

sought to influence

republic.

theme

The power

human

settings

to influence

that will attract

and

ranging from churches to

through rhetoric and organized

Since power was the issue and

cal.

Little

its

influential use the prize, various

cans” and

who

thought normalcy was the

rule,

is

Some

the

groups con-

conflict.

The

vio-

is

none the

less

of the conflict featured struggles between “100 percent Ameri-

Communists

in the

Red

Scare, the

Ku Klux Klan and

Catholic or Jewish

or Asian immigrants, white Christians and black Christians, Zionists
onists,

is

was primarily rhetori-

blood was shed, but the moil of contending ideas

stimulating.

the entire

effort: that

fascinate the widest readership.

tended for dominance. Hence, another basic element of the book
lence, startling to those

cities to

and anti-Zi-

prolabor Catholics and antilabor Catholics, pro-Repeal wets and anti-Repeal

drys, Protestants against a Catholic president

fundamentalists, liberals and

realists, pacifists

and Catholics

for one,

modernists and

versus “preparedness” for war. These
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and many more argued over the Bible and

factions

and a new

Israel

interference in

ume

forming

American

in Palestine,
politics.

society w’as riven into

tagonists alike, in national

asserted inerrancy, over Zion

its

over eugenics and birth control, over papal

Throughout the time period covered

in this vol-

dozens of opposing cliques by demagogues and mild pro-

campaigns and

local tugs

of war. People responded to the

issues thus debated with a great sense of urgency.

The group

feeling the greatest urgency

custodians of America’s soul, shapers of
future dignity.
picion.

They

They

still

were those who thought of themselves

as

and protectors of

its

earlier propriety,

its

called themselves “native stock”

presumed

bears had done so. But

two world wars, and

to define cultural

all this

this

and viewed outsiders with

for

was being challenged during the years between the

in a 1927

book by

a

danger of losing.

in

French

visitor

w as
r

marks

the decline of

as a factor in

division

what

about, according to their ideology and status, and to guide

the nation’s destiny by invoking religious sanction of the status quo.
this

and

America Remain Protestant and Anglo-Saxon?” Many of

these pages are filled w'ith the efforts of conservative mainstreamers to define

national experience

sus-

everyone because their fore-

time the customary winners appeared

This recurrent situation was put succinctly
cultural analyst: “Will

norms

eminence among Protestant

They

failed,

and

clergy, their marginalization

shaping contemporary culture. Part of their decline came from internal

and an increasing number of contending

passe between modernists and fundamentalists;

factions.

when

The worst was

this split

the im-

proved irreconcila-

American Protestants became permanently divided. Another major contributo wavering public respect came during the Great Depression when few clergy

ble,

tion

could deal effectively with the practical issues that most citizens faced. Marty makes
all this

interesting, as he does with almost everything he touches,

into the larger contours of

studies of religion in

what

American

will

undoubtedly become one of

and he blends

his

it

most valuable

life.

Henry Warner Bowden
Rutgers University

Longfield, Bradley
Moderates.

New

J-

The Presbyterian Controversy Fundamentalists, Modernists, and
:

York: Oxford University Press, 1991. Pp. 333. $34.50.

Bradley Longfield, a Presbyterian minister and a professor
ical

Seminary, contributes a fresh look

at

the conflict

among

at

Dubuque Theolog-

Presbyterians during

the early decades of this century. This study reminds the reader immediately of Letferts

A. Loetscher’s The Broadening Church (1954). Therefore, Loetscher should be

read along with Longfield, since the former provides

background than does the

latter, as

more of the nineteenth-century

well as support for one of Longfield’s key find-

ings.

While aware of the longer trends
attention on the 1920s

in

American Presbyterianism, Longfield focuses

and 1930s and the attempts

of the

General Assemblies of the
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Presbyterian

Church

and

impose upon the denomination “fundamentals”

1923, to

United States of America, by

in the

tions of the necessary

and

its

essential articles of faith for the

This was contrary, some argued,

to the provisions

actions in 1910, 1916,
as proper interpreta-

purpose of ordination.

of the Old School-New School

reunion agreement of 1869, and to the constitutional processes established by the

Adopting Act of

According

church

as early as the

among

the various factions brought about a “loosening of the church’s ordination

1729.

to Longfield, the struggle

standards, the reorganization of Princeton Theological Seminary, and the eventual

Church of America.” Longfield’s fresh contribution is
takes his cue from Steward Cole’s early work on the
fundamentalist-modernist controversy, namely, that the conflict was between “types
founding

of the Presbyterian

his biographical approach.

He

of church leaders” and the influences on their
Longfield
sidered

him

starts off

lives.

by mentioning Harry Emerson Fosdick. Conservatives con-

modernist Baptist wolf preaching

a

in Presbyterian clothing

without

subscription to the Westminster Confession. Fosdick was serving at the First Pres-

byterian

Church

in

New

York

City,

and he was the

catalyst for the conflict.

The

author then provides profiles of J. Gresham Machen, William Jennings Bryan, Clarence E. Macartney, Charles R. Erdman, Robert E. Speer, and Henry Sloane Coffin,
case studies in

how and why

the church responded to the crisis as

it

did.

These mini-

biographies are based on manuscript and other primary as well as secondary sources,

and they are quite stimulating. Machen’s militant conservatism, Longfield suggests,

came from

upbringing

his

in

Baltimore

among

southern Presbyterians of the James

Henley Thornwell brand. Although he gives considerable attention
secession-prone ecclesiology, he

fails to

show,

it

to

Thornwell’s

should be noted, Machen’s direct

knowledge of the South Carolinian’s works. Bryan and Macartney were drawn
Machen’s theological outlook, but had broader
ton theologian from the border South. Coffin,

social

who thought

of himself as a “liberal

evangelical,” had a patrician’s social gospel as well as an ecumenical
sion.

Machen thought of

“modernist”
Coffin in the
illennialist

like

to

concerns than did the Prince-

and world

Coffin as subverting true Christianity. Coffin

is

vi-

the lone

Bryan may have had more in common with
way of social concerns than with Machen. Erdman brought his prem-

in the author’s treatment.

and Holiness background

Bryan, and

a

into his leadership role, while Speer, a

highly respected mission executive, brought with

him

a

layman

mixture of

evangelicalism and Bushnellian “comprehensiveness” in theological matters. These

two represent moderates

Erdman,

as

in the controversy.

moderator of the General Assembly, appointed

a

denomination-wide

conservative commission in 1925 to study the turmoil. In 1927 the commission
a report that satisfied

many who

made

threatened to leave the church because of the undue

influence of fundamentalists on ordination procedures. Longfield suggests that in
the end the commission adopted the stand of the liberals expressed in the famous, or

infamous,

“An

Affirmation” (popularly

1924. This General

Assembly

known

as the

“Auburn Affirmation”) of

decision, followed by the reorganization of Princeton
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Theological Seminary and unhappiness with the policies of the Board of Foreign
Missions, led to Machen’s eventual secession from the denomination in the 1930s.

Longfield, by the way, recalls an amusing incident on the floor of the General As-

sembly when Macartney’s brother,

a distinguished pastor himself,

remarked

that

Clarence’s conservative position was due to the fact that he had never married, a

comment that delighted the commissioners. Neither Bryan nor Macartney followed
Machen ecclesiologically and out of the church. It may be argued that the commission report of 1927, rather than being the adoption of the liberals’ position, repre-

sented a better reading by the commission of the denomination’s doctrinal and pohistory than that of

litical

All in

all,

Longfield

is

Machen and

drawing conclusions from

in

terian

Church

(U.S.A.).

he suggests that

his followers.

very successful in retelling this story.
this history

Quoting from Loetscher

in the 1920s

of the amending process, of defining the
is

He

faith.

one of the main reasons (he recognizes,

in

he suggests,

when

it

if

I

will deliver us

this

loss

plural-

up an authoritative way, short

suggests that this theological pluto be sure, the

complexity of our

own

time.

The church

from values and norms” of the

from theological confusion. All of these words

culture.

in his conclusion,

may

express his points correctly, are loaded. Decline, for example,

terms of

conclusions,

can affirm a “normative middle theological posi-

tion with clear boundaries,’’ also “distinct

Such

own

support of his

present situation) for the decline of Presbyterianism in our
will recover,

less successful

is

and 1930s the denomination accepted doctrinal

ism, eschewed theological discussion, and even gave

ralism

He

about the present condition of the Presby-

be defined in

of members, and there has been ample reason to be concerned about

phenomenon. Longfield himself recognizes, almost in passing, that the denomMachen founded has not been an overwhelming success numerically de-

ination that

spite faithfulness to

what appears

boundaries of the West-

to be the clear theological

minster Standards.

Furthermore, Longfield repeats Loetscher’s concern over the denomination’s putting theology on the back burner, emphasizing a
siastical

programmatic approach

peace and unity. This conclusion ought to be examined more

be sure, some leaders

may have spoken about

cussion and taken such a

rest.

To

the need for rest

to eccle-

To

critically.

from theological

dis-

be sure, Presbyterians did not fully resolve issues

raised by the fundamentalist-modernist controversy to the satisfaction of some. But

did

we

ever stop discussing theology? Presbyterians were

shape the neo-orthodox option,

as

drawn

to

and helped

to

may

be

Longfield himself acknowledges. This

seen in the approach of Theology Today and Interpretation as well as in programs
,

such as the pioneering Faith and Life and Covenant Life curricula of the two major
Presbyterian denominations. Moreover, Presbyterians showed concern for boundaries in attempts to express the faith in

Confessions

recent “Brief Statement” of 1991.

documents

contemporary terms through The Boo\ of

and “The Confession of 1967,” “A Declaration of Faith,” and the more

to

While

these

may

not represent great theological

some, they represent to others attempts of American Presbyterianism
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to express a faithful Christian witness distinct

mentions the

and

1970s,

to be calling in his

Longfield

may

1920s and the

which some consider attempts

do

that for

which he

be correct in conclusions that he draws from his treatment of the

among many. But we need

a

the intervening years than he
is

to

concluding remarks.

seems to represent the popular wisdom

1930s. Indeed, his position

of this century

Although Longfield

culture.

of neo-orthodoxy, he does not mention the confessional discus-

rise

sion of the 1960s

seems

from the

io

more

critical evaluation of what has happened during

able to give here. His

is

own

sufficient reason for reading this book.

study of the early years

The

biographical approach

underscores the theological pluralism that was already present in the church during

who

the 1920s

and 1930s and suggests

and unity

as well as the purity of the church, thus fulfilling ordination

own

time. Longfield’s book, as

a

need for leaders

see

I

it, is

are able to serve the peace

vows

in

our

a plea for such leadership.

James H. Smylie

Union Theological Seminary
Mulder, John M. Sealed in

99

I

A

The Symbolism of the Seal of the Presbyterian Church

Denominational Resources/Presbyterian Publishing House,

(U.S.A.). Louisville:
I

Christ:

in Virginia

Pp- 79- $4-95-

-

General Assembly committee under the chairmanship of John M. Mulder was
1983 to create a seal or logotype to represent the newly reunited Pres-

engaged

in

byterian

Church

(U.S.A.). In 1985 the

committee unveiled the finished product, the

result of much professional, theological,

ingful

symbolism and good

and creative discussion. Thanks

taste, the seal

to

its

mean-

has caught the imagination and acceptance

of the denomination.
In Sealed in Christ a concise accounting of the committee’s stewardship
,

ful research,

vides in capsule form

formed

much

of the liturgical and theological thinking of the Re-

tradition. In the course of nine short chapters, the author takes each symbolic

item of the composite
in the

and care-

John M. Mulder, President of Louisville Theological Seminary, pro-

whole.

seal

and describes

The afterword

its

(pp. 73-77)

origin, design,

is

and rationale

for inclusion

a choice epilogue that cordially

rounds

out the discussion.

One minor
the fish

flat

question not addressed by the book

on the

left side

is:

Why

is

the

tail

of the dove and

and curved on the right? While Mulder does not give us

the answer to this question of asymmetry, he does give us an extremely useful tract
for study

hoped

groups among ministers, Sessions, Boards of Deacons, and the

that this slender

Church

volume

will receive

wide acquaintance

in the

like. It is

Presbyterian

(U.S.A.).

Donald Macleod
Princeton Theological Seminary
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Noren, Carol M., What Happens Sunday Morning:

It

call,

A

Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992. Pp.

Louisville:

happens

no matter how experienced: upon arriving

to every pastor,

one must begin

work through

to

Layperson’s Guide to Worship.
109. $8.95.

we

the minefield

otherwise

know

new

at a

Sunday

as

morning worship. How has the congregation been accustomed to this? Why do they
do that? Do they celebrate the Lord’s Supper, or do they “observe” the Last Supper?
Everything from which hymns are sung to how much water is used in baptism is a
possible explosion. Carol

M. Noren, who

teaches worship and preaching at

Duke

University Divinity School, has written a most helpful guide to getting through the

minefield safely. She has also provided a tool for engaging everyone involved in Sun-

day morning

in serious

and theologically informed discussions about what

it is

we

are gathered there to do.

The

title

reveals Noren’s primary purpose

thoughtful participants.

The book

self-consciously,

sion.

and then

and lucid

ship, the

book turns

to the subject

music

in

Specialists in

gregations

a nonviolent one,

worship

move from

aspect of their liturgy, to participate in

and

gather lor worship in the

and discus-

first

of the role of the

and

place

historical introduction to Christian

wor-

worship, the physical

laity in

worship, the sermon (including “the five great myths

about preaching”), and the liturgy

movement, but

some

why we

to

theological, biblical,

setting for worship,

understand wor-

to raise questions for reflection, evaluation,

Following an introduction

a brief

lay people

observers to informed and

serves this purpose extremely well by including a

process for participants to learn about
it

— helping

move them from

ship in their tradition in order to

itself.

whose

will find

Noren

is

a disciple of the liturgical

pastoral sense

some blank

spots.

is

renewal

evident on every page.

Those concerned

to help con-

the Last Supper to celebrating the Lord’s Supper will be dis-

appointed that the author has neither written a chapter on communion, nor even
dealt seriously with the subject of its frequency.
in

understanding

why

The chapter on

music, though useful

parishioners are so dedicated to their old hymnals, has

to say about helping congregations

move beyond them.

Little

is

and importance of the church musician (professional or volunteer)
liturgy.

Those who

believe liturgical teams are the

participation will rejoice; those

page

is

filled

who

answer

little

said about the role
in

shaping the

to better congregational

disagree will find reason to quibble.

Still,

each

with useful insights into the continuing pastoral challenge of helping

congregations worship in ways that are true to the gospel, to their

own

tradition

within the church, and to their personal needs.

Here
tegrity,

is

an essential

tool for

of their worship.

It is

anyone concerned with the
a

quality, as well as the in-

must, not only for worship committees, liturgical

teams, and congregational governing bodies, but especially for
pastors, as well as

newly

expertise in the field!

Committees

installed

Most of all,

ones
this

—

is

all

newly ordained

regardless of their years of experience or

mandatory reading

as well as those pastors seeking a

new

for all Pastoral

call. It will

Search

not only help them
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own worship and

become well informed about

their

worship leadership,

them on

will set

it
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their expectations

the right track and help

them

concerning

find

new

pas-

toral relationships that minister to their expectations as well as to their needs.

Fred R. Anderson

The Madison Avenue

New
Rice, Charles L.

Church

Presbyterian

York,

NY

The Embodied Word: Preaching as Art and Liturgy. Minneapolis: For-

tress Press, 1991. Pp. 144. $7.95.

“The thesis of this book is that preaching belongs, organically, to the sacramental
community” (p. 93). The author of this book and these words is Charles Rice, Professor of Homiletics at Drew University and a past president of the Academy of

He

Homiletics.

brings to his analysis of the preaching office an extensive denomi-

national pilgrimage that includes Baptist roots, ministerial

United Church of Christ and the Episcopal Church, and
to the

ence

United Methodist Church. There

is

reflected

throughout

his

is

membership

in

the

a professional relationship

an important sense in which

this experi-

book. His use of “embodiment” refers both to the

person of the preacher-priest and to the liturgical and sacramental context of the ser-

mon: “The sermon can stand on

its

own

apart from the sacraments no

more than

Baptism and Eucharist can continue with integrity apart from Scripture and preaching”
is

Again: “The origin of preaching

(p. 18).

The

Eucharist.

So here

is

is

Baptism, and the aim of the sermon

preacher stands between font and table, Scripture in hand”

church that takes into account the extraordinary developments

worship among so many denominational
publishing activity of the

last

twenty years

that inevitably the centerpiece of so
to be

in

One

much

in the

lectionary systems, to realize

of Protestant worship, the sermon, would

rethought and reworked. Rice wryly subtitles a portion of his

“Pulpit and Table,” as

renewal of

has only to chronicle the

terms of hymnals and service books, to

amazing development of ecumenical

say nothing of the

have

traditions.

(p. 19).

preaching for the American

a serious, well-written effort to redefine

“The End of the Sermon” and

fills

out

its

first

meaning

chapter,
in

terms

of the relation of the sermon to the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, which of course
is still

An

missing from most Sunday morning services

important aspect of

gregation as community.

his redefinition

He

states the

in

non-Episcopal Protestantism.

of preaching

is

emphasis on the con-

his

problem most sharply when he observes that

“the conflict between liturgy and preaching

is,

at base, the

unresolved tension in

Western Protestantism between sacramental community and heroic individualism”
(pp. 21-22).

For Rice

this

means

a shift in the pastoral

prophet-preacher to the priest-in-community. Clearly

must abandon

its

paradigm from the lonely
this

means

that preaching

free-wheeling thematic, issue-oriented, and oratorical preoccupa-

tions in favor of a

more

biblical

and sacramental content which, of course,

assisted by the consistent use of a lectionary system.

It

means

also that the

will be

sermon
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where there

will probably be shorter and,

is

more
Emerson

a regular eucharistic celebration,

deliberately “penultimate.” Curiously, Rice finds

it

necessary to cite Harry

Fosdick’s “life-situation” preaching as exemplary of this sort of preaching by reason

of

its

incarnational preoccupation (pp. 33-34), even going so far as to posit the thesis

that “if Fosdick

had carried

been compelled both by
the eucharist”

his ideas to their fullest implication, then he

his ecclesiology

gests,

is

and

useful.

more

would have

his homiletic to give a larger place to

(p. 34).

This reviewer has used Rice’s book
ulating

and

in homiletical instruction

and found

stim-

it

does challenge a whole school of preaching which, as Rice sug-

It

related to revivals than sacraments, to audiences than congregations,

to the electronic, talk

show medium than

communal

the incarnate,

assembly.

One

has to note, however, that the various chapters often seem repetitious and nonsequential, as
larly true

though

their origin

when one comes

ing. In chapters five

the

and

same things from

as biblical

and

to the

six,

were

a series of unrelated lectures.

This

is

second large theme of the book, the

art(s)

of preach-

“Art

in the Pulpit”

earlier chapters are said,

and “An Available Voice,” many of

and emphasis

is

laid

on such matters

extrabiblical storytelling, the use of metaphor, imagination

guage, poetry, and the theatre. Oddly,
ceremonial. (In the

last

little

particu-

or nothing

and

lan-

said of music, graphics, or

is

chapter, unhappily, the numeration of footnotes

is

badly

done.)

Aside from these problems,

it

can probably be said that this book marks a signif-

icant turning-of-the-road for preaching in Protestant America.

Both preaching and

the liturgy are vital indicators of ecclesiology (as Rice frequently observes), and to-

gether they

sacrament

may

in

well shape that reality of the church as

an ecumenical age whose contours are

still

community of word and

emerging.

The concluding

years of the twentieth century are indeed witnessing the re-formation of the ancient

patterns of proclamation and celebration

among

Christians, both East

and West.

Charles Rice has provided us with a provocative and prescient homiletical critique.

Horace T. Allen,

Jr.

Boston University School of Theology

Cox, James W., ed. Handbook of Themes for Preaching. Louisville: Westminster/John

Knox

Press, 1991. Pp. 265. $19.95.

Here

is

a

book

that has been long overdue.

Now at last preachers have an excellent

resource for planning topical sermons whether theological, pastoral, or ethical.

Perhaps you also have heard Ernest Campbell say more than once,
for the lectionary.”
for

more than

ways

a

Some who

decade

have found themselves slavishly

will find this

“Two

cheers

tied to the lectionary

book helpful and refreshing

to preach a series on occasion or deal sporadically with large

as they explore

and controversial

themes.

James Cox has assembled

a

Who’s

Who of

Bible,

Theology, Church History, Pas-
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to write the various nutshell chapters

on 107 different

topics

of interest to pastors and parishioners alike.
Scholars of note write on subjects for which they are known.

They

include: John

Macquarrie (God), Wayne Oates (Conscience), John Mulder (Conversion),

Bill

Leonard (Church), Will Willimon (Baptism, Discipleship, Marriage, Worship),
Bernhard Anderson (Word of God), John Bennett (Church and

State),

Donald

Shriver (Vocation), George Stroup (Jesus Christ), Richard Thulin (Justification),

Daniel Migliore (Trinity), Dieter Hessel (Environment), and Stephen Shoemaker

Each one

(Blessing, Narrative).

is

more than

qualified to offer

background and sug-

gestions for our homiletical efforts.

Perhaps

am

I

piece to one

excited about this book in part because

it is

such a great companion

authored several years ago entitled, Preaching Christian Doctrine (For-

I

tress Press, 1984).

One

of the problems with starting sermon preparation with some-

(I argued) is that the homework increases. A book like
Handbook of Themes for Preaching does some of that homework for the preacher.
There are, in addition to scripture, at least two other starting places for preaching:

thing besides a biblical text

doctrine in sacrament, season, and creed and

(1)

theologically, pastorally,

and

ethically.

(2)

the culture in questions that arise

Cox’s book provides a resource for both of

these starting points.

Themes
the

mons

like

God,

Jesus Christ, Justification, Sin,

and Salvation obviously

category of sermons that start with sacrament, season, or creed.

first

that start with the culture,

Cox

includes

many

topics as a resource.

of preaching could be called anthropocentric homiletics.
this

approach are David H. C. Read,

culture,

Harry Emerson Fosdick, who

and William Sloane Coffin,
in the culture.

In the

first

category

we

who started

see the

the third category
State,

Politics,

The

we

This kind

three best proponents of

with global, moral imperative questions
all

three.

themes of Evil, Doubt, Theodicy, and the Absence

In the second category

see the

into

started with theological questions in the

we

riage, Divorce, Disease/Illness, Fear/Anxiety,

and

The

fit

for ser-

started with pastoral questions in the culture,

Cox’s book provides subjects for

among others.

of God,

Jr.,

who

As

see the

themes of Depression, Mar-

Anger, Addiction, and Honesty. In

themes of Suicide, Abortion, Environment, Church

Violence/War, Ethics/Morality, Justice/Liberation, Poverty, Sexuality,

Racism,

Women’s

Studies, Education,

and Jewish-Christian Relations.

research and writing here are impeccable.

often quite helpful. This

is

certainly a

The

suggestions for preaching are

worthwhile resource

for the

contemporary

preacher.

Let me, however, offer two cautions.
this

book

topics, particularly the ethical ones,

since the preacher
to be

is

preacher should not assume from

theme every week. These are

and often take weeks of preparation,

not one but two steps removed from scripture.

done not only on the

biblical

First, the

that he or she should try a different

view of the topic

topic itself but

as well.

large

especially

Homework

has

on the theological implications and the

None of that

can be done

in a

week. The second
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caution

is

that this

book should never be seen

but only starting points, springboards,

That brings me
study.
believe

to

my

if

word on any of these subjects
more suggestive than exhaustive.

as the last

you

like,

only criticism: the omission of any bibliography for further

would have, of course, lengthened
it would have been worth it.

book and increased the

the

It

Without doubt Handbook of Themes for Preaching is a must
Here is one you will use over and over again.

price, but

I

for every preacher’s

bookshelf.

William

J.

First Presbyterian

Carl

TX

Dallas,

Groome, Thomas H. Sharing
and Pastoral Ministry.
Heralded

first

Faith:

A

Comprehensive Approach

Faith decisively builds

introduced

upon

in Christian Religious

volume Groome describes

way

a

of

For those

and theological
It is

Education

who

integrity, this

Thomas

the “shared praxis approach” the au-

Education (1980). In this expansive

knowing and educating

being of people, “their heads, hearts, and
of the church.

to Religious

York: HarperSanFrancisco, 1991. Pp. 569. $49.95/129.95.

“the long-awaited masterwork’’ of religious educator

as

Groome, Sharing
thor

New

III

Church

life-styles,”

that engages the

and shapes the

new

whole

total ministry

wish to approach ministry with greater intentionality
is

a

book

to read.

structured into four major parts. Part

I

provides philosophical and theological

foundations. Seeking to overcome education’s typically cognitivist bent,

Groome

re-

knowing and being. He
retrieves the concept of “conation,” a holistic and critical form of wisdom, and he
grounds his “conative pedagogy” in an “epistemic ontology” that remembers the interconnection between knowing and being. Evaluating the assets and liabilities of
major figures and movements in western epistemology, Groome particularly engages Aristotle’s formulation of practical wisdom as shaped by praxis and Heidegjoins

what never should have been

ger’s

understanding of agency and being. This

—though

view

for

God which forms

which people have

people

may

Groome advances

be educated or socialized

those so miseducated.

may

an accessible and interesting over-

a

Groome

He

away from

may

is

weak.

Catholic affirmation of human af-

the basis for his claim that shared praxis

a natural disposition.

observes that intentional shared praxis

that

is

the sketch of pragmatism’s contributions to epistemology

In this foundations section
finity for

(but was) torn asunder,

is

an approach

qualifies this claim by noting that
this

“indigenous” process, and he

be experienced as a paradigm shift for

touches on, but does not fully examine, the defenses

block such a shift or hinder our open participation regardless of our edu-

cational history. Critical reflection
praxis, will encounter
fuller consideration

and emancipatory

practice, central to shared

and even occasion human insecurity and defensiveness.

of such dynamics would be constructive.

A
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foundations,
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of th tshared praxis approach in Part

to a reprise

Accentuating the movement and attitude of shared praxis,

II.

any rigid adherence

to steps or

method. Yet, the

Groome
and

five steps, flexible

discourages
fluid as they

provide the form and coherence needed for intentional educational minis-

are,

still

try.

Notable highlights

five original

of a “focusing activity” to the

to this part are: the addition

movements;

the serious attention given the hermeneutical task of relat-

ing the Christian story/vision to the stories and visions operative in our lives; and
the articulation of the liberating “reign of God” as the “first criterion” for interpretation

and ministry. This

rich

and complex section includes examples from praxis

(including curriculum authored by

Groome) and culminates

cohesive

in a

summary

of the process.
In Part

III,

Groome

considers shared praxis as an approach to other forms of ministry.

In a lengthy analysis of the concept of ministry, he tackles such issues as inclusivity
in the

church. Groome’s prominent dialectical style

as he affirms, challenges,

Contending

that

all

and

critically

is

particularly illuminating here

appropriates his

own

tradition.

ministers, regardless of specific function, need a

cational consciousness,”

Groome

indicates in broad strokes

how

a

keen “edu-

shared praxis ap-

proach might guide various forms of ministry (concentrating on liturgy and preach-

and

ing, peace

justice,

and pastoral counseling). As one who has experimented with

shared praxis in the decision making process,

worth developing

I

found

this to

be promising material

further.

Though Groome shares his own faith throughout the book, he ends with a post“my pedagogical creed as a Christian educator.” Here his spirit-

script enunciating

uality as

an educator comes to the fore as he confesses that which

Sharing Faith

is

a significant

is

“of my heart.”

and inspiring work. Many readers may be daunted

by the size and the philosophical language of the book; do not be dismayed. In this
substantive offering,

what may

initially

sible” ideas

Groome

brings the reader along.

seem foreign becomes

and counsels

that serve to

familiar,

empower

He weaves

and he gives

his

themes so that

a steady dose

rather than intimidate.

of “fea-

Groome’s

shared praxis approach remains one of the most helpful methods for guiding practical

theological reflection in the

original proposal increases

its

life

of a faith community, and this extension ol the

value.

Carol Lakey Hess
Princeton Theological Seminary

Nelson, C.

Ellis.

Helping Teenagers

Grow

Westminster/John Knox Press, 1992. Pp.

Youth ministry
where seminarians,

is

typically training

The

A Guide for

Adults. Louisville:

109. $11.95.

ground

the newly ordained,

fessors get to try out their skills.

Morally:

for “real” ministry.

It

is

the place

and non-tenured Christian education pro-

question, then,

is

what

is

C. Ellis Nelson, sea-

—
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soned senator of Christian education, doing talking about teenagers? The answer
he

is:

bringing w isdom.

is

This book combines

solid theological ethics

with insight into the particularities of

adolescence. Far from seeing teenagers as living in

some

ing pattern" where they should be

alone or avoided until they grow'

more

or less

up. Nelson believes there are ways, as the

grow

left

sort of psychosocial “hold-

suggests, teenagers can be helped to

title

morally. But his approach differs from the standard ones offered through “val-

ues clarification" or “cognitive development" strategies. Nelson points out that these

current efforts in “moral development" (which ordinarily involve the presentation

of moral dilemmas or problems through which youth are to think)
students’ ability to reason analytically, but

or on their
its

actual moral choices.

Here

to

where

is

may

slightly help

have no effect on their behavior
morality meets the lim-

real-life

of reason.

So

if

not reasoning,

iaith itself
ics

own

seem

of Paul

is

it

not cognitive development, then what?

Nelson's bet, specifically, congregations.

Lehmann and
r

And

The community of

utilizes the theological eth-

the philosophical ethics of Alasdair MacIntyre to build a

platform upon w hich morality
text.

He

is

understood

terms of practices in a Christian con-

in

he renders such complex material in a way understandable to most edu-

cated adults. Morals, like MacIntyre’s “practices," are a social

growth of the kind of society we want
which are formed

in

.

.

and sustained by groups of people”

whether teenage or adult

—

understood as the

is

phenomenon, “an out-

related to beliefs about the

.

(p.

meaning of life,

The moral

i).

life

of participation in the koi-

fruit

nonia. Reason, will, thinking, and the like are important but quite secondary; they
inevitably function as servants to our basic

life

posture. Nelson's approach could be

called “faith seeking morality.”

Learning morality

is

best

understood by the analogy of language according

Nelson; “the easiest and most effective way to learn a language

munity where that language

is

be a

community where people

it is

make

to the ethical

care for one another

practice the Christian faith" (p. 62).

rooted in sociality,

to live in a

to

com-

spoken.” This means for a church that the “most im-

portant contribution a congregation can
to

is

And though

this

growth of teenagers

and are deeply concerned

is

is

to

a vision of moral education

not one that comes at the expense ol individual integrity. Nel-

son simply recognizes and svorks with the interrelational nature of the faithful and
ethical

life.

In

fact,

he taps

it

as

an educational resource.

But Nelson presents more than

menting the
of

vision

how we ought

—which keeps

to be

(moralism

a vision.

the
at

He

its

group

He

hopes that such people

leaders,

into just

worst). Yet there

about what youth groups should do. The book
of adults.

has ideas and strategies for imple-

book from slipping

as parents

and other interested adults

is

is

one more picture

refreshingly

little

here

designed to be studied by a group

of teenagers, social workers, youth

will gather each

week

sues raised by the book. Nelson even gives specific guidance for

to dive into the is-

how

r

to lead each
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By the end of this eight or nine week course, no doubt there would be plenty

session.

of constructive ideas generated.
could easily be read as one reads any other book and would be valuable

The book
in the

same way, but

manner Nelson

the

it

would be

suggests.

infinitely

The

moral growth would be embodied; that
out of convictions and care. This

from adults

The
solely.

in a face-to-face

is,

adults

what Nelson

is

is

if

it

were put

to

work

in

that the strategy for teenage

would be working communally
believes teenagers

need

to learn

way.

limitation of the book, in

What

more valuable

elegance of this

my

judgment,

is its

focusing upon congregations

who are not actively involved in any congregation? What
might we have toward these teens? On the other hand, many

about youth

ethical responsibility

congregations ask precisely these questions and do involve themselves with youth

beyond
In

their

all, set

own

walls.

against the general background of books regarding youth

—

buzzing with games, gimmicks, and often garbage that do nothing but
depths and struggles of adolescence

—

this

book

takes teenagers seriously, dignifying them.

is

to be

The hope

welcomed.

is

It is

publications

trivialize the

a

work

that

that congregations will

do

the same.

Bradley Wigger

Oshkosh,

Poling, James

Abingdon
In this

WI

Newton. The Abuse of Power: A Theological Problem. Nashville:

Press, 1991. Pp. 224. $15.95.

book James Poling has made

toral theology.

He

a significant contribution to the field of pas-

has spoken to the realties of child sexual abuse and to the realities

of the church’s silence in the face of that persistent and pervasive abuse. At the same

time he has challenged the church to become

and

power

a

community of justice and of healing

assumptions that have allowed these abuses of

to look deeply inside itself at the
to exist.

Poling begins a description of the problem of child sexual abuse by revealing his

own

process of

tion that

awakening

must take place

to

it.

in those

He

courageously models the process of self-convic-

who

are not survivors

—

a self-conviction that

not only face the evil around us but also the pain and evil within.

must

Drawing on

his

experience as a pastoral counselor and pastoral theologian, he defines the nature of
the

problem through

statistics

about

survivors of child sexual abuse.

power and

He

its

frequency and with stories about victims and

then spends a chapter discussing the issues of

the abuses of power at the personal,

dimensions and offers insights into

his

communal,

institutional,

and cultural

key methods and assumptions. Using three

theoretical approaches, process-relational theology, psychoanalytic/object-relations

psychology, and feminist/womanist analysis, Poling introduces the reader to the pri-

mary elements of his argument. He

suggests that he has seen both the

overwhelming

I
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evil

of abusive power and the triumphant resiliency of hope

we must look at
trying to understand how both of these
sexual abuse, and that

studies (the

first

the

the

self,

in survivors

of child

community, and God/Church

realities exist together.

He

in

uses extended case

co-authored by a survivor, the second created out of his experiences

w'ith perpetrators,

and the third borrowed from Freud)

who

reader hear the stories of people

in

order both to

let

have experienced childhood abuse and

the

to an-

alyze their experiences through the lenses of his three theoretical approaches.

He

then has three chapters devoted to the three dimensions in which power must be

analyzed

—

self,

community, and God

—and concludes with

and pastoral

plications for pastoral theology

a brief

summary of im-

practice.

Poling’s methodological approach and theoretical choices are helpful and persua-

He

sive.

has found a

way

to

human good and human evil
God are deeply connected

hold the ambiguities of

Human

together with God’s ambiguity.

beings and

through the “web of creation” and depend upon each other
silient

hope

in the face

of the

who

Although the book
it.

One

is,

significant

for the

triumph of

re-

argues for a Church that reflects a

commitment

recognition of this ambiguity and a

ganized around the experiences of those

with

He

of evil.

reality

to inclusivity, love,

and

justice or-

often are not heard.

on the whole, strong and valuable, there are some problems

problem

is

the book’s lack of practical help for pastors

work-

While Poling puts together

ing in the parish with survivors of child sexual abuse.

a

strong foundation for the theological, sociological, and psychological consideration

of these

issues,

he does not help pastors

in

any significant way

pastoral care and counseling with survivors.

He

to refine their skills

ministry practice that speak primarily to the whole ministry of the church
education, theological reformulation, and so on. While this
it

of

offers five general principles for

is

a helpful

—

liturgy,

framework,

does not address the necessary pastoral care and counseling strategies for survivors

of child sexual abuse.

There are some other

limitations to the text. Poling seemingly forgets that there

are many pastors who are themselves survivors of sexual abuse. The book is written
primarily to those who have not experienced abuse, and thus it leaves out a good

share of the population. This
lifts

up

women

meaning of God’s
Another

is

reinforced

when

resilient

hope amid

related limitation

is

women

community

to ask

process after experiencing sexual abuse in such a
culture’s healing.

While

many

move through

are able to

the sake of others

many

is

the healing process

and thereby

it,

“us” about the

is

them

way

to

survivors of sexual vio-

to health

and redemption.

move through

that

it

the healing

provides a path for the

an important one for survivors, and

the implied burden on survivors to recover for

to reveal

on the survivors and

will teach

make

Poling’s tendency to

puts a considerable burden on

the focus

who

evil.

lence responsible for leading the church and
It

Poling frequently and powerfully

survivors of sexual abuse as those

redemption

their resiliency,

victims/survivors are ignored.

It

it

is

a

damaging premise.

seems

also tends to

move

to

me

When

that the realities of

too quickly and optimis-

1
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tically into

hope.

It

seemed

get to the redemption.

It is

1

though Poling sometimes rushed through the pain

as

1

to

important for those of us in the church to recognize not

only the power of redemptive hope but the necessity of despair in the face of the

harm

that has been

whether we

toward hope.

I

move

is

to

done

to so

many and which

hope

think that Poling

tries to

all

and the church must take

who
[An

and

in

It is

uncertain

our midst, and

move

hold hope and despair in tension, but the

too fast and too easy.

Despite these criticisms, this book
pastors

continues to be done.

shall be able to face the evil in ourselves,

is

extremely helpful and addresses issues that

seriously.

I

believe that

it is

necessary reading for

are engaged in ministry.

earlier version

(Summer

of

this

review appeared

in the

Journal of Pastoral Theology 2

1992).]

Christie

Cozad Neuger

United Theological Seminary of the

Twin

Cities
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Pastoral caregivers

all

too often

neglect the elderly. This happens for a

variety of reasons.

An important

one,

says James Lapsley, is that most psychological models of health have been con-

Renewal

structed with young adults in mind.
These models simply do not work when

in Late Life

superimposed on a population that
thinks and feels differently from the
young and is faced with its own unique
set of problems. The author combats

through
Pastoral

this

with a combined spiritual and psycho-biological approach specifically
designed for counseling the aging.

Counseling

Using a cognitive model based on
Aaron Beck's work, the author shows

James

how

thinking provides the access to
dispels

feel-

He
some primary myths about

ings and motives at the heart of
first

N. Lapsley

life.

aging, then provides ideas and themes
to help

of

life.

ties of

us understand the final season

He

also delves into the practicali-

problems faced by the elderly,

such as bereavement, depression, spiritual questions, conflicts with children,
interpersonal and institutional rejection,
vocational questions, and marital difficulties.

James N. Lapsley served as

the

and Helen Egner professor
of
pastoral
theology
at
Princeton Theological Seminary
Carl

for 12

at the

years until his retirement
conclusion of the 1991-

The author's counseling techniques
are focused on helping the elderly
rediice-their discomfort and conflict,

1992 academic year.
An
ordained minister of the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.),
he is a member of the American

better and easier decisions,
reframe bad or tragic events of their life,

Academy

and integrate themselves into a whole
and complete self.

Pastoral Theology.

iffake

of Religion as well as

the co-founder of the Society for
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